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PREFACE

Twenty years ago, American Association of Community and Junior

Colleges (AACIC) President Edmund J. Glea/er, Jr. observed that the
greatest challenge fKing American community colleges in the future was

the challenge of making good on the promise of the open door. An open

door fOr everybody and anybody who applies or who can profit from
college instruction is a mission that some simply take for granted. That

mission brings into higher education, in the community college, a popu-
lation comparable to -hat of an intensive care unitwith the full array of
emergencies, problems, and desires to he better, to be healtiw. People in

an emergenLy room represent every aspect of life, every level of educa-

tional background; that heterogeneity and that aspect of emergency
probably is not represented anywhere eke' except in the American
community college. And this condition runs contrary to the dominant
view of higher education in America.

listorically, colleges and universities have specialiied admis.sions

processes and selections designed to diminate Iron.] consideration
students who have problems. Factors typically used in the selection
processSMl scores, high school GPAs, level of family income, and level

of educational attainment of parentyield a mu. e success-oriented,
goal-oriented, self-directed, and motivated student body. This selective

admissions process is designed to produce the best and the brightest, the
most talented, most gifted, most positive student body with the highest
parental expectations. It also identifies those students who have been
successful in other arenas.

Community colleges, however, with their open-door admissions
polkies, attempt to accommodate everyone who applies. Yet we know
college reputations are almost irrevocably tied to how selective colleges

vii
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arethat is, how difficult it is to meet their entrance requirements. For
example, U.S. News & World Report ranks and rates colkges based on
their sekctivity. They reason that if a college takes only the best and the
brightest students, then obviously it must be excelknt. Thus, in America,
the mission of the community college requires that it run counter to the
common stereotype of what makes a college a good college. If 3 college
takes everybody, if its standards for admission are completely flexible,
then it must not be much of a college---it must be a welfare organi/a-

Ci itiks of community colleges, such as Zwerling (1976) and Brint
and I:a rabd t 1989). are quick to point to the most damaging aspect of
the comnnmity collegethe promise. the dream ott.,:redind still the
goal unachievable. They claim that the mission is more missionary, more
revivalist, than egalitarian. Because community colleges have been
identified as "democracy's colkge" and "the people's colleges" they have
been accused of hyping and itualiting their mission while entering little
substantive change. Crit iCS say that most community college students
don't do well, a severe social criticism at best.

One point needs to be made, however: Many community colkge
students are first- generation college students who come to school
without the support of family. spouse, friends, or the working world.
Thus to pa attention to the needs of this "intensive care unit," we must
get past social criticism and acknowledge that in many ways community

colleges face a "mission impossible." The heterogeneity of the students
who enroll in American community colleges represents a challenge of
enormous proportions. Although community colleges have not yet
demonstrated success with this high-risk population, they have been
serious in their efforts. Over the last 20 years, the enormity of the chal-
lenge posed by racially diverse and heterogeneous groups of students has
reached almost crisis proportions. The complexity of student diversity
that Gleazer talked about in t9ts4) pales in comparison to the complexity
and reality of current demographic and societal data and to the forecast
for the year 2000.
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COMMUNITY COLLEGES: THE LGALITARIAN MISSION

The American community college and American democracy are
inexorably linked, and as the decline of communism unfolds, we are
more cognizant than ever that demoeracy is an ideal global cultural goal.

People everywhere prefer to be liberated from dictatorships, authoritar-
ianism, and elitism. The revokitions in Eastern European countries are
high praise indeed for America because what others seek to do is to
emulate our own revolutionary break with a superordinate elitist power.

The affirmation of the fundamental dignity of the individualthe
notion 01- classical liberalism or anti-authoritarianism. is a theme
resounding in Eastern Europe. This indicates that whatever happens in
America works, no matter what our criticism of it is; other people want
democracy because it is a naturally responsive system.

People's chances and opportunities are limited without the benefit
of education. Today, the fulfillment of the American dream that every
generation should have the chance to g,.xceed the attainment of the prior

generation is inexplicably tied to an individual's skills and educational
achievement. Currently in this country, White populations are stable or
even decreasing in terms of perientage of the total population, while the

lispanic and Black populations are growing rapidly. This demographic
reality represents an important shift in the new millenium: Whereas in

the past America has been composed of a mostly Anglo-Furopea, popu-
lation, no single majority group will predominate in the future. Although

they are growing in numbers, racial-ethnic minority groups ( whom
demographers are calling "t'ie nw majority-) tend to be underrepre-
sented in higher education and in the business and political arenas as
well. They represent a uniquely sanguine set of problems: for many of
these minorities poverty is a way of life, the educational drop-out rate is

high and crime and drug use are rampant. Who addresses these prob-
lems? Who provides access to the American dream of greater
opportunity? Who is equipped to do so? Probably the American commu-

nity college.

If community colleges are going to be the colleges that specialize in

ix
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taking the "hard-to-get-well," then the burden falls to colkge programs,
college faculty, and college leaders. In the next to or 20 years, commu-
nity colkges will bear much of the responsibility for addressing the
impending crises of the future; for that task, we must have better-
prepared and better-motivated students. We must do a better job of
orientation, placement, and remediation. We must have faculty who
untkrstand the developmental nature of our original mission, men and
women who are sympathetic with it and who themselves represent and
model behavior fin the "new majority student:. We must expect prob-
lems and no quick-fix, easy solutions.

We need to recommend cultural awareness. The magic of the
American dream is that a person can be anything he or she wants to be
through motivation and a work ethic. As a society, we cannot afford for

people to drop out and eventually till our state penitentiaries, our welfare
rolls, and our halfway Ilouses. Colleges must do more to make certain
that people who have not been successful in the past develop the skills,
qualities, imd acumen to be successful in the future.

We need to be more inclusive. Mealy hiring people who are more
representative of color or ethnicity is in itself insidious unless the college
makes certain that quality of selectitm is not compromised.

The real challenge of the 199os will be to add new faculty and staff
who have better skills, better qualities, better hearts. better caring about

students than we have had in the last zo years. Our bottom line is always
that we build quality and nothing less than that. Quality is the heart and
soul of the institution, It is going to take more talented, more committed

taculty and staff to get the outcomes that we all seek. What are the roles

for the future, the issues? Can they work? What are the new directions?
The common thread among students is that they are going to have more
problems, not fewer. We've got to have better faculty who also are more
representative of students. Can we do that? Can we be equal and excellent

at the same time? The mindsets of people who look at these questions
will determine and drive our responses. Unless we bring harmony, we're

going to have a society cut in half. And community colleges have been
thrust by society into being the bridge between where we are now and

I
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where we can envision we ought to he. If we don't do that job, a whole

society is in jeopardy.

THE CHALLENGES OF THE 1990S

American community colleges are at the brink of an important era in

history. The third milennium rapidly approaches, and the decade of the

199os is a watershed period. As we face our challenges and opportuni-

ties, as we confront our destiny, we are aware of the issues of
underrepresentation and underutilization of women and racial-ethnic
minorities in higher education. Remembering that the foundation of
community college education is egalitarianism guides our goals for the
coming decade: It would be antithetical to the nature and mission of the

community college not to recognize the discrimination of the past and

not to seek to redress the injustices of underrepresentation. The chal-

lenge of reprcsentation is a historical mission of American citizens; the
American revolution Was fought over that right. Representation is the
very core of our republic, and it provides the basis for our democracy.
Obviously, this fact is an embedded assumption of American culture.
l.ack of representation violates the premises on which this nation was

founded.
This hook focuses on the lack of representation, or underrepresen-

cation, of women and members of racial and ethnic minorities in
community college leadership. Some would say that these two groups
cannot and should not be linked, that they are too different to be
discussed together. and that research does an injustice to individuality
by creating a posture on groups. This is not the intert of this study. Our
assumption is that controversy surrounds the represeatat ion of both
groups in higher education and in other fields as well. Moreover, we

postulate that the examples of challenge demonstrated by underrepre-
sented groups do have similarities and commonalities. Finally, we make

note of the fact that debate and discussion are mixed, at best, about the
possible outcomes for women and minority groups. In each of these
instances, our goal is to present the data, highlight the situation as it is,

xi
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celebrate breakthroughs, and offer suggestions and strategics that allow
progress toward full representation of women and members of acial-
ethnic minorities in American commuMty colleges.

In Chapter One. "hnding Equality in Egalitarian Educational
Institutions," the premise of the bookthat community colleges have
not met their responsibilities to women and members of racial-ethnic
minorities--is examined, We discuss the mission of the Truman
Commission and the community colkge commitment to egalita,lan
education ilS a backdrop for issues of exclusionary practices and the
imminent need to represent women and memIlers of ethnic and racial
minorities at all levels of community college lite. We see the 1.. 's as an

emerging "Era of Dewloping Diversity," in which cultural pluralism will

be valued and rewarded. We discuss overcoming perceptions ,:nd struc-

tural barriers to full representation as community college CEOs respond
to culture of conformity, selection of sameness, position perfection, and
reproduct ion of sell concepts all obstacles tin women and minorities.
!:!;versity, pluralism, cultural pluralism, and multiculturalism arc
defined. and Ravitch comments on thc .idierences between multicul-
turalism and particularism. Finally, seven recomm.ndations are made
toward the achievement of diversity and multiculturalism in commu-
nity colleges.

:hapter '1Wo,-(:onfronting the fan.,,,uage of I )iversity," examines the

debates over diversity, eultural pluralism, and multiculturalism from the
perspective of debates over equality and inequality, the meaning of
justice, the critical importance of embedding culture, and American
democracy and pluralism. Finding equality in egalitarian systems is not
as simple as one would imagine, and only by confronting those concepts

that have become bywords of politicians and educators can we gain some

insight into the enormity of the dilemma that confronts researchers on
cultural diversity and its impact on American institutions. The very
language we use is ambiguous and complex; finding explicit meaning in
relation to the issue of representation demands that we examine that
language and its conceptual meanings as they relate to the issues of diver-

sity.
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In Chapter 'three, "Women: Expression and Experience in Academic

Literature," we look at the historical and philosophical premises on which

the "woman quotion" rests. Much of the exclusivity of history lies in the
fact that the record and voice of our past is the record and voice of men.
By probing the literature and research about women, we can more
adequately understand the insights that women's studies have to offer
about the contributions, strengths, and differences of women. We discuss

Canil Gilligan's In A nitliyent Voke (19$2), the classic that has irrevo-
cably changed the single-view emphases of researchers, both male and
female. The role of women in education and kadership, and in commu-

nity college education in particular, is examined from recent discoveries

by Desiardins (1989a and 198910 and (iillett-Karam (1988).

Chapter Four, "Minorities: Expression and Experience in Academic

Literature." looks carefully at the dilemmas and controversies that
surround the issues of racial and ethnic minorities in America. 'Terms
such as ethnicity, minority. prejudice. and discrimination are detined.
We analvie the immigrant and ethnic traditions in America and offer
theories of racial and ethnic relations. We also describe the legal and
educational histories of Blacks, Native Americans, Hispanics. Puerto
Ricans, Cub.ms, and Asian Americans. Although the emphasis of this
chapter is sociologkal, it is so because the experiences of racial and ethnic

groups in America are not always included in standard community
college curriculum and texts.

Chapter Five, "Affirmative Action: Then and Now," examines the

issues and politics of social movements and the chall.enges to the status

quo or equilibrium in politics and society. Whil the 1950s and 196os

were a period in which great social change took place and in which

extension of fundamental civil liberties was pet vasive, by the 1970s we
began to see retrenchment and a desire to return to "less costly- policies.

Affirmative action has been and still is a principle that garners great
support and great derision. We inspect the challenges to affirmative
action, presenting both the neoconservative and the liberal views of the

topic. We review the role of the Supreme Court and discuss how the rela-

tionship between affirmative action and representation on community

4
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college campuses is confirmed by the exemplary role played by the
California community colleges and their state mandate, known as AB
1725.

Chapter Six, "InJusionary Practices: Highlighting Exemplary
Programs," points out the Challenge-Rechallenge Framework and spot-

lights the achievements of the many organizations, programs, and
policies now in place throughout the United States. In most instances,
the programs that we discuss arc those we have seen first-hand. The
Minority Fellows Program (sponsored hy the League for Inntwation Ifl
the Community College and the (:ommunity College Leadership
Program at The University of "Fexas at Austin), the Leaders for the
Eighties, the American Association of Women in Community and lunior
Colkges (AAWCI(:), the National Council on Black American Affairs

and the Presidents Roundtable. the National Community College
Hispanic Council. the Hispanic Assodation of (*.olleges and Universities
(HACU the Texas Association for Chicanos in Higher Education
(TACI E). and the Minority Affairs Commission of AACIC provide
examples of the networks for women and minorities. College programs

that encourage indusionary practices for underrepresented groups are
feat u red .

Chapter Seven, "What the I.eaders Are Saying: Ilw Voices of
Diversity," provides us with the "voices" of women and racial-ethnic
minority kaders of community colleges. In their discussions, we hear
about their desires for indusionary practices and greater representation
and about the institution and operationalization of practices that work
in their colleges.

Chapter Eight, "Getting There from Where You Are: Increasing
Repreientation and Recognition," provides a timeline for transforming
institutions, with major consideration of the critical natures of kader-
ship and mission, campus culture and climate, the teaching-learning
environment, student retention, hiring, and curriculum needs. It
concludes with suggested strategies for impkmentation.

411 r*
4 ) xiv
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'I here arc over 1.200 :4,7104 Call community colleges
pert-ent of them are headed by flrhite men:

and almost yo percent of their ,faculties are also tIt'hire.

141,

Who attends community college, who teaches in college, and who

administers college? Since the 197os, educational research has addressed

these questions that focus on identifying the constituencies of higher

education. For example. a plethora of materials describe the nontradi-

tional student and advocate the necessity of building developmental skills

for the "underprepared student." For over a generation, academicians

and policy makers have given special attention to the needs of the
academically underprepared in A nwrican community colleges. Recently,

we have begun to learn nmre and more about the nature of leadership

in the American community college, and some research is beginning to

surface concerning the teachers of community colleges.
The recent emphasis on community college constituencies has made

us aware of an irrefutable fact: we men and members of racial-ethnic
minorities are underrepresented in higher education. Neither minority

students, minority teachers, nor miaority administrators in American
community colleges are representeci in numbers equivalent to those in

the general population. This underrepresentation demands our imme-
diate attention and calls for positive action.

Population statistics and projections emphasize the importance of

a more representative cohort of women and minorities teaching and
administering in community colleges. Population trends for the twenty-

3
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tirst century predict a decrease in the percentage of Whites and a rapid
increase in the percentage of Hispanics and Blacks in America.
Hodgkinson (985) tells us that by the year 2020, the U.S. population is

expected to grow from 242 million to 2.65 million, and the largest
increases will he aiming Hispanics and Blacks. At present, one-fifth 4..

our population is Hispanic and Black; by the year 2020. Hispanics and
Blacks will represent one-third of the population, and in certain states
these groups will comprise half of the total population. Moreover, as
large cohorts of faculty and administrators reach retirement, we can
anticipate faculty and administrative shortages. Our future, therefore, is
one in which change is ineviiablecommunity colkges must respond
positively to these challenges to avoid future repercussions. We must
respond to these questions:

Are American ommunity colleges making good on their
promises to educate all of the people?

Are American community colleges egalitarian in their recruit-
ment, hiring, and promotion procedures?

Arc women and members of racial-ethnic minorities excluded or
included in the constituencies of Anwrican community colleges?

THE TRUMAN COMMISSION: COMMUNITY COLLEGES DEMAND

EGALITARIANISM

Although the junior college had its origins in the first half of the
twentieth century, it was not until the latter toos that the idea of the
comprehensive community college was truly born. Then, through pres-
idential leadership, the Truman Commission applied the principles of
egalitarianism to education. For the first time in our history, all people
were enfranchised to be educated beyond secondary school. We might
say that the underlying premise of community college education is the
democratization of higher education; it is providing all people, within
their own communities, access to education beyond high school. Thday,
there are more than 1,200 community colleges dedicated, ostensibly, to
the mission of providing an opportunity for higher education to all

4
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peopk. The community colleges of America make the idea of serving the

"public good" realcommunity colleges are dedicated to educating and

serving everyone, regardkss of educational backsround, skills, handicap.

gender, culture, or economic status.
But this movement to break down barriers to education has not

always been on guard against the resurrection of those same obstacles

and barriers. Anwrica is no stranger to demographic changes and, as an

open-access nation, its ethnic and minority populations are rapidly

increasing. Data demonstrate that the Nth of access for these popula-

tions is the community college. Community colleges provide

opportunities to fulfill the dreams embedded in our national values and

identity; these opportunities are dependent on the promises of egalitar-

ianism and democra
We must recogni/e that community colleges have not met their

responsibilities to minorities as students, faculty, and administrators.
Minorities' representation in these institutions does not reflect, by a long

shot, their proportional representation in society. Minorities who are in

the pipeline, who are at the threshold of entry into careers, who are being

trained to take over positions of authority and leadership. are kw in

number, and rather than growing in proportion to minority population

statistics, the number of minorities in this pipeline has only declined. A

1987 report of the Education Commission of the States said that
progress toward full participation of minorities in higher education has

become distressingly stalled" (p. 1). Perhaps we should go a step further

and report that our data indicate that we are more than stalled; we are

going backward. Decreasing participation only means that the pipeline of

expectations is also drying up.
We must argue for policy changesnot only because such an argu-

ment is moraliy right, but because our personal futures and the
well-being of our nation depend on these changes. For example, consider

that by the year 1992 it will take three workers to support each retiree,

and one of the three will be either Black or Hispanic (Hodgkinson, 1985).

Will this work force he capable of supporting and contributing to this

system?
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If we want to continue to count on retirement benefits, we must pay
attention to immediate realities: If a third ofour nation is undereducated
and if the groups overrepresented in that third are also underrepresented
in present educational institutions, then we may reason that these groups
cannot contribute to our future security and wdl-being. We have recip-
rocal dependency on ffiture generations--what we do today atkcts what
others do alter us. We cannot afford to disenfranchise those who will
represent a large number of the "contributors" to our retirement.

THE HISTORY OF EXCLUSIONARY PRACTICES

Ne know a great deal about the exclusionary practices ofAmerican
governimnt and American education, and we have labeled these prac-
tices acts of segregation and discrimination. 1,1iether the practices affect
civil liberties or freedom olopport unity. most educators agree that segre-
gation and discrimination on the basis of gender, handicap, or minority
status are inappmpriate behaviors in a democratic system.

Community colleges were established to redress the grievances
brought about by the practices of ditist or meritocratic educational
systems. An almost fanatical zeal accompanied the early days of this
uniqudy American form ot higher educationthe "people's college."
Some who write about this period refer to "the movement" and focus
on the "missionary zeal" of the early founders and leaders of commu-
nity colleges. That missionary spirit took to the community the message
that college can he of service to everyone. Thus, the community college's
"mission" is to aecomplish what alinost no other American institution
has done without legal directive: to create and implement inclusionary
practices that fulfill the promise of a democracy.

The promise of American democracy, stated simply, is "rule by the
people." In practice, however, rule by the people actually means rule by
some of the people to the exclusion of others. That was not, and is not,
the intent of democracy. The community college has recognized this
chasm between what is and what should be and has chosen to represent
thc idea that all peopk should have access to education and the oppor-
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(unity to suceeed. And the community college works diligently to make

good on those ideas.
Three eras can he identified in which, as community colleges

evolved, they created and implemented indusionary practices. The tirst
era was in the 1970s, the era of recogni; '.ng differences and meeting
needs. During this period, community colleges focused on meeting ;mei-

etal needs emanating from shifts in national policies and attitudes. The
practices and soci,d norms of the past were challenged, and in the
changing social milieu, the community college became the vehicle by
which "the people" ( the nontraditional students of higher education
would be prepared to meet these challenges.

In the loos, the era of developing programs. community colleges
emphasized meeting the special needs of their nontraditional students.
I):vdopmental programs were instituted to accommodate the needs of
students with basic skills deficiencies; colleges worked to institute
programs that retained students, regardless of their needs

In the 199os, 3 new emphasis is emerging. which could he called the

era of developing diversity for community colleges. This era lOcuses on

the avowed mission of the community college: that, as a mirror of
society, the college will recognize racial-ethnic and gender diversity and

work to include members of ethnic minorities and women in all leader-
ship roles, including faculty. administration, and support staff.

This evolving era, in which new leadership must he developed for a
rapidly ehanging nation and world, once again places the community
college at the tOrefront of higher education in meeting the future needs

of our society. As the AACK: Commission on the Future of Community

Colleges has noted:

There is a clear and pressing need to increase diversity aimmg

community college leadership. Currently. to percent of
community college chief executive officers are women t 121 of

1.222 ). as are 3s percent of all administrators. There are 37

Black, 32 Hisp.mic, and 8 Asian chief executive officers in the

nation's community collews. Blacks and Ilispanics are under-

represented among all administrative and faculty groups... a
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spedal effort should be made to rruit leaders from among
minority and female populations 198$, p. 42).

Many researchers are critically examining the future of kadership in

American colleges and universities. Some have suggested that the
comnmnity college is the only educational institution that has success-
fully responded to the issue of underrepresentation and underutilization

of women and members of minorities in positions of leadership (Green,

1989). Although the numbers of women and members of minorities in
positions of-leadership in the community college is higher than in senior

institutions, the real nunther remains t'ery low. Roueche. Baker, and Rose

(1989) point to this critical awareness in their work Shirred t lsiou. Th:y

discuss leadership concerns and implications for the future. By exam-
ining the challenges ofand our expectations forthe future, by
overcoming the obstacles of underrepresentation, and by examining
exemplary leadership behaviors of present ehief executive officers who
are women and members of ethnic minorities, community colleges can
develop a core of leaders who will lead with vision and passion in the
twenty-first century.

CHALLENGES AND EXPECTATIONS

The most serious challenges we face in the twenty-first century relate
to: the reasons for the small number of women and minorities in present

positions of kadership in community colleges; and the need to romwe
the mental, societal, and educational obstacles that inhibit II ir access

to leadership positions. Most educators agree that new leadership is
necessary to meet the needs of changing exterhal and internal forces in
community colleges. We must look to the untapped resources and
creativity that women and minorities can bring to kadership.

Overcoming perceptions affected by societal and structural barriers

is critical. Traditionally, women and minorities have been excluded from
participation and decision making: thus, our norms represent the codes
and behaviors of only a limited portion of our society. Continuing to
allow discriminatory practices to diminish and cloak the attributes,

8
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behaviors, customs, and values of a great segnwnt of our society misrep-

resents the natural order of that sockty. This phenomenon would never

be tokrated by a natural order that seeks diversity as an expected mani-

festation of life. We must look to those who provide us with new

ers.an_ am. .o -eat. our SOCiety,paradigms to und t it I t

In 1982 Carol Gilligan debunked one of the critical theories of moral

development by pointing out that the stages of development of men and

wtmwn grew out of separate. hut equally important, behaviors. Neither

behavior was aberrant, just different. Following this paradigm, we extend

Gilligan's philosophy to women and minorities as they pattern their lead-

ership behaviors. We must expand our thinking and turn away from the

misconceptions and prejudices that have limited women and minorities'

access to positions of leadership in American community colkges. As

Wilson and Melendei (1988) point out, intolerance of diversity spawns

problems between the majority and minorities. For example. nonma-

jority attributes should not he misinterpreted (Cronin, 1984); confidence

should not be misread as arrogance because we switch the actor of the

attribute; energy and tenacity should not be seen as aggressiveness, nor
risk-taking as nonconformity, nor a sense of Inmior as a lack of serious-

ness simply because a leader is a woman or a member of a minority

group. Rather, we must look to the present leaders who represent this

new constituency of leadership and listen to their voices to provide us

with new behaviors a nd attributes of leadership and vision.

OBSTACLES OF UNDERREPRF.SENTATION

From our research on leadership. we find we can predict leadership

behavior. The attributes of kadership that are derived from the charac-

teristics of the transformational leadership model (Roueche, Baker, and

Rose, 1989 t posit the concepts (if vision. influciwe/empowernwnt, moti-

vation, people orientation, and values as the conceptual bases of thc
kader-follower relationship. The leader has the ability to arouse, engage,

and satisfy the needs of' t he follower ( Burns. 1978 ); in the same vein, the

follower brings commitment to the leader. Where the leader has vision

U
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and a sense of futur:. direction, the follower identiiim with the leader's
vision and buys into that direction. To the extent that the leader inspires

and motivates, the follower has imagination and new insights. When the

leader demonstrates that he or she values the pre-eminence of people,
the followers believe they can make a difference. The outcome of this
behavior, then, is that the fOlower is educated to lead; the leader helps
make the follower into a future leader,

This model was ',Ned in a nationwide study of leadership in
Anwrican community colleges to identify the characteristics and
attributes of exemplary CEOs. Analyting the variables of gender and
ethnicity of this 4..om.nant group, Gillett-Karam (108) produced the
following results:

Percentages of IVOlnen and Minorities. In actual numbers, women

and minorities represented a very small percentage of the whole

group of American comnumity college CFOs: women accounted

for about 7 percent of the group; minorities accounted for less
than 3 percent. National figures show women holding to percent

and minorities holding 5 percent of the CEO positions in
Anwrican community colleges.

o Age Vartinions of- Wow,/ and Ahnornies. There were significant

gaps between the ages of womm and minorities and the ages of
men of the dominant group entering administrative and exec-
utive positions. Women demonstrated a gap of six years'
difference for entry into first administrative position and a
seven-year delay for achievement of first executive position.
Nlinorities demonstrated a delay of almost four years difference
for entry into first administrative position and also a four-year
gap for achievement of first executive position.
Years in Present Position. Tenure, or average length of time spent

in present position, was i2 years for the male dominant group;
for women it was 3.8 years, and for the minority group it was
j.6 years.

PtiSitiolls Prior to Present CEO Position. One-third of the n:

dominant group held the position of president or CEO prior to

10
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their present position; one-fourth of the women had previously

been presidents of community colleges, an cl one-half of the
members of minority groups had previously held the position
of president.
Entry Work Position. Women and minorities reported back-
grounds and previous work experiences that included teaching
experience in public schools and colleges and universities; the
traditional male gmup did not. Also, women and minorities
began their administrative experience as department heads or
division chairs 5o percent more often than did the comparison

group.

IDENTIFIERS/INDICATORS OF UNDERREPRESENTATION

The ditkrences demonstrated by data collection kkntify the under-
representation and untkrutilization of women and minorities in
positions of leadership in American community colleges. Studies of kad-
ership demonstrate that kadership is not affected by gender or ethnicity.

The same convictions, care, and concern about leadership abilities were
expressed by all the exemplary leaders we studied: these leadc,s' prac-
tices have heen recognized not only by their communities but also
their peers and academie researchers. The concerns of these leaders speak

to the problems of underrepresentation:

The value of cultural diversity and the tremendous contribu-

tion that can be made by different perspectives are the maior

themes that should he stressed thr,aghout the community

college movement; it is not sameness that defines us, hut

cultural diversity. The more we value differences, and the

more we understand diversity, the greater our cohcsiveness

and strength as a college, a community, and a nation (Jerry

Sue Owens, president, Lakewood (:ommunity College.

Minnesota).

The issues of underrepresentation seem to converge in the concept of

diversity and the values that support that concept. If an intolerance of

11
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diversity is valued by society, then the benefits and potential of new ideas

and vision are undermined, The CEOs we studied were aware of the limi-

tations created by the phenomena of culture of conformity and selection

of sameness, the element of position perfection, and the reproduction
of self concept. We used these terms to address the difficulties that
women and members of minorities encounter in hiring, screening
processes, iob aspiration, and iob advancement.

Culture of conformity refers to the practices of honoring and
emulating only the traits of previous leaders, (11" to institutional rules that

exclude and diminish the importance of exception or diversity: in
essence, the concept refers most directly to exclusionary practices that
inhibit civil rights legislation and affirmative action principles. Donald
Phelps, chancellor, Los Angeles Community College Dist rkt, reminds us:

Ii affirmative action is no longer purposeful, then it does not

allow for the nurturing of the idea of providing opportunity.

This idea can easily tall out of favor and be eliro;nated from

the consciousness of employers.

Selection of sameness and the concept of position perfection refer
to screening and hiring processes that dogmatically follow requisites that

prove" that women and minority candidates are neither as highly
qualified nor as acceptable as White males. Jerry Sue Owens states:

Wcnnen and minorities are not moving up in the administra-

tive pipeline, and presidents are not finding new
opportunities to use their networks to promote new leader-

ship. This lack of opportunity has to do with screening
cc.:nmittees. The committees are not representative of the

diverse populations found in community colleges; and they

often apply a subtle racism by demanding that the best person

for the iob is the most published, is the hest educated, has the

most proven track record, and has the most exemplary
qualiticatitms that are highly competitive against any standard

of performance. This is the selection of sanwness concept in

which a conscious decision is made to screen out women and

members of minorities.

P9 12
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The concept of reproduction of self is another manifestation of

culture of contOrmity or selection of sameness. This concept speaks to

the idea that peopk who are in positions of kadership or who are seeking

ioh applicants want those who replace them or those whom they hire to

look exactly like them, speak like them, and act like them. This repro-

duction of self pre-empts IV broadening of our pool of aspirants to

leadership positions. A. Flora Mancuso Fdwards, president of Middlesex

County College in New Jersey, states:

The history of file protessiimal pool and the requirements and

dvnamies invoked in decidiqg who can enter that mil is bast-

moddled on %%line, male behavior. For the long view,

when a Black or I lispanic physks instructor is a common

sight, then, too, will a Black or Hispanic president be a

Common sight.

'There is still another aspect to barriers in the hiring process and the

attempt to identify gender and ethnicity issues of underrepresentation:

these are the views that are manifested in the single-mistake syndrome,

the double-edged sword idea, tokenism, and alienation.

The single-mistake syndrome has ;ts origins in the folklore of

cultural ph_ .alism and should be acknowledged as such because it is the

perception that ila woman or a menlber of a racial-ethnic minority has

made a mistake, that mistake is proof that the whole group is not compe-

tent. There is, in the folklore, a whole series of statements along the lines

of "I told you so," "I knew they couldn't do it," or "We shouldn't have

taken the risk" that are aimed at racial-ethnic minorities and women and

their new positions of leadership. This kind of thinking and perception

is steeped in bias. The question becomes: Is it all right, is it permissible,

for women or members of racial-ethnic minorities to make a mistake.

to be risk takers, to he change agents. as they till positions of leadership

in the American community college? Of course they should he able to

make mistakes, and they should be able to survive their mistakes and

grow. However, this "I told you so, they can't do it" perception remains

part of social reality.
Another set of obstacks to women and minorities in positions of

13
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leadership is rclated to the idea of the double-edged sword. This idea
raises the question of personal identity and personal style of leadership:
Can one identitY strongly with one's gender or one's own ethnkity? That
question plagues nany leaders in terms of their relationship to their
college, to their coileagues, and to their community. Is it all right to
represent yourself in terms of your own personality and in terms of your
cultural development, and is it all right to honor those things? If members
of minorities or women exhibit such characteristics stridently, they are
often denounced. he double-edged sword is this attempt to walk the
tine line between presentation as sdf and proentation as leader for all.

'File concept of tokenism exists not only in the minds of the women
and racial-ethnic minority members who are kaders, but also in the
minds of those who see such nontraditional 'leaders and confront them.
This is the idea that if women or members of racial-ethnic minorities
have attained positions of leadership, they have done so by virtue of a

quota or "set-aside" system: that without affirmative action, "they"
would never be leaders. This belief is one with which leaders must
constantly contend, which they must acknowledge and dispel.

Finally, the issue of alienation cannot be ignored because it
frequ,mtly limits the growth of new leaders. In an environment inun-
dated by a history of racism, or a "good or boy network: alienation is a
distinct possibility. The product of alienation is, of course, the disen-
chantment of the leader with the position, the disenchantment of the
leader with the challenge to change, and the eventual resignation or
desire to leave that place in which the alienation exists.

ivaders who are connnanding our attention, therefbre, refer to those
positive benefits of resources, talents, and diversity that women and
members of minority groups can bring to the community colleges of
America. According to Eduardo Padron, vice president of the Wolfson
Campus at Miami-Dade Community College, Florida:

I feel we underestimate the trenwndous resources that
members of ethnic minorities and women can provide to
leadership. Our student body for the year 2000 needs such
role models because students continue to represent diversity

3 1 14
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and differences. Women and minorities as applicants to jobs

are not unidimensional in their thinking or creativity; they

are individuals who can lod and inspire all groups--they deal

well in a multidimemional society. Boards, screening commit-

tees. and organizational associations need to hecome sensitive

to these resources that are neglected and misunderstood.

DEFINING DIVERSITY

The issues of underrepresentation of women and racial-ethnic
minorities lead us to question our present understanding of culture and

diversity and it) examine the role of the community college. The era of
developing diversity refers to the critical role of community colleges, who

must he paceset ters for multicultural identity. As technological advance-

ments require a more sophisticated work force, as American demography

challenges pre-existing political, social, and economic patterns, as dimin-

ishing national boundaries bring the world's peoples closer together. our

educational systems must prepare and be prepared for diversity. They
must prepare for differences, for the distinct, for the dissimilar, the
various, the alternativeand in doing so must find advantages and value
in diversity. Community colleges should be at the forefront of these
shifting views, providing the higher education necessary to confront a

changing work).
Diversity is a term that focuses on the ideas of pluralism. cultural

diversity, and multiculturalism. Each of these terms suggests that "the
one, like-minded view" of culture may be challenged by different and

equally contributory views of culture; that, in fact, two or more cultures
can coexist without one being qualitatively "better" than the other.
Although diversity suggests difference and distinctiveness, pluralism asks
different groups "to explore, understand, and try to appreciate one
another's cultural experiences and heritage (Green, 109, p. xvi). This
understanding leads to multkulturalism, or the transcendence over
ethnocentrism, and to the enioyment of the contributions of the many,

instead of the one.

ii
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Diane Ravitch, in her article "Multiculturalism Yes, Partkularism
No" summarizes the argument for m oh icuhu ralism:

The debate over multiculturalism follows a generation of

scholarship that has enriched our kr wledge about the histor-

ical experiences of women. Blacks, and members of other

minority groups in various societies. As a result of the new

scholarship. our schools and our institutions of learning have

in recent years begun to embrace what Catharine R. Stimpson

of Rutgers University has calkd "cultural democracy." a recog-

nition that we must listen to "a diversity of voices" to
understand our past and present ( Ravitch, 1990,

But Ravitch warns of the competing danger of particuhtrism, which
demands loyalty to a particular group and disparages any commonali-
ties among groups. Part kularists reject the ideas of accommt.idat ion and

interaction and espouse a version of history in which "everyone is either
the descendant of victims or of oppressors."

The pluralist approach to teaching culture accords with tradi

tional academic ethics. in that students learn to approach their

sullied with a critical eve. They learn about the subiect, and

they know that they mar criticize its strengths and weaknesses

without otknding the professor. For example, in a traditional

academic setting, the obiect of learning about Confucianism

or Islam or Judaism is to study its history and philosophy. not

to become an adherent of the faith. By contrast, particularism

has spurred a separ.rist ethic in higher education. In the
particularist classroom, students are taught to believe in the

subiect, immerse themselves in its truths, and to champion

them against skeptics. 'Met' are taught to believe, not to doubt

p.

CONCLUSION

Community colleges must express doubt and criticism, especially
around the issues of exclusion and underrepresentation. They must he

16
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cautious about the negative effects of particularism and assert the posi-

tive effects of pluralism and multiculturalism. We suggest, therefore, that

by valuing diversity, pluralism, and multiculturalism, community
colleges will take a leadership role in higher education and will develop

commitments to:
Recognize the value of diversity that promotes broad, multiple

views

Represent and utilize women and members of racial-ethnic
minorities in positions of leadership equivalent to their repre-

sentation in the population
Develop strategies and procedures that achieve full participa-
tion and full representation of women and minorities in
community colleges as students, teachers, and administrators
Acknowledge individual differences around campus culture and

climate, and create a system for dispute and grievance resolution
Designate and develop curricula that acknowkdge and reward
diversity in individuals, groups, and cultures
lkgin with the here and now, and with the acceptance that
success and quality arc achievable goals

3 `1



CHAPTER TWO

CONFRONTING
THE LANGUAGE OF DIVERSITY
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The pervasive gap between our aims and

what we act ually do i. a kind of moral dry rot
nhih eats away at the emotional and

rational bases of democratic 1elie6

harry S Truniun, Committee on (jvil Rights. 1944),

ht.

The language used in discussing diversity, pluralism, and multicul-

turalism is difficult at best and confusing at worst. issues and ideas are

presented here that relate to the debate and critical thinking surrounding

the concepts of equality, justice, culture, and pluralism.
Finding equality in so-called "egalitarian" systems is not as easy or

as predictable as might he imagined. Often when we ask questions
concerning equality, we do so because we see inequalityin social
settings, in economic distinctions, and in educational attainments.
Inequality and unfairness are terms that raise the consciousness of peopk.

in a democratic society because they reason that in a democracy all

people should have equivalent opportunity. Leahy (1983) points out that

children, as well as adults, ask basic questions about wealth, poverty, and

fairness, and that those questions are reflected in governmental policies

aimed at one or another aspect of inequality.
if we were to accumulate all the questions raised, we could refer to

the collective American consciousness of inequality. We might reveal, for

example, that American attitudes about social welfare and other equality-

related policies have an inconsistent and sometimes seemingly

contradictory quality. !hiring the New Deal, for example, American

2D/21
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pwernment policies focused on "redistributiw" justice, programs that
sought to redistribute wealth and wdfare to achieve benefits for the
public good. During the 195os and 196o5, a social movement focused on
extending civil liberties and civil rights of citizens. Now we see the
curtailment of such programs and a return to a more enkepreneurial,
individualistic political culture in which the individual reasserts a

competitive, marketplace mentality for growth, and in which the private
good is seen to supersede the public good,

More specifically. Americans have previously accepted the idea that
minorities have Suffered from discrimination. They have maintained an
abstract commitment to equal opportunity, yet have demimstrated
oppositicm to specific policies designed to implement equal opportunity,
such as busing to desegregate schools or affirmative action programs.
Kluegel and Smith (1986) suggest that although Americans highly vallie
equal citizenship rights and democratic politics in the abstract, the right
of the wealthy to wield disproportionate economic and political power
is unchallenged in practice. In a study of Americans' perceptions and
beliefs ( including their inconsistencies and contradictions) about social
and economic inequality, these researchers found that attitudes toward
inequality are influenced by three inaior aspects of current American
social, economic, and political environments: a stable, dominant ideology:
individuals' economic and social status; and specific beliefs and attitudes.

First, beliefs and attitude's concerning inequality reflect the stable
influence of the existing stratification system: Kluegel and Smith call this
the "logic of opportunity syllogism" because it provides a deductive
argument that justifies inequality of economic outcomes. The major
premise in the argument is that opportunity for advancenwnt based on
hard work is plentiful. From this premise, three deductions follow. First,
individuals are personally responsible for their own fate: where One ends
up in the distribution of rewards of the system dependson the effort one
puts into acquiring and applying the necessary skills and attitudes, or
depends on the' native talent with which one begins. And, as a conse-
quence, because individual outcomes are proportional to individual
inputs (talent and effort), the resulting unequal distribution of economic

2 2
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rewards is. on the whole, equitable and fair.

SI.I.ond, attitudes about inc quality are shaped by a person's obiet .

tire position in the stratification system. One's economic and social
status provides a basis for assessing the relationship between self-interest
and support or opposition to particular inequality-related policies. lt
also influences personal experiences of various kinds, such as affluence or

poverty, or fair and unfair treatment, which may lead to generalizations
about inequality and its bases and effects.

Third, attitudes about inequality are shaped by "social liberalism,"
or all acceptance of soeial and political equality between Whites or men

and groups such As Blacks. 1 Iisparuics. or women, without the bases of

economic inequality being called into question. These attitudes reflect
recent social and political ehanges, such as the IllassiVe movement of
women into the labor force, the dismantling of legalized racial segrega-

tion, and an awakening to the presence of poverty in the midst of
affluence. Thus, in recent decades, specific attitudes and bc'lielS may have

changed substantially in a liberal direction---tOr example, the right to an
old age with a decent standard of' living and basic medical care through
Social Security and Medicare has beconic so widely accepted that the
mention of benefit reductions elicits strong puNic protests. Also, recent
survey data demonstrate marked reduetions in traditional racial and
gender prejudices (Miller. Miller. and Schneider, loot.

llut we also recognize limitations on these concepts. We know that

the effects of political trends are multiple and are not exclusively limited

to increases in social liberalism. Recent intergroup conflict over
inequality, even as it has won increasing general acceptance of minority

rights, has produced negative emotional responses based on race. This
fact seems to have the greatest ,:onsequence around policies that benefit
certain minorities. Kluegd and Smith (i9.86) maintain that it is the preva-

lence of these three factors that produces the inconsistency, fluctuation,
and seeming contradiction in attitudes toward inequality and related
policy found in the American public. Welfare programs are seen as
unnecessary in a stratification system that people believe provides ample

opportunity to better oneself by individual efforts. Even when such

23
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programs are approved, they are predicated on the assumption of indi-
vidual responsibility and on the necessity of economic inequality.

*ro achieve public acceptance, inequality-related policy must accom-

modate both the liberal orientation thin provides the impetus for the
policy's existence and the conservative implications of the dominant
ideology or culture. This need for accommodation is partkularly strong
because conservative and liberal beliefs and attitudes are often found
within the Same person. he absence of consistency at the level of the
individual often proves to be a problem. OUT liberal tendency may
demand support for dependent dtildren in poverty, but the dominant
ideology distrusts the personal character of parents or welfare mothers
because they abused their opportunities to succeed.

Thus, ambivalent orientations to inequality, produced by the coex-

istence of liberal and conservative beliefs and attitudes within the Same

person, do not necessarily require resolution toward consistency People
may allow their beliefs to remain inconsistent to reduce cognitive
effort --the so-calkd "cognitive miser" rather than the "cognitive seeker"
aspect to human personality (Taylor. 1981)3s long as important goals
are not threatened by inconsistency. Social liberalism is not logically inte-

grated with the dominant ideology. It is "layered on" and available to
shape attitudes and behaviors in particular situations in ways that are
potentially inconsistent with the consequences of the dominant ideology.
Humans are seen asSeekers of cognitive efficiency rather than complete
consistency; they use heuristics, or short .cut methods, that efficiently
produce reastmably good solutions to pmhlems, rather than rationally
considering all relevant evidence to achieve complete consistency in
opinions and iudgments (Nisbett and Ross, 198o).

JUSTICE: FROM VENGEANCE TO SOCIAL CONTRACT
TO PASSION

The ideas of justice have been critical to philosophers throughout
history. Plato, in The Republic. presents justice not only as an ideal, hut
also as a personal virtue and the central virtue that defines the good life.
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And, although justice was, to Plato, an exercise of civic virtuethat is.
concerned with the harmonious working of the community and the well-

being of the statehe notes its frequent use as a synonym for vengeance
and revenge. Both Plato and his student Aristotle reiecwd this idea; they

emphasized instead that justice connotes fairness and equity.

Aristotle in Nicomachom Ethics distinguishes between justice as the

whole of virtue and justice as a particular part of virtue. In the former
sense, justice is understood as what is lawful, and the just person is equiv-

alent to the moral person; in the latter sense. justice is understood as
what is fair or equal. and the just person is one who takes his or her
proper share. It is this definition of justice as a part of virtue that Aristo,ie

further divides into distributive justice, corrective justice, and justice in

exchange. Each of these forms of justice, Aristotle elaims, can be under-

stood as concerned with achieving equality. The concern of distributive
justice is equality betwevn equals; corrective justice is concerned with
equality between punishment and crime; and justice in exchange is
concerned with equality between whatever goods are exchanged.
Aristotle's views of justice clarify the distinctiom of just ice without devel-

oping any particular conception of justice. The task of conceptualizing
justiee, then, has preoccupied the attention of philosophers and govern-

ments since Aristotle's time.
Thus, a liberal concept of justice cat) he distinguished from a liber-

tarian concept of justice ( in which justice is the ultimate moral ideal )
and from a socialist concept of justice ( in which social equalit y is the
ultimate moral ideal) inasnulch &i it attempts to combine economic and

political liberty into one ultimate moral ideal. A liberal conception of
justice is derived from the idea that rational agents would freely agree to

abide by the requirements of justicethe social contract as a hypothet-
ical agreement. The "contractual" approach to justice is derived from
Kant, who claimed that a civil state ought to be founded on an original
contract satisfying the requirement of freedom (the freedom of each
person to seek happiness in whatever way he or she sees fit so long as
that person does not infringe on the freedom of others), equality (the
equal right of each person to coerce others to use their freedom in a way
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that harmonizes with one's own freed. ,m), and independence (that inde-

pendence of each citizen that is necessarily presupposed by the free
agreement of the original contract (Sterba1 1980, p. 51). The origMat
contract does not have to exist as fact; laws of the civil state p-suppose
such a contract and allow citizens the right to reach any degree of rank
earned through labor. industry, and good fortune.

Rawls (1971) argues that principles of just ice are those principles that

free and rational persons, concerned about advancing their own inter-
ests, woukf accept in an initial position of equality; this is Kant's "original

position." Rawls adds his own conditionthe "veil of ignorance," which
deprives persons of intOrmat ion about their own particular characteris-

tics or social positions so that they will not be biased in choosing
principles of justice; behind the veil of ignorance, people do not "know"
their race. sex, or socioeconomic status. The inforimitional restriction
helps ensure that the principles chosen will not place avoidable restric-
tions on the individual-s freedom to choose or revise his or her life plan.

The choke of the principles of just ice. to Rawls, is construed as an ideal

social contract that underscores those principles established by Kant: it

becomes the rational collective choke of people, it emphasires commit-

ment and agreement on prindples that can be enforced, and it
emphasires voluntary agreement that assumes the cooperation of all
members of society,

;n A Theory of Instill', Rawls (1971) pursues two main goals: to tix a

small hut powerful set of principles of justice that underlie and explain
the wnsidered moral judgments we make about particular act ums, poli-

cies, laws, and institutions; and to offer a theory of justice that is
&ontological, meaning kit under this theory. good and right are depen-

dent and "right" supersedes the good Rawls, 1971; Sterba, 1980;
Buchanan. 1981). Rawls's principles of justice include two particular
concepts of justice. liberty, and fair opportunitn and one general concept
of justice. the differ-ence principle. According to Rawls, liberty means
that each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive basic
liberty compatible with a similar liberty for others; this is the principle of

greatest equal liberty. pair opportunity means that soci,3 and economic
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inequalities are to be arranged so that they ary both reasonably expected

to be to everybody's advantage and attached to positions and offices open

to all; this is the principle of equality of fair opportunity. In Rawls's
general concept of justice. the "difference principle:" all social goods
liberty and opportunity, int;ome and wealth, and the bases of
self-respectare to he distributed equally unless an unequal distribu-
tion of any or all of these goods is to the advantage of the least favored.

To Rawls, the primary subject of justice is the bask structure of
society ( the Constitution. private ownership of the nw.ms of production.

competitive markets, and the monogamous family) because it exerts a
pervasive and profound influence on an individual's lift: prospects. If the

primary subject of justice is the basic structure, then the primary
problem of justice is to formulate and justify a set of principles that a
just, basic structure must satisfy. These principles specify how the bask
struct.re is to distribute pmspects of what Rawls calls primary goods
(the bask liberties, power, authority, opportunities. income, and wealth).

Although the first and second principles require equality, the difference

principle allows inequalities as long as the total system of institutions
maximizes the life prospects of the "worst-off."

Rational persons are cha rac terired by Rawls as those desiring to
maximize their share of primary goods, because these goods enable them

ti} impkment effectively the widest range of life plans and because at
least some ot the goods. such as freedom of speech and of conscienc
facilitate the freedom to choose and revise one's Iffe plan or conceptio.#
of the good. The maximin argument, the rational strategy in the orig
inal position, allows choice over principles that "maximize the minimum

share of primary goods one can ieceive as a member of society, and
insure the greatest minimal share" ( Rawls, 1971, p. isa). The in in..-iples

of justice protect an individual's basic liberties and opportunitks and
ensure an adequate minimum of goods, such as wealth and income; thus,

Rawls argues, the rational thing is to choose, rather than to gamble, with

one's life prospects. In particular* Rawls contends that it would he irra-
tional to reject his principles and allow one's life prospects to he
determined by what would maximize utility, since utility maximization
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might allow severe deprivation or even slavery for some, as long as this

contributed sufficiently to the welfare of others (Buchanan, 1981).

Rawls is criticized by many. Some criticize his conceptualization of
hypothetical agreement and the original position (Dworkin, 1977).
Others criticize him and claim that justice cannot be primary in the
deontological sense and that we must venture beyond that idea to a
conception of community that marks the limits of justice (Santiel, i982).

Others see Rawls as the personification of the theory of moral develop-

ment from a justice/rights perspective (Cilligan, 1982). Perhaps Rawls's

most ildiberate critic is Solomon (199o), who raiws the question of
justice 11 its historical forms ( including justice as vengeance, as social

justice concerned with the distribution of wealth, and as a virtue of insti-

tutions, not individuals). Ile is especially critical of theories of justice
that emphasiie rationality and right and denigrate emotion, compas-

sion, caring, and moral sentiment. According to Solomon:

FOT Most of 1.1!". the inctinit it's and inequalities of wealth and

freedom are not as objectionable as the cavalier, uncaring, and

insensitive At nudes toward 1he poor and the desperate and

the me& on the part of those who have so much. lustice is

up to all tit us. It is a persimal virtue. an open and receptive

but tom 'passionate mind toward the world p. 28).

Solomon maintains that the American experience of freedom and

prosperity should be accompanied by a passion for iusticeiustice that

is personally felt.

Justice is not a set of principles or policies; it is first 01,111 a

Way of part ivipat ing in the world, a way of being with other

people, a set of feelings of affection and affiliationsnot
"reason------that links Us with other people. Without cultiva-

tion of these feelings, even the unattractive ones. the
principles of iustice are nothing but abstract ideals I p. 32).

Solomon rejects both the notion of human life as brutish and selfish
and the moderating need for contractual obligation to force people to
cooperate. The state of nature argument and the sodal contract argu-
ment juxtapose einot:In and reason and allow people distance from
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"unnatural emotions." Solomon claims, rather, that justice is a passion

to be cultivated, not an abstract set of prindples to be formulated. The

desire for justice begins with the prompt ings of some basic negative
emotions such as envy, jealousy, or resentment, a sense of being person-
ally cheated or neglected, or the desire to get evenbut also, with basic
feelings of sharing, compassion, sympathy, and generosity. Whatever
one's principles of justice, they are meaningless without that funda-
mental human sense of caring and the ability to understand and
personally care about the well-being of others (p..13), Somewhere along
the path, Solomon believes the Platonic and Aristotelian concept of
justice as integrated with one's sense of the good life, and the premise
that the most important element in moral education is the cultivation
of the emotions. have been lost. We have overemphasized performance
and the cognitive while neglecting the affective and the emotional. Justice

requires knowledge and understanding, concern and curiosityour
natural reaction to and sentiments for homeless, needy, or desperate
people arise out of their similarities to us, invoking our sympathies and
the urgency to do something. This is the heart of just ice. Plato would say

that justice is not a social convention, but that which is found in the soul.

According to Solomon, there has been almost universal agreement on
certain points concerning justice: (1) justice is not a matter of "might
makes right:" (2} irrelevant considerat;onssuch as issues of gender or
cultural backgroundshould not enter into deliberations of justice: and
(3) the most obvious way to reconcile the demand for equal treatment
with attention to differences is to insist on equal standards. But Solonum

argues that "whatever is relevant to the evaluation in question becomes

awkward when we try to apply the same criterion to everyone (because
these standards include many choices as criteria, inducting equality, just

reward of effort or performance1 ability, need, market value, rights, the
public good, duties and responsibilities, risk and uncertainty, seniority,

loyalty, moral virtue, and tradition). Therefore, we must know which
standards to use. His point is that there is no possible formula and no
theory that facilitates justice when there are so many standards and when

the dimensions of justice are based solely on reason and hypothetical

2 9
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agreement. lb Solomon, justice is contextual and virtually always
involves contraditions and conflict.

It is not that there is no justice, but that we look for it in the wrong
places. Justice is to be tbund in our sense that there are wrongs to he
righted; justice is that vital sense of engagement in the world in which
the dimensions of illstice ittaksce in judgments based not on rational
formula or theory but on experience and emotionon the moral senti-
ments ( pp. 173_17( ).

CULTURE

Sathe (1983) identified almost 200 different definitions of culture.
Ihtinitions of culture range from those applied to organizations, in
which culture is defined as a phenomenon or property of a Ibrinalized
organization, to those applied to society, in which culture is a system of
collectively accepted meanings that operate lot- a given group at a given
time and interpret a group's situation to its members.

Pettigrew (1979) views culture as an amalgam of bdielS, ideology,
language, ritual, and myth. Mitroff and Kilmann (1984) define culture
as a set of shared philosophies, ideologies, values, beliefs, expectations,

attitudes, assumptions, and norms that are learned by living in and
becoming a part of a specific organization. Sathe (1983) &scribed culture

as a set of important understandings, often unstated, that members of a
community share. Mbrecht (1987) sees culture as a pattern of accepted
habits, values, and rulesmost of which are so deeply inwrnalized that
they are unconscious or semiconscious. Deal and Kennedy (1983) see
culture as a core set of assumptions, understandings, and implicit rules

that govern day-to-day behavior in the workplace. Finally, Jelinek,
Smircich, and Hirsch (1983) stress that culture is both product and
process, the shaper of human interaction and the outcome of it, contin-
ually created and recreated hy people's ongoing interactions.

In higher education, studies of culture reveal similar analyses
Biggerstati, 199(1), with emphasis placed on culture as a metaphor or

simile. A college's culture is a "saga( it evolves out of a set of beliefs and
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values tied togdher in the form ola story that chronicles an institution's
history (('lark, 1972). As an "interconnected web," a colkge's culture can
only be understood by looking beyond structure and natural law and
into individual internretations of interconnections ( lierney,1988). And

a% an "invisibie tapestry of windows," colkges are interpreted as places

where institutional saga, heroes, symbols, and rituals Serve as "windows"

on academic culture ( Masland, 1985).

It is Schein (198511), however, who provides the most comprehensive

definition of organizational culture. According to Schein, cultui is a

pattern of basic assumptions that are invented, discovered, or developed

by a given group as it karns to cope with its problems of external adap-

tation and internal in IL ation. This pattern has worked well enough to

be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the

correct way to perceive, think, and fed in rdation to those problems (p.

9). kuh and Whitt ( t988) are also responsible for a comprehensive and

operative definition of culture as it applies to an academic setting. They

believe culture is "the collective, mutually shaping patterns of norms,
values, pract ;Les, beliefs, and assumptions that guide the behavior of
individuals and groups in an institute of higher education and provide
a frame of reference within which to interpret the meaning of events and

actions on and Off campus" (pp. I2-13).

IMPS or (1711'kt: UNIQUINP.SN, t 1).-11'11.
STRFACTI1, AND in Atm

The nature of society is to distinguish itselfto be unique-- and to
establish internally and externally understood boundaries. Kuh and
Whitt (1988) see this property of culture in an institutional setting as the

development and refinement of an institutional mission that represents

a conscious effort to establish an identity apart from that of any similar

institution. Moreover, culture is constantly evolving through the inter-
action and socialization of individuals to their particular environment
lelinek, Smircich, and Hirsch. 1983). Cuhure has a naturalistic, adap-

tive tendency to organize itself into what Smircich (1983) calls an
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unconscious infrastructure or paradigmover time, the paradigm
becomes a framework for creaiing additional meaning and for further
understanding behavior within particular frames of reference. Adaptive

quality varies from institution to institution, in a continuum ranging
from highly fluid to highly static. Static cultures resist change, fix
uniform standards of behavior, maintain membership, simplify values,
and ckarlv define norms ( Albrecht, 19$7). More fluid cultures are recep-

tive to change and frequently modify internal structures, change their
membership. and accommodate conflicting norms and values.

Organizations are charaeterized by the relative strength or weakness

of their eulture. t ienerally, the greater the number and power of shared
assumptions. beliefs, and values, the stronger the culture. Moreover,
strong cultures are healthier, or better identified, than weak ones.
Gregory top points MIL for example, that ethnocentrisin-- the
tendeney to evaluate phenomena from a singular cultural position---can

lead to intei nal conflict and a de-emphasis on innovation. Furthermore,
he contends that complex organizations are more appropriately viewed
as heterogeneous. cross-cultural contexts that change Mel" time rather
than as stable, homogeneous eultures. ;iven this value fOr distinction of

individuals and groups within organizations, the strength and health of
a culture need not necessarily imply that the "native view" must be
socialized to confOrm to the dominant belief system. Rather, accommo-
dation of variant assumptions has the potential for adding desirable
dimensions to a healthy organization. Acceptance of diversity can prevent

stagnation and rigidity in the lace of imr fluent change.

LLITI.ti Or AR II !ACTS, LTS, AND

AStit'AIPTIONS

Discerning levels of culture aids in understanding how culture
influences collectiw perceptions and behaviors. According to Schein
(t9ttibf, there are three levels of-culture that are important in helping
leaders achieve high levels of success in integration and adaptation in
their institutions: artifacts, values, and assumptions.
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Artifacts are the visible representations of culture and include sagas,

myths, and stories; rituals, rites, and ceremonies; norms, rules, proce-

dures, and language. Sagas are generally factual accounts of an
organization's or kader's past that relate group or leader accomplish-

ments in heroic fashion, binding them to beliefs or actions ( Masland,

1985). Myths are usually fabricated illusions of events that never really

occurred; they serve to explain origins or transformations ofprinciples,

structures, or processes ( Kuh and Whitt, 198$). Norms are unwritten

rules that guide behavior and elaborate on an organization's values and

beliefs by clarifying what is exp,xted of members. They cause confor-

mity to social, not obiective, reality ( Mitrofi and Kilmann, i984). The

stronger the consensus around acceptable behavior, the greater the sanc-

tions against those who violate norms. Rituals, rites, and ceremonies are

a:.io important artifacts of culture. Finally, language systems provide

conceptual communication symbols and a structure for internal inw-

gration of artifacts.
Values reveal how people explain and rationalize what they say and

do as a group. Values justify behaviors, help people make sense of their

artifacts, a nd may link artifacts and assumptions (Schein, 198511).

Rokeach (1968) believes that a value is a single belief that t Nmscenden-

tally guides actions and judgments across specific objects and situations

and beyond immediate goals to more ultimate end-states of existence.

Goodstein ( t983) points out that organizational values become modal (a

logical structure) when they are espoused by most members as appro-

priate to a given situation and are promulgated as truth. Organizational

members generally have a set of beliefs about what constitutes appro-

priate behavior or inappropriate behavior and generally agree that these

beliefs can be ordered in importance. Schein points out, however, that a

sense of group value does not evolve until individuals have tested and

debated their personal values in a situation that has resulted in a collec-

tively shared solution to a problem. When this happens, values become

part of an organization's ideology and philosophy. Values are yardsticks

for guiding actions, developing attitudes, jusOring behavior, and judging

others.
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Values are critical to organizational and personal functioning, and
there are various dimensions by which values can be ditkrentiated
(varying degrees of awareness of values, transience or permanence of
values, or the generalizability or spec.ificity of values). Because values are

multidimensional, they may demonstrate congruity or conflict. (lark
(19$3 I suggests that value conflicts are generally more prevalent in

academic organizations than in corporations largely because belief
systems in academia exist at various levelsthe enterprise itself, the

academic profession, and the individual discipline. The degree to which
organizational members hold congruent or conflicting values about the

nature of education in general, and about an institutitm or discipline in

particular. can have a profound bearing on the success of efforts to
develop a common organizational culture. When subcultures evolve at

any of these levels, the dominant culture is threatened. The degree of
congruity or umilk-t anmnd specific values often determines the strength

of an organization's value system and its power to socialize members in

a common direction.
As values become entrenehed as preferential ways of doing things,

they begin to form patterns that govern attitudes and behaviors.
Congruence of values leads to consistent decision making and problem

solving. The more consistency, the more values beconw unconsciously
accepted and taken for granted. This transformation process is a lengthy

one and eventually leads to the creation of assumptions. Assumptions

are the deepest level of cultural values; because they are taken for granted,

seldom articulated, and nearly impossible to identify, they become ulti-
mate and nondebatable. Argyris and Schon N74) call them "theories in
use: -They are internalized belief!, and values. Because of their nature,
assumptions often create problems for organizations. Sathe WO and
Schein (198511) concur that conflict arises when assumptions held by one

individual or group do not conform with the assumptions held by the
culture in general. These conflicts are unresolvable without an under-
standing of organizational assumptions, which Schein deciphered in a
comparative study of cuhures in the southwest United States in 1961. He

claimed that cultural paradigms form around assumptions that raise
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epistemological questions, such as the nature of man, of reality and truth,

and of human activity and human reLtionships. Schein believes that
answers to these questions reveal the underlying assumptionsof culture.

A culture can measure its strength to the extent that these assumptions
appear to be eompatibk and consistent. Organiiat ions that have conflicting

assumptions in any of these categories are weak or are still fOrming.

Cultural formation and devdopment is built on the accumulation
of artifacts, values, and assumptions that occur over long periods of time

and result in collective experiences or socialimion processes that embed
and transmit cultural experiences to future generations. External and
internal issues influence the formation and development of culture.
External issues arc those that focus on the environment and the ability
of both the I ALT and constituent groups to survive within it. External
adaptation ( for example. to national, regional, local, and professional
cultures) involves creating the core mission, achieving consensus around

values and goals, arriving at agreement around measurements for
success, and evolving adaptive strategies for necessary change. As external

issues are confronted and understood, so must issues of internal inte-
gration be addressed. Internal integration involves the sense of bonding

and cohesion of group behavior; this involves defining group language
and boundaries, establishing power bases, determining rules for inti-
rnaCV, formulating criteria for rewards and punishment. and creating

ideologies (Schein. Will). Nadler and Rishman (1988) enumerate four
critical internal factors affecting organiiational culture: leadership
behavior; strategit: definition; structure; and human resource systCnIs.
Thus, leaders are said to make sense of organiiational complexity and
then provide direction for its membership.

Many researchers see the development of culture centered almost
exclusively around "influential" peoplethose who shape cuhure by
virtue of their authority, power, or role. But others look to "conditions"
affecting the development of culture: confrontation, workability. feasi-

bility, and positive value orientations; stability of membership; isolation
from alternative hdief systems; and opportunities for interaction across
divergent boundaries, establishing a world view.
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SOCIALIZATION PROCESSES

Pascale (1985) explains that organizations embody paradoxical orien-

tations toward individuals and groups. On the one hand, the American
vkw of the world is "intellectually and culturally opposed to the manip-
ulation of individuals kir organizational purposes" (p. 28); and on the
other hand, organizations expect social uniformity for effective perfor-
mance. In academic institutions, the likelihood is that subcultures will

arise and compete with the dominant culture; thus, the challenge fiir
organizations is to reconcile the dominant culture with the subculture
through socialization around common orientations with the need for
individual expression. Socialization becomes the process for informing
and educating members dim organization; it distinguishes between
confOrmitv and autonomy, and it provides a rationale to encourage both.

If organizations understand that the individual has critical needs in a
social contextincluding inclusion and identity. control and influence,
and acceptance and intimacy (Schein, 1985Mthey must demonstrate
interest in satisfying these needs to a desirable degree before in4ividuals

can, in turn, support the organization. Individuals imist l!e motivated
to support the organization; if they are not, the organizatio1 -. ill not

thrive. 'the more an organization rewards individuals in ways that meet
the expectancy requirements of primary individual needs, the greater
the likelihood that members will he inclined toward group cohesion
(Hass, 1983). Individual emotions, cognitions, wants, and needs must be
satisfied, accommodatedind allowed expression for social unity and
growth of culture. But an organization must also serve the internal inte-
gration needs of its various groups. As groups seek solutions to problems,

catalytic "marker events" or critical incidents (Schein, 1985b; Flanagan,
1954) frequently precipitate the growth and development of comimm
understandings and norms. These in turn lead to participative problem
solving as the cycle begins again, accumulating new artifacts, values, and

assumptions. Socialization is a key process in the legitimization of
culture. It is at this level of organization, where external and internal
adaptations are made, that leadership matters most.
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LEADERS AND CULTURE

Burns ( t978) would say that leadership tJll transform an organiza-
tion. Pfeffer (1981) claims that leaders are those who capture group
history and bring symbolic and actual meaning to establish common
frames of reference and shared understanding. Otkn. conflicts between
incoming and current members of organizations callse dysfunction
around the idea of adaptive culture and socialization. When this occurs.

unfreezing, changing, and refreezing of attitudes, values, and behaviors
are required t Lewin, 1951). Disengagement from pre-existing attachments

and redirection 01 belief systems, tinw, and commitment are requisites
for adaptation to a "new" organizational culture. !limit ure is to stabilize

an organization's external and internal environments, then transmission

of culture to the organization's members must ocitIr. Leaders have
responsibility to facilitate this stabilization. The imperative focus of their

responsibility is to their follmvers. li sonw degree, organizational culture

can be creawd, influenced, and even transformed by culturally sensitive

leaders. Peters and Waterman (1982) demonstrate that it is not incon-
gruous that naturalistic cultural devdopment is subiect to intervention
and redirection under certain conditions. They postulate that organiza-
tions are dependent on excellent leadership for effectiveness; and thus,
kaders are capable of manipulating, influencing. and embedding culture.

The literature abounds with discussions of the role and importance
of tlw situationalkontingencv/transfiirmational leader whose vision of
an institution or organization is linked to task, action, role expectation,
environment, and the readiness and willingness of followers to be mmi-
vated in ways that are consistent with the demands of all environments.

Framed within the definition of this type of kaderhip is the assump-
tion that leaders alter their behavior to tit the situation. For example, in
the life-cycle theory of leadership (Hersey and Blanchard, 1972), consid-

eration is given to the level of maturity of the followers, such that the
relevant degree of appropriate task-oriented or relationship-oriented
leader behavior will apply. The situational variable of leadership focuses

on follower readiness. development, or maturity. The leader's actions,

3 7
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therefore, are proscribed by followers and may change according to
whether the situation demands attention to task and theory, or rela-
tionships. Teaching as Leading t Raker, Roueche, and Gillett-Karam, 1990)

uses both path-goal theory (House and Mitchell, 1970 and life-cycle
theory to explain the spedal rdatitmships and environment of the class-

room interaction between teacher and students. On the one hand. the
teacher as leader influences the path to the edueational goal; on the other.
the teacher/leader is influenced lw the readiness and maturity of tlw
student in regard to the level of independence dependence, passivity
activity., task-relationship orientations that they. s situational
teacher/leaders, must pursue to meet students' needs.

Tti exchange the follower's role with the cultural role is not a perkct
solutitm, but life-cycle theory can be adapted to organiiational culture
largelv because it attends to developmental aspects and properties.
Organizational cultures can be perceived according to their level of matur-
ity, and leadership behavior can be modified appropriately. Moreover,
cultural evolution, growth, and transformation require leaders who
understand such cycles and who can empower organizatiimal members
to work with environmental change or a mbiguit y. BaSs (198s I and Burns
( '9783 call these leaders transformational. These are the leaders who
reach to the "nature" of their follmers to arouse and smisfy higher-order
needs. Roueche, Raker, and Rose 31989 ), in a study of transformational
leadership among American community college presidents, found that
such leaders have tive bask orientations around vision. people. motiva

empowerment. and values. Excdlent community college leaders
envision anti plan for the growth of a college culture: they influence and
are influenced by their institutional members; they value, respect, and
reward their followers as individuals; they model leaderly behavior and
seek to empower others; and they demonstrate strong persmv!, values
and honor the intellectual and individual development ofothers.

Leaders have been studied because of the role they play in creating
organizations. "Founders" (Schein, 1983) envision and communicate
assumptions as originators of organizations; depending on the extent to
which others share their vision and assumptions, these leaders are
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thought to. at least, initiaw organizational culture. The growth and

managenwnt of this culture is critical; transformational leaders must

fully engage and empower followers to pursue the goals of the organiza-

tion. Schein ( t98sa) believes that fountkrs have fairly stable cultures, but

he also asserts that as organizations become more complex and differ-

entiated. subcultures may exert conflicting forces on the dominant
culture. Under these conditions, the role of the fimnder is to accommo-

date for diversity and to integrate new patterns into the fabric of the
organizational culture. Failure of the kader to do so leads to Organiza-

tional dysfunction-- momentum. cohesiveness, and natural adaptive
growth are stymied as crises in vahies and conflicts over basic assump-

tions occur. Peters and Waterman (i982.) noted that excellent companies
with strong cultures are characterized 1w flexibility and homogeneity,
while paradoxically allowing heterogeneous katures sui:h as openness,

tokrance for failure, and concern for individuals. They foster creativity
and innovation, and they thrive on chaos!

liowever. not all leaders survive periods of turbulence and change--
often leaders are replaced during such times. Leadership succession
becomes a triggering mechanism for cultural adaptation of organiza-
tions as the "transitional" leader modifies the culture and reinstitutes a

different set of-values and beh.wiors. Such Litters are critically challenged

to consider the uniqueness of their situations (including those condi-

tions that are most resistant,to change, and to commit to an alternative
vision for the future. Moreover, they must mobilize follower commit-
ment. trust, and acceptance.

ichy and Devanna (1986) and Schein (1985a) propose guitklincs for

transforming an organi/ational culture. Where Tichy and Devanna
concentrate on identifying the "gate keepers" of the current culture,
Schein tbcuses on stages of the organizational life cyck (early growth,
midlife, maturity) and the greater difficulties encountered among mature

systems. Thus, the leo.del is called on to become teacher and coach;
reducing harriers to successful goal achievement is the critical change

the teacher as leader makes when confronting unsuccessful classroom or
critical student incidentsthe reaction is to alter the dominant behavior
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almost immediately and confront and reduce obstacles that prevent
student development. So, too, does the transformational leader, and,

indeed, the transitional leader needs to provide access and retraining for

cultural change; new artifacts, values, and assumptions become the tools

of this practitioner. Thus, leadership may he measured for its products

and its processes: It can be symbolic, as leaders manipulate cultural arti-

facts so they are commonly understood and accepted among the
followers.

PLURALISM

Robert Dahl. the political scientist whose name is irrevocably hoked

with the concept of pluralism and democracy, maintains that democrilic

theory is transformational. Historically, the first transformation cat:le
from the Greek ideal of democracy and the city-statefrom the idea and

practice of rule by the few to the idea and practice of rule by the many.

From the city-state to the nation-state, the ideas of democracy flourished

as a second transformatitm of democracy was embedded into the prin-

ciples and ideals of the modern nation-state. It is this idea of democracy

that is today universally popular but not universally understood.

Dahl's concept of democracy takes into account both adversarial and

sympathetic criticisms of democracy. Dahl contends that the advocates of

democratic theory must also be aware of the "shadow theory of democ-

racy- (Dahl, 1989, p. 3). Critical and key problems are concealed in the

explicit theories of democracy, Dahl maintains, which can be explained

by illustrating the use of the word demokratia. Claims can he made

concerning the self-evidency of this word, which means rule by the
people (demos means people, and kratia means rule or authority). But

we are immediately confronted by questions, such as who ought to make

up the people and what does it mean for them to rule? In the city-state

the obvious answer was the Athenian or the Spartan; but in the nation-

state the answer is not so obvious or simple. Are people in local
communities of nation-states entitled to self-government? Does govern-

ment presuppose consent or consensus? Is there not ambiguity in the
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issue of "who are the people who actually rule?" History, of course,
demonstrates that in both the city-state and the nation-state the demos
are a small minority of the adult population; since ancient times, some
persons have been excluded as u:iqualified. Exclusions invariably seem
to be justified on the grounds that the demos include everyone qualified

to participate in ruling; the hidden assumption is that only some people
arc competent to rule. Thus, what we see is more of a guardianship of
the people, and whereas democracy meant at one time a small, intimate,
participatory city-state, today it is gigantic, impersonal, and indirect.

Dahl's notion is, in fact, that democracy is today a unique process
of making collective and binding decisions that are not exclusionary. We

ofier the following criteria, or standards, to express the assumptions of
modern democratic theory.

Effective Participation: Citizens ought to have an adequate and equal

opportunity for expressing their preferences as to the final outcome.
They must have adequate lnd equal opportunities for placing questions
on the agenda and for endorsing one outcome rather than another.

Equality at the Decisive Stage: Each citizen must he ensured an equal

opportunity to express a choice that will be counted as equal in weight to

the choice expressed by any other citizen. In determining outcomes, these

and only these choices must he taken into account.
Enlightened Understanding: To know what they want, or to know

what is best, the people must he enlightened. Each citizen ought to have

adequate and equal opportunities for discovering and validating ( within

the time permitted by thc need for a decision) the choice on the matter
to be decided that would best serve the citizen's interests.

Control of the Agenda: The people must have the exclusive opportu-

nity to decide how matters are to be placed on the agenda for decision
through the democratic process. Citizens have the final say; they are
sovereign.

Citizenship and Inclusion:The demos should include all adults subject

to the binding collective decisions of the association; no one subject to
the rules of the demos should be excluded.

Thus, the ideas and practices of democracy are justified by certain
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values, including human freedom, human development, and the protec-
tion and advancement of shared human interests. But democracy also
presupposes equality, the intrinsic moral equality of all persons, the
quality expressed by the presumption that adult persons are entitled to
personal autonomy in determining what is best for themselves, and polit-

ical equality among citizens. Thus, an association between democracy
and equality leads to a powerful moral conclusion: If freedom, self-devel-

opment, and the advancement of shared interests are good ends, and if
persons are intrinsically equal in their moral worth, then opportunities
for attaining these goods should be distributed equaIly to all persons.
The democratic process is attached to historical conditions and histori-

cally conditioned human beings. Its possibilities and its limits are highly

dependent on existing and emergent social structures and conscious-
ness. And because the democratic vision is so daring in its promise, it
forever invites us to look beyond and to break through the existing limits

of structures and consciousnessto continue its transformations.

CONCLUSION

In each of the discussions of equality, justice, culture, and pluralism,

the frameworks for current and critical thinking about these topics have

been explored and presented to help us understand the nature of diver-
sity and cultural pluralism. There are, of course, lessons to be learned
from these discussions that affect the issue of representation of women
and minorities in community colleges across the nation.

Community colleges committed to the objectives of egalitarianism
and opportunity in education must measure and evaluate these ideas for

tkemselves and determine the bases for planning and strategies for imple-

menting indusionary practices on their campuses. Such colleges, in their

efforts to make administration, faculty, and students aware of issues of
diversity and cultural pluralism, may use these concepts to begin discus-
sions of the meaning of equality, justice, and campus culture.

Community colleges that strive to meet the demands of challenging
external and internal situations can, in the words of Solomon (1990,
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take pride in their "passion for justice." Rut community colleges and their

various constituencies must also realize the challenges of cultural differ-

ences, cultural stagnation, and cultural development in their attempt to
embed multiculturalism in their own campuses.
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Herodotus was perhaps the first to point out that history is an inclu-

sive study of great men--the stories of conquerers and heroesnot a
reflection of eommon men. Later, anthropologists and educators pointed

Out the need to study other., or the "ethnoi." From this beginning, in the

nineteenth century, researchers turned to examining and studying the
masSes, common men and women. S4)ciological researchers Malinowski,

Mead, and Pestalozzi were remarkable because they were involved in
lifetime research that celebrated the lives and achievements of "other"
cultures and classes. In his classic pedagogical work, Leonard and
Gertmie, Pestalotzi (19o3) presents Gertrude as the model of the good
educator who understands how to establish schools in connection with
the life of the home. Gertrude is presented as an exanyle on which to
base the principles of education; her character and activities set the
example for a new order (Martin, 1982). But what is perhaps most
remarkable about Pestaloni's work is that it marks a break with tradi-
tional views of wonwn by educators. in Rousseau's work Emile, Sophie.
the female counterpart to the hero, is presented as the prototypic woman
who makes no contribution to education; her experiences are rejected
as aberrant compared to the model behavior of Fin& and therefore as

deficient in the educational realm.
This dichotomy of thinking that opposes Gertrude and Sophie is

significant and symbolic. It is significant because it mirrors the expres-

sion and experience of literature and research regarding women and
minorities in America. And it is symbolic because this dichotomy repre-

sents an example of the cfitical thinking about women in education for
hundreds of years. For the most part. until the mid-I96os, standard
educational theory, practice, and future plannint., excluded women and
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minoritiesrardy did we see a "Gertrude" emerge who personified the
unique needs and contributions of these two groups. In the pages that
follow, the concepts of reductionism, deficit models, and similar
phenomena will he acknowledged and reported as illustrative of the lack

of insight that we, as a society and as researchers, have demonstrated
regarding these groups. These discussions have particular relevance to
the community college, which has been the single greatest recipient of
these populations in higher education, primarily because the commu-
nity college's major raison d'art' has been pluralism and egalitarianism.

In the following pages, the expressions (research, history, prevailing

views) and experiences (documentation, reports, new research, studies)

will be presented. We begin with the literature and research about
women; these data are presented as philosophical and methodological
inquiry. In the next chapter, we examine the prevailing views and histor-

ical context of research about minorities. Although the two chapters are
separated, the issues surrounding the status of research and knowledge
about women and minorities are similar. In both cases, research has
tended to treat each group as aberrant or deficient. Much of what we
purport to know, we know about the dominant White, male culture;
much of what we need to know about women and minorities is emerging
in a climate that is now anxious to learn about these groups and their
contributions to society.

RESEARCH AND WOMEN'S STUDIES

Kanter (1977), in Alen and Women of die corporation, examined how

consciousnes.s and behavior are formed by the positions people hold in

organizations and demonstrated that both men and women are the
products of the circumstances that define and set their role-positions.
Kanter recognized that most organizational studies discussing women
were reductionist: Women were seen as different, inexact, or deficient in

the characteristics that described leaders and managers of the corpora-
tion. Her inquiry discusses how forms of work organization, and the
conceptions of roles and distributions of people within them. shape
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behavioral outcomes. Kanter believes we have gotten "hooked" on the

individual model:
Sonwthing has been holding women hack ( occupational

segregation ). That something was usually assumed to he

located in the difkrences between nwn and women as indi-

viduals: their training for diftivent worlds; the nature ofsexual

rdationships, which make women unable to compete with

men and men unable to aggress against women; the "tracks"

they were put on in school or at play; and even, in the most

biologically reductionist version of the argument, "natural"

dispositions ofthe sexes. Conclusions like these have become

standard explanations for familiar statistics about discrimi-

nation. They form the basis for the "individual" model of

work behavior. Whether one leans toward the more social or

the more biological side of the argument. both add up to an

assumption that the factors producing inequities at work are

somehow carried inside the individual person ( p. 261).

The thrust of Kanter's book is to present an alternative to the indi-

vidual model. Kanwr has demonstrated that what appear to he "sex
differences" in work behaviors are really responses to structural condi-

tions (promotion rates, ladder steps, career paths, and individual
prospects). Individual models absolve the system of responsibility; they

do not emphasize the joint interests of all those in the organization.

Attention to these issues would require organizationsnot peopleto
change. Kanter states, "If we understand more fully the structural condi-

tions that impact on human behavior in organizations, we can then

choose more appropriate policies and programs to improve the quality of

worklife and promote equal opportunity" (p. 264).

Kanter is supported by Burns (7971), who states:

in some cultures women are cut off from power positions as

well as from the stepping stones and access routes that reach

toward leadership. This leadership bias persists despite the

political influence of the likes of Eleanor Roosevelt, Golda

Meir, Indira Gandhi, or Margaret Thatcher. The male bias is
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reflected in the false conception of leadership as mere

command or control. As kadership comes properly to he seen

asa process of kaders engaging and mobili/ing the human

needs and aspirations of followers, women will he more

readily recogniied as leaders and men will change their own

leadership styles ( p. 5o).

Kanter and Burns, therefore, in both substance and theory are able to

fiicus on culture, sodalization, and psychological perceptions of reality

that account for differences between the sexes, not on specific gender

differences that allegedly acWilait for the roles of both women and men

in society. But the inquiry and generahiations that are reflected in
Kat, er's work are unique: they do not reflect contemporary biases and

deficit theories about women. Such biases and theories can be traced

back to the philosophical foundations of society.

THE PHILOSOPHERS SET THE STAGE

Philosophers since ancient times have been in conflict over the role

of women in society and in the world. Gender. seen as a reason for role

differentiation, was also examined for "place-in-the-world" status.
Theorists argued over thc relevance of women in their theories of knowl-

edge. When they asked, "How do we know?" their "we" was almost
always the male "we:" the omission of women was deliberate.

The two most important philosophers of the ancient world, Plato
and Aristotle, viewed women from totally different perspectives. Plato

saw his wise leader as male or female and offered both equal educational

opportunities to become a philosopher king or a philosopher queen.

Virtue, to Plato, was not dependent on sex hut on knowledge. To
examine one's life, to become just, and to do so through education were

all the prescriptions either men or women needed to attain the position
of leader.

While Plato sought transcendence of the soul, be it male or female,
Aristotle was contemptuous of the female and questioned whether
women had souls. French (1985) states that the strongest indication that
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there was a matriarchal tradition in ancient Greece seems to he the nega-

tive evidence of the extreme rage and vituperation directed at women by

generations of Greek writers, including Aristotle (p. ni). Aristotle's view

of women was based on his theory of the animal nature of man. Because

a woman had less "vital heat" than a man, she was seen as a deficient

model of the animal world. Researchers have labeled this the "nature"

argument about women; it is based in Aristotle's mistaken n. ,on that

women were biologically inferior beings. Aristotle stated, "We should

look on the female as being, as it were, a defiirmity, though one which

occurs in the ordinary coume of nature" (Peck, 1953. p. 37).

Freud concurred with Aristotle, while borrowing liberally from Plato

in other matter by viewing females as defective males (Hunter College

Women's Studies Collective, 1983, p. 63). The biological factor ofwomen's

differences has been seen as critical by many thinkers throughout history,

and they are too numerous to mention here. The importance of this

factor is that biological data are used to draw conclusions of an evalua-

tive kind about women. Aristotle believed that the function of a woman

was to bear children, whereas the function of a man was rational activity.

He had a hierarchical view of human society; he thought it right and

proper for men to rule over women. Aristotle, women, slaves, and

children lacked the ability to deliberate.
We now recognize such "theories" of intelligence or reasoning ability

that are based on simplistic biological comparisons to be false. But lOr
much of the subsequent history from Aristotle's time, these views
persisted and were solidified. Holmstrom (1986) comments, "A distinct
woman's nature contains a sex bias that takes man as the norm and
women as 'the other' to use de Beauvoir's term; such theories are pseudo-

scientific rationalizations of cultural prejudices" (p. 51).

Even from the spiritual realm of the Christian church, views about

women reflected the Aristotelian view. The church hierarchy was depen-

dent on a male presence that taught that women were helpmates to men,

as indicated by their essential nature. Moreover, the church taught para-

bles about the nature of women, such as the story of Eve, who was held

up as the agent bringing original sin to the world. Finally, the church
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maintained that women lacked the intellectual commitment necessary
for true faith. These ideas were refined and continued throughout the
sixteenth century. Daly (1973) suggests that the church's view of the
animal nature of woman was critical to the philosophies that would
develop during the Enlightenment, noting, "It seems strange that even
the church, whose major objective was the spiritual guidance of
humankind, was attuned to the more physical aspect of women's nature"
(p. 363). By the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Enlightenment

philosophers, such as Locke, Hobbes, Montesquieu, Rousseau, and
Hume, deliberately rejected notions of original sin and of the innate ink-

ritaity of some men compared with others. They emphasized instead the

essential equality of mankind and the importance of liberty and freedom.

This liberal tradition provided the foundation for the development of
the United States of America (Dahl, 106). And, although the idea applies

to the notion of the ideal democratic society and government, it does
not apply equally to the notion of the economic activity of society.
liberalism did not require economic institutions to he democratic. And
for some groups of people living in the United States, liberalism did not

require freedom and the guarantees of a government responsive to their
needs. These groups included slaves, women, and Native Americans.
They could not vote. They could not own property. They were regarded
as silent by those with hegemony. Again, even in the liberal tradition the

philosophers were divided.

Rousseau, for example, openly argued that the liberal principles of
the Enlightenment must not he applied to women. Women, he said,
must learn to submit to man's will and find Hppiness in doing so.
Rousseau used Aristotle's "nature" argument to demonstrate that women

must be obedient to men (Okin, 1979). Because Rousseau considered
freedom the essence of being human, he viewed women as less than fully

human. argued that women should disappear from public life and
live within the four walls of their homes. While Rousseau was
expounding these ideas, Mary Wollstonecraft began her written attack
on his work, claiming that women ought to have education; she argued
that the prindpks of freedom and equality were indeed as valid for
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women as for men, Wollstonecraft's The Vindication of Ow Ri.ght.s of
Women, written in 1792, was, however, an anomaly in her time. But the
questions she raised and the solutions she offered led to the inquiry by
and liberation of women like Abigail Adams and Harriet Taylor Mills.

Solomon (1985) writes that most women in colonial America were
expeeted to know their place and to accept their husband's authority over
them. But these ideas, evoked by Rousseau, were challenged by Locke.
Locke believed that the infant mind was like an empty slateideas and
sensations from the environment were impressed on it, thus molding the
individual's personality. In his thinking, there was no ditkrence in intel-
ligence based on gender. Solomon suggests that this notion had a huge
psychological impact on the treatment ofwomen as "I.ocke's ideas began
slowly to undermine the assumption of the immutability offemale infe-
riority" (Solomon, 198s, p. 5)

It is I fume, however, who brought the most balanced treatment of
moral theory to the age of philosophical "enlighwnment." Ilume made

morality a matter of cultivating the character traits that give a person
inward peace of mind and consciousness of integrity (Millar, 1985).
Hume saw human reason as authored by self-interest, instrumental
reason, and frivolous factors, including historical chance, custom, and
tradition. Hume emphasized the role of feeling in moral judgment.
Agreeing with the rationalists that when we use our reason we appeal to
universal tiles, he nevertheless pointed out that there are many universal
rules of morahty. He claimed that morality rests ultimately on sentiment,
on a special motivating feeling we come to have once we have exercised

our capacity for sympathy with others' feelings. We also learn to over-
come emotional conflicts that arise when the wants of others and of the
indivivaI clash. Morz:ity is the outcome of a search for ways of elimi-
nating contradictions in the "passions" of sympathetic persons who are
aware of both their own and others' desires and needs (Baia, 1987). To
Hume, the human heart, as well as human reason, is needed for the
understanding of morality.

Modern theorists and philosophers ( Baler, 1987; (iilligan, 1982)
would agree that the human heart's responses are to particular persons,
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no. ; universal and abstract principles of justice. When Hume lists the
natural nwral virtues, his favorite exampk is parental love and solid-
tcAde. The good person, the possessor of the natural virtues, is the one
who is a safe companion, an easy friend, a gentle master (Selby-Bigge
and Nidditch, 1978), The virtues that he lists are contained in elation-
ships and in social contexts, such as the ability to earn and keep the trust

of others. In his attention to interpersonal relations, Hume's analysis of
social cooperation starts with the cooperation of the family. The most
indissoluble' bond in nature, he claims, is the love of parents for their
chikiren: it is imimate, it is unchosen, and it is between unequals,

Although Hume did not specifically renounce bias among the
philosophers of his time, he has been considered by some as the
"woman's moral theorist," specifically because his theory supports
;illigan's research, Baler (1987) suggests that "to Hume, moral theory is

not a matter of obedience to universal law, but of cultivating proper
character traits" (p. 37). Those traits he considered most important were
those concerning relations with others; family, sentinwnt, sympathy, and

the rewgnit ion of others are all elements of his theory of moral devel-
opment. For Hume and for Gilligan, moral development must occur
through actual activity and correction of the sentiments.

After I iume, other thinkers also advocated rights and freedom for
women as well as men. Mill, in the eighteenth century. argued that equal

rights and equal opportunities should be extended to women and that
women should he able to own property, to vote, to be educated, and to
enter the professions (I-lunter College Women's Studies Collective, ;983).

But Mill's views ran counter to those of Comte, who reasserted the
biological inferiority of women to men. As the "father of sociology,"
Onnte asserted that the female sex was formed for a state of essential
childhood (Okin. 1970.

MORAL PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY:
IN A DIFFERENT VOICE

In modern philosophy, psychology, and the law, the theory of moral
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development is the heir to the ongoing dichotomy of opinions and
research concerning women and men. Modern theorists are still very
interested in morality and virtues. Erikson (19so), Gilligan (1982 I.
Kohlberg (197t). Perry (i97o), Piaget (105), and Rawls (1971) are all inter-

ested in the development ot morality in huimms. Hut it is from the
theories of Kohlberg and Gilligan that the most controversial modern
debate stems. Kohlberg (1981) maintains that moral development (as a
premise from the justice tradition of Locke, Kant, and Rawls in which

social contract theor: and personal liberty are linked so that an indi-

vidual has personal and moral autonomy) involves a six-stage process
divided into three two-stage levels. At the preconventional level (stage
one). people defer to authority; but as they learn to satisfy their own

needs and consider the needs of others, they enter stage two. At this point

individuals move to the conventional level, in which they seek others'
approval by conforming to stereotyMcal roles (stage three). Later, this

stage is augnynted by a sense of the value ofmaintaining the social order

and of the contribution of dutiful conduct to that order (stage four ).

Finally, individuals obtain the postconventional level: I lere they asso-

ciate morality with rights and standards endorsed by society as a whole

(stage five h but ultimately, they go on to think in terms of self-chosen,

yet universal, principles of justice (stage six ). Kohlberg argues that

women are unable to advance much past the fotirth stage of moral devel-

opment, advancing the idea that moral progress relates to the justice

tradition of the ideal, rational person.
Gilligan (1982, 1987) takes issue with this single-track conception of

moral development and argues that the perspective of caring that many

women possess provides an alternative course of development leading

to equally adequate moral reflection. (;illigan, in several studies, provides

empirical data concerning the moral decision-making strategies of
women. I-kr results led her to conclude that the justice perspective fails

to capture the import of concerns expressed by women, the decision-

making strategies used by women, and the course of women's distinctive

moral development
Instead of the hierarchical ordering of values characteristic of the
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justice perspective, Gilligan's female respondents describe a "network of
connection, a web of relationships that is sustained by a process of
communication" (1982, p. 33). For these women, moral problems do not
result from a conflict of rights to be adjudicated by ranking values.
Rather, moral probkms are embedded in a cvntextual frame that eludes
abstract, deductive reasoning. The traditional perspective Kohlberg
adopts portrays the responses of women as deficiencies in moral capa-
bilities. Against this view, Gilligan argues that the morality of many
women is distinct from that of men but, nevertheless, is of commensu-
rate worth. The process of moral development that Gilligan has
discovered comprises a six-stage series marked by three levels of devel-
opment. At the preconventional level, the orientation is toward personal
survival. The first stage is marked by a focus on caring for the self to
ensure survival. In the transitional second stage, the concern of the first
stage is judged to be selfish. This allows the move from selfishness to
responsibility. At the conventional level, the focus is on care and confm-
mity, and there is a concomitant desire to please others. What is good is
caring for others, and goodness is frequently associated with self-
sacrifice. This self-sacrifice causes disequilibrium that initiates the
transition from the concern with goodness to the concern with "truth."
At the postconventional level (a morality of nonviolence), stage five is
dominated by a dynamics of relationship that leads to dissipation of
tension between self and others, leading to stage six. At the final stage,
relationships are understood to require participation and interaction of
integral selves rather than self-sacrifice. Care becomes a self-chosen prin-
ciple that recognizes the interdependenu of self and others and is
accompanied by a universal condemnation of exploitation. Gilligan
claims that this developmental structure is as morally adequate as
Kohlberg's. Her maturational account of the care perspective follows the
same sequence as Kohlberg's; moreover, Gilligan has explained that
subjects who spontaneously adopt the justice perspective often agree that
the solution suggested by the exponents of the care perspective is the
better solution (Kittay and Meyers, t9t47).

Gilligan's approach also provides a holistic perspective on moral
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development (q.v. Gestalt psychology). /n a Different Voice (1982) is
(iilligan's criticism of Kohlberg's theory of moral development. Gilligan
points out moat Kohlberg's analysis of the stages of development of man's

moral or ethical values is just thatman's development. In his studies
that traced students' lives over a generation, Kohlberg included only male

respondents, and yet claimed universality of the theories developed from

his studies. Gilligan's point is this: If Kohlberg's (or Piaget's) study began

with women and derived developmental constructs from their lives, a
different moral conception would emerge. In this conception, moral
problems arise from conflicting responsibilities rather than competing
rights. This is the view of morality as being concerned with care and with

an emphasis on connection and relationships, as opposed to the concept
of morali,y as fitirness of rights and rules with an emphasis on separa-
tion. Rut Gilligan, too, is cognizant of the complementary nature
between responsibilities and rights; she states:

'lb understand how the tension between responsibilities and

rights sustains the dialectic of human development is to see

the integrity of two disparate modes of experience that are in

the end connected. While an ethic of justice proceeds from

the premise of equality that everyone should be treated the

samean ethic of care rests on the premise of nonviolence

that no one should be hurt. in the representation of maturity,

both perspectives converge in the realiiation that just as
inequality adversely affects both parties in an unequal rela-

tionship, so too violence is destructive for everyone involved.

This dialogue between fairness and care can not only provide

a better understanding of relations between the sexes, but also

gives rise to a more comprehensive portrayal of adult work

and family relationships p9$2, p. 174).

Since the publication of Gilligan's work, there has been an
outpouring of material on the issues she raised and criticisms of her orig-

inal work. Much of the research that supports and elevates Gilligan's
work is "feminist" in nature; it values women as human beings, and it
concentrates on adding to knowledge and scholarship about women.
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isSiles about method, methodology, and epistemology have been inter-
woven with discussions of how best to correct the partial and distorted
accounts in traditional analyses. Harding (1987) speaks of reasons for
feminist studies, including the fact that scholars have begun to recover
and reappreciate the work of women researchers and theorists. Much of
wonwn's work has been ignored, trivialimd, or appropriated without due

credit, and feminist social research can and should examine women's
contributions to activities that are important and worth studying.

Some feminist material is radical and adopts a Marxist view or
approaches the study of women in much the same way that men have
been accused of studying womenfrom a view of man as deficient.
Radical feminist studies tend to he discredited more often than other
feminist studies. I fowever, the vast maiority of feminist studies seek to

diminish masculine bias, give attention to the experiences of women,
and facilitate women's development. As Harding and Hintikka (1983)
explain, "We cannot understand women and their lives by adding facts
about them to bodies of knowledge which take men, their lives, and their
beliefs as norms. Furthermore, it is now evident that if women's lives
cannot be understood within the inherent inquiry frameworks, then
neither can men's lives" (p. ix).

AFTER GILLIGAN

Gilligan's work represents a mikstone in the current literature and
research about women. The quarterly journal Social Research devoted
the entire Autumn 1983 issue to responses to Gilligan's work. Many books

..ave discussed women and moral theory (Kittay and Meyers, 1987), have

validated the Gilligan thesis of the ethics of care and connection as the
basis of their own research (Beknky, et al., 1986; Noddings, 1984), and

have discussed women's leadership styles on the basis of a Gilligan model

(Gilktt-Karam, 1988; Desjardins, 1989a and 1989b; Hdgesen, 199o).

Miller's book Thward a New Psychology of Women (1976) is a
precursor to Gilligitn's research. In this work, Miner celebrates the value

of the differences of women in our society and points out the psycho-
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logical strengths of women. Gilligan draws heavily on the works of Miller

(1976), Dinnerstein (1976), and Chodorow (1978).

Ruddick (107) assesses whether gender accounts for distinctive

cognitive style and mode of reasoning and reports that any claim to

difference is not epistemological but political. it is Ruddick's contention

that women's reasoning yields a morality of love and that traditional

women's work gives rise to maternal thinking. Since maternal work can

be distinguished, for example, from military work, it yields a differeA

perspective on violence and nonviolent action. The maternal view under-

stands the fragility of strengths and weaknesses and emphasizes the

importance of giving and receiving while remaining in connection with

the other actors in the drama. It emphasizes peace instead of war. Eisler

(1988), in The Chalice and the Blade, refers to the gender-holistic perspec-

tive of cultural transformation theory, which includes the dominator

model (or the life-taking model ) and the partnership model (or life-

giving model). Her message is that in a partnership model, diversity is

not equated with inferiority or superiorityrather, diversity is valued

in this life-generative, nurturing model fOr behavior.

Evans (198i) points out the influences of Perry ( tiro) and others on

the works of Gilligan. It was Perry's work on intellectual and ethical

development that accommodated a more relativistic approach to the

intellectual and ethical development of-morality in women and in people

who could not make distinctions between right and wrong in moral

dilemmas. Gilligan (1982) discovered that principles of justice were irre-

ducibly tied to contextual, psychological, and historical interpretation

(p.154).
Reknky (1986) used both Gilligan's and Perry's ideas in her book,

WomeWs Ways of Knowing. She describes live different perspectives from

which women view reality and draw conclusions. Her work discusses

how women's conceptions of the nature and origins of knowledge evolve

and how their understanding of themselves as "knowers" changes over

time. Using Perry's scheme for interviewing, but not his language,

Beknky grouped women's perspectives on knowing into five major epis-

temological categories: silence. in which women think of themselves as
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mindless, voiceless, and not in control of themselves; received knowl-
edge, in which women conceive of themselves as capable of receiving
knowledge but not creating it; subjective knowledge, in which truth and

knowledge are conceived of as personal, private, and subjectively known

or intuited; procedural knowledge, in which women are invested in
learning and applying objective procedures for obtaining and commu-
nicating knowledge; and constructed knowledge, in which women view
knowledge as contextual, experience themselves as creators of knowl-
edge, and value both subjective and objective strategies for knowing.
Regarding goals in the education of women, Belenky states:

We argue that educators can help women develop their own

authentic voices if they emphasiie ctmnection over separa-

tion, understanding and acceptance over assessment, and

collaboration over debate; if they accord respect to and allow

time for the knowledge that emerges from first-hand experi-

ence: if instead of imposing their own expectations and
arbitrary requirements. they encourage students to evolve
thell own patterns of work based on the problems they are

pursuing. These are the lessons we have learned in listening

to women's voices tp.

WOMEN AND EDUCATION

Plato, Locke, and Mill stressed the importance of education for both

women and men (0kin, '979), hut achieving full educational opportu-
nity for women has been difficult. Solomon (1985) reveals how pressure

for higher education for women has come at critical periods in American

history; for example, rapid growth of women's education in America
occurred between 1870 and 1900, when the percentage of women
attending institutions of higher education rose to 35 percent. Problems
and turmoil ensued as women began attending colleges in greater
numbers. Solomon reports:

Within one decade of the opening of the doors of the
University of Chicago to women, the percentage of women
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rose from 24 to 52 percent, and between 1892 and 1902 women

received a majority (56.3 percent) of the Phi Beta Kappa

awards. An alarmed President Harper began to segregate

undergraduate classes and cut back on full coeducation for

women. Although faculty liberals, including John Dewey,

fought for the reinstatement of full coeducation for women,

they lost their tight, as separate classes for freshmen and

sophomores in the so-called iunior college were established

in Chicago in 191)2 (pp. 58-59).

Martin (1982), in her article "Excluding Women from the

Educational Realm," eloquently demonstrates the biases toward women

as they fought to achieve higher education. Agreeing with Bluestone

(1987) that society abused women's educational privileges. Martin offers

Pesta (A.rtrude (rather than Rousseau's Sophie) to depict women

as models for good educators. Gertrude is a wise and capable teacher;

her behavior is worthy of emulation. Martin also mentions the valuable

contributions of Maria Montessori as a modern theorist of education.

She holds up both Gertrude, as a fictional character, and Montessori, as

a preeminent teacher, as excellent role models for women in education,

Rosenberg (1982) tells the fascinating story of the rebellion of women

against the Victorian scientific, medical, and social dogmas concerning

the separate spheres of men and women in education in the first part of

the twentieth century. She highlights the careers of Marion Talbot who,

along with John Dewey, opposed the awkward and demeaning view that

the education of women interfered with their reproductive abilities.

Another of the brilliant educational leaders Rosenberg discusses is Helen

Thompson Wooley, whose tests of the intelligence of college men and

women showed no important or consistent differences between the sexes.

Keller (985) also discusses further examples of the ways in which the

ideologies of science and gender inform each other and produce "male

standards" of rationality that omit and delete the contributions of

women. The woman whose work most helped change the opinions tradi-

tionally opposed to feminist scholarship was Margaret Mead. Mead's

studies (beginning in the 193os) not only chalknged the social and sexual
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norms of the period, they demonstrated that stereotypically "masculine"
and "feminine" traits were the products of Western mores and custom,
not the irreversible results of iron-clad biological and psychological
evolution. Mead seemed to provide a beacon for other women; by the
19305 and 1940s, more women than ever before were "breaking into"
nigher educatkm.

The number o women in colleges and universities continued to
grow throughout the twentieth century, reaching 53 percent of the total
enrollment in 1987 (Andersen, 1989). Although the number of ,,,,men
in colleges surpasses that of men overall, men predominate in enroll-
ments in four-year liberal arts colleges and in graduate and professional

schools (Solomon. 1985). Women are well represented in graduate educa-

tion (at the Master's degree level) in the following fields: education
(where they outnumber men two to one), health sciences (three to one).
and public affairs and services (two to one). At the doctoral level, degrees

are awarded to men at twice the rate they are awarded to women, and
there are no fields in which women outnumber men, according to the
U.S. Department of Education. Hut even more bleak is the fact that Iwo-

the last two decades, there has been little growth iu overall representa-
tion of women within faculty ranks; women now hold 27.5 percent of all

faculty positions (Simeone, 1987). Women, lo ihe present day, remain
the "second sex in most of academia" (Solomon, 1980. Although Gillett-

Karam ( t988) has attempted to explain the differential (attributing the
gap to women's wndency to take time off for child-rearing), others
suggest that uninterrupted participation would not be enough to offset
the negative effects of bias against women .

On the other hand, over the last two decades, female scholarship has

grown in size and recognition. One manifestation of the emphasis on
female scholarship has been the continuing growth of women's studies
programs all over the nation ( Farnham,1987), although onc goal of many

women's studies practitioners is mainstreaming, meaning that feminist
scholarship would be incorporated into the entire curriculum Meglar,
1982). Simeone (1987) and others, however, argue that women in such
programs should strive for recognition of their role as "women of knowl-
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edge" because of issues of equity, status, and scholarship. Whether in

women's studies courses or mainstreamed into departmental curriculum,

inclusion of the new scholarship on women offers "more women a new

intellectual grasp on their lives, new understanding of our history, a fresh

vision of the human experience, and also a critical basis for evaluating

what they hear and read in other courses and in the society at large-

( Rich, 1979, p. 233).
Komarovsky (1985) studied college women to determine the impact

of sex differences and attitudes in contemporary society. Her study points

out that graduates of women's colleges are higher achievers and arc

encouraged to develop their leadership qualities more than are women
graduates of coeducational institutions (see also, Tidhall and

Kistiakowsky, 1976; Oates and Williamson, 1978; Brown, 1982). The
conclusion reached by Brown (1982) is that if women in selective
women's colleges, regardless of their initial career plans, seem more likely

than others to aspire and obtain higher degrees, then research should

focus on identifying the characteristics of those colleges that facilitate

women's leadership.

WOMEN AS LEADERS

Most of the research on women in leadership roles is new. This is

not to say that women have not been leaders in history. Many histories

and biographies have been written about great women in history, but
few about the process of leadership and the characteristics of women
leaders. Most of the contemporary research (Kanter, 1977; Heller, 1982;

Hennig and Jardim, 1976; Loden, 1985; Helgesen, 1990) On women as
leaders looks at women as business leaders; the literature has been scant

on women as leaders in educational institutions (Eaton, 1981; Berry, 1979;

Evans, 1985; Shakeshaft, 1987).

While some researchers make a point of the difficulties women
encounter in positions of authority ( Horner, 1971; Miller, 1982; Jacobson,

1985), others focus on how authority is created in women ( Young-
Eisendrath and Wiedemann, 1987), and still others examine the
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rdationship of women to power (French, 1985; Messinger, 1980; !anyway,

1980; Ruddick, 1987). Joset'owitz's (1985) concept of power incorporates

two cjoints of view: power as perceived in others and power as perceived

in self. She sums up these two types of power with the statement, "I am
both the recipient of power others have over me and the wielder of power

over others" ( p. 200).

Women have power of which they are not aware; hence, they are
unaware when they give away their power. Women are now learning that

their power is increased through networking, intuition, and providing
leadership. htselowitz (1985) concludes that power is a tool used to obtain

a desired outcome and that women need to identify that outcome:
Women may be better equipped than men to adjust to the

new requirements of effective leadership. The prototype of

tough. authoritative leader is no longer advocated as effective.

The traits that women have been criticized for in the past.

sensitivity and role of catalyst, appear to be the attributes of

the future. hworporating the ideas and contributions of
others to encourage teamwork, she is used to and able to
toleraw more informality and to hinct ion in a less authori-

Irian manno (p. 121).

A study by Loden (1985), Fentaie Leadership: How to Succeed in
BWitles$ Without Being One of the Boys, examines the idea that women

may succeed with their own type of power. This work looks at styles of
management based on the research of Maccohy (1980), Burns (1978), and

Rosener and Schwartz (1980). As part of research she conducted with
4,000 managers of the Bell Telephone Company over a period of seven
years. Loden directed a program titled the Male-Femak Awareness
Workshop. The program was designed to heighten awareness of sexism

in the workplace and to help integrate women into management and
other nontraditional jobs. The question Loden chose to examine
centered on why competent women were prevented from succeedingin
middle- and upper-level management positions. Her study found a
unique management style for women, supporting the idea that women
have a different style of leadership. She noted that "feminine leaders see
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the world through two different lenses concurrently, and as a result,
respond to situations on both the thinking and the feeling levels" (p.61).
Loden agrees with loselowitz that the use of power for women relates to

outcomes and sees women as favoring personal power (McClelland, 1978).

Heller (1982) compared women's and men's leadership styles in
Women and Men as Leaders. She examined a small group of matched
pairs of women and men who perceived themselves as successful leaders
in business, social institutions, and education. Both the leaders and their

co-worker groups were interviewed one-half of the women and one-
half of the men were interviewed by a female interviewer). Heller asserts

that the "inclusion of women in the study of leadership might challenge
and redefine basic assumptions about the way people in positions of
authority behave" (1982, p. xv). What emerged from the Heller study was

a list of stereotypes of subordinates' attitudes toward male and female

leadership. People saw men as too focused on procedures, remote,
authoritarian, and sexist, hut relaxed, with separate work and social roles,

and the abilities to think categorically and work independently. Women
were seen as too focused on people, emotionally demonstrative, but
more humane, open, friendly, egalitarian, efficient, and organized. Heller

also found that leadership itself could spring from a more androgynous
perspective (although as Dinnerstein (19761 and others warn, it is the
androgyny of humanity). The innovations of female leadership are also
of interest. Heller (1982) lists three innovations in research on female

leadership:
Innovation in topic (this includes efforts by researchers, such as
Dinnerstein 119761, Kanter 119771, and Hennig and lardim
[19771, to relate family life and leadership in the family to lead-

ership in public and private organizations)
Innovation in the attitude of the researcher toward the subjects
of the study (Smircich 11031 suggests an empathetic approach,

rather than a neutral one)
Innovations in reporting research (Schreihner (1979) contends
that methodological and procedural snags and doubts should

6 5
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be included in re-search to lessen the predominance of
.'machoistic research" Ipp. IM-1661)

In a Dew work, The Female Advantage. Helgesen ( ty9o) looks at the

leadership styles and practices of American women who are presently

CEOs. Using Mintzherg's work on managerial style (t973). Hdgesen

compares men to women and rejects the "nature of managerial work"

posited by Mintzherg. Women's leadership is seen not as pyramidal but

circular; not in terms of vision hut in terms of voice; not as the warrior's

conquest but i.ts the magician's quest. Ilelgesen's work is a seminal study

of women's "war of leadership."

WOMEN AS EDUCATIONAL LEADERS

Although only a limited number of studies look specitically at the

role of women as educational leaders, that emphasis is also growing3

especially among current dissertations ( Mulder. 1983; Miller, )987) and

in texts about women leaders in educational administration (Shakeshaft,

1987; Taylor, 1981; Berry, 1979). Miller (1987) studied 55 women presidents

of two- and four-year educational institutions and compared them to

male counterparts according to leadership and organizational style. She

found a significant difference between men and women in three areas:

salaries, leadership. and communication. Nloreover, she found that

women believe they are different from men because they speak out on

controversial topics, they stress employee relationships over task accom-

plishment, they recognize employee achievement, they talk and listen to

students, and they use trusted staff and faculty to help manage their insti7

t ut ion.

Taylor 11981) studied women community college presidents who

were in °like in 1979. The elements of the study included the factors that

influenced women to become college presidents, the attitudes and beliefs

of women about their positions, their'advice to future leaders, and their

future plans. Most of the women interviewed cited power, financial
advantage, support front colleagues, and a desire to influence education

as the reasons they wanted to become a college president. Each woman
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credited a single mentor, always a woman, with having special influence

or having offered support in the course of her professional career. Most

of the presidents had earned doctorates in education or educational

administration. Almost all of the presidents arrived at their position with

significant experience in community colleges. When asked what they saw

as obstacles to the advancement of women administrators, they indi-

cated the following: marital responsibilities; maternal responsibilities;
inadequate networks for women; women's views of themselves as assis-

tants or helpers rather than as managers or executives; and men's
preferences for men as appointees to top posts. The advice they gave to

help other women shore up their leadership abilities included: gaining
the necessary knowledge and professional preparation; developing
personal attributes, such as good judgment, recognition of the impor-

tance of a sense of humor, inner strength and emotional stability, a high

energy level, and intelligence; and maintaining professional attitudes that

require a positive belief in self and others. Finally, women presidents

reported that their future plans included possibly moving to another
institution for reasons of salary, location, or institutional prestige.

Shakeshaft (107) studied women in public school administration.
She documents from research the current status of women in educational
administration and posits "stages of research on women" (p. 13). Much of

Shakeshaft's hook is a discussion of the harriers to women in educational

administrathm, but it also provides rich resources from current research

that may guide and inform others. In the following table, Shakeshaft's
discussion of the stages of research about women provides a model for
examining the issues of women in educational administration. Research
questions are combined with appropriate and requisite questions about

women in educational administration, the approaches that should he

used, and the outcomes that can he expected.
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Shakeshaft's Stages of Research on Women in Administration

Stage Questions Approach Outcome

1. Absence of
women in
studies

2. Search wtmwn
as administra-
tors

3. Disadvan-
tage(l.

subordinate
status

4, Women
studied as
women

ç. 1Vomen chal-
lenging theory

6. Transform-
ation of'
theory

Number of New surveys Documentation
women in
Educational
Administration?
In what
positions?

Characteristics
and history of
women?

Why so few
women leaders
in Educational
Administration?

flow do women
describe them-
selves?

flow must
theory change to
include women's
experiences?

What are theo-
ries of human
behavior?

Studies of
present and past
administrators
and descriptkms

Attitudes toward
women:
experiences

Interviews/
observational
st udies

Analysis of
current theo-
rksimethods

Range of
approaches

Demographic &
attitudinal
experimental
studies

Identification
of barriers to
adva nce me nt

Female
perspective

Reality that
theories don't
work for
women

Reconcept
ualiiat ion of
theory

Source: Shakeshaft.1987

Shakeshaft asks that research on women in education include the
voice of women and suggests that current theories devaluing women's
contributions to educational administration be exposed so that a recon-
ceptualization of the theory of human behavior, one that applies to both
women and men, can "4. posited.
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CONCLUSION

Pearson, Shavlik, and Touchton in Educating the Majority (109) and

Green in Leaders Pr a New Era (1988 have provided compelling notions

for the serious student on the current issues and direction of women in

higher education. Pearson, Shavlik, and ibuchton examine how women's

diversity and commonalities can he understood, discuss learning envi-

ronments that are shaped by women, emphasize "reconceptualizing" the

way we think and teach, and advocate transforming institutions and

changing environments and societal demands. Green is a strategist; she

speaks to the need to use strategies for women and minority groups in

higher education and provides models for doing so.

lhsjardins (19894) contributes a chapter on how Gilligan's work can

be applied to the learning environment to Pearson, Shavlik, and

Thuchton's volume. Interviewing 72 community college pre-idents,

Desjardins demonstrates that patterns emerge along gender lines with

strong implications for kadership styles. Specifically, she found that a

majority of the women she interviewed exhibited a belief system built

on a concept of morality concerned with the ethics of care and centering

around the understanding of responsibility and relationships; a majority

of the men interviewed exhibited a belief system built on the concepts

of justice as fairness and centered around the understanding of rights

and rules. I )esjardins (1989b) emphasizes that men and women are fully

capable of using both their voices to solve moral problems and dilemmas;

she reports that men excel in self-esteem, self-confidence, enjoying a

challenge, self-control, involvement in change, and commitment to

community service, whereas women excel in presence (projecting enthu-

siasm or strength), optimism, initiative, decisiveness, persuasiveness, and

interest in developing people.
losefowitz (1980, p. 208) would agree with Desjardins; she empha-

sizes that women in positions of power tend to:

place a greater emphasis on collaboration as opposed to compe-

tition
pay attention to process and not just to task

C2
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trust people
share power

he authentic as opposed to playing games

appropriately express feelings rather than shutting them off
view people as whole persons and not iust in terms of their itth
descriptions

accept and utilize individual differences instead of resisting or
fearing them

show many personality facets rather than only those related to
work

illet t -Karam's research (1988) also examined the role of gender
differences in leadership. Twenty-one female (FOs and 21 male CFA)s of
community colleges were interviewed anti compared according to the
concept of transformational leadership posited in Shanq Vision
( Roueche, Bak& r. and Rose, :989 ). All interviewed CFOs had been
identified as excellent kaders. These college presidents/CEOs were asked
to respond to research questions ft)cusing on the leadership concepts
vision. influence and empowerment, orientation toward followers, values
orientation, and motivation orientation. Specific competencies that
defined the leadership contepts emerged Iron) thtir written and oral
statements. Vor example, under the concept of vision, the competencies
that defined excellent leaders included: is able to conceptualize a specific
future; believes that he/she can shape the tUture; takes appropriate risks
to bring abtnit change; is committed to specific courses of action: art ic-
Anes 4 sense of" mission; is able to cause followers to share vision of the
future; and is committed to student access and success.

Gender differences did emerge among the 34 competencies that
defined the wocepts of leadership; behavioral characwristics denoting
"feminine strengths" included fOur of the five categories, including
vision, influence and empowerment. orientation toward followers, and
values. Male strengths were found in the categories of influence and
empowerment and orientation toward followers. Women tended to he
greater risk takers and change agents in demonstrating their leadership
vision, more team-oriented and dedicated to shared governance, and
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more caring in their orientation toward followers; finally, they regarded

"openness and trust" as essential leadership values. Men were charac-

terized by a bias for action as they exhibited their leadership style and

were interested in rewarding behavior in their orientation toward
followers, Finally, women reported spending more hours at work (75

hours a week cumpared to (,4) hours a week reported by the men); and

they began their ascent to or became a CEO six to seven years later than

did the men.

Although the ( iillet t Karam and 1)esjardins studies of leadership in

American community colleges both focused on leadership competen-

cies and gender difkrences. they used different methodologies for
analyzing their interview data and for reporting distinctions between
male and female leadership. However, both researchers concluded that

the framework posited by Gilligan is critical for examining gender and

leadership and that the care and connection mode of moral development

is associated with female characteristics or attributes of leadership,

whereas the iustice-rights mode of morality is connected to male
attributes of leadership.

Furthermore, critical to studies of leadership is the reality that both

women and men exhibit excellence and mediocrity. Women cannot be

denied positions of leadership on the grounds that they do not have the

"right stuff." for researchers conclude that it is the very integrmion of

male and female leadership characteristics that makes for the best leaders,

and that it is those who are most "prosperous" in heart who offer the
most to otheN. 1)e Tocqueville (1945) spoke of this prosperity in 1835:

If I were asked to what the singular prosperity and growing

strength of the Ameri:ans ought to be attributed, I should

reply, "Th the superiority of their women."

hz
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Research and writing about women and research and writing about

minorities have a common link: controversy surrounds both. Women

and members of ethnic minorities challenge much of the knowledge and

infOrmation that has traditionally been used to explain and describe

them. Much of this knowledge and information treats these two groups

as inferior, deficient, or deviant. Much of the literature about these

groups refers to the concepts of discrimination and prejudice, which are

critical issues. And finally, much of this literature and information docu-

ments the treatment of these groups as unequal under the lawa serious

concern in a democratic system. The literature about women is chal-

lenged by the women's movement and modern Oilosophkal theory

concerning moral development. The literature about minorities has

found a parallel challenge from political and sociological theory, philo-

sophical inquiry, civil rights legislation, social revolution, and legal

action.
What is different about the expression and experience of women and

the expression and experience of minorities in academic literature is their

unique' historical antecedents; what is similar about them is their

common struggle to break away from the restrictions of those histimies.

In the case of women and Blacks, for example, each group has been asso-

ciated with a peculiar institutionwomen with the family and Blacks

with slavery. But although different institutions tried to define them,

women and Blacks in the past shared a common status: they were "prop-

erty." And in the case of Black women, that condition was doubled. For

both groups, integration and participation in society meant facing and

overcoming political, social, and economic obstacles.

In addition, these obstacles and barriers have not always been

obvious; they have been embedded in the American way of life. The

7 5
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Constitution of the United States, from its origin, denied citizenship to
women, Blacks. and Native Americans, and later took away citizenship
from Asian Americans. As the nation began to determine its manifest
destiny, it regularly excluded, in the form of immigration quotas, peoples

from Eastern and Southern Europe and the Far East. And even in periods

in which conscientious democratic theory prevailed, it did not take long
for "sanity" to return as exclusionary policies and programs for certain
groups were renewed or newly invented.

BASIC CONCEPTS: TERMS, ISSUES, AND POLICIES

A pk hora of terms and concepts have been used to represent the
different groups of heterogeneous America. In the Wowing discussion,
we review commonly used terms, issues around immigration, migratitm,

culture, and institutional policies affecting ethnic minorities. In most
instances, attitudes about racial and ethnic groups are expressed in
language; the very manner in which we talk and write connotes differ-
ences and separation among groups. Moreover, those differences are
exacerbated by the use of a single. impoverished yardstick for behavior.
For the most part, our expectations for behavior are drawn out of an
Anglo-Saxon core culture that "sets the norm" for expected outcomes in

society, government, law, decision making, and education. Social scien-

tists see this as an impediment to a pluralistic, democratic society where

the espoused framework for existence is egalitarian (Dahl, i989). Much
debate and social upheaval have grown out of this paradox in which we
espouse one value and demonstrate another.

Defining key terms helps point out prevailing racial and ethnic rela-

tions. These definitions arise out of social usage and are not derived from

concepts of biological determinism that see groups as self-evident or
genetically fixed with unchanging physical or mental characteristics.
Social definitions are derived from agreed-upon determinations
centering around physical and cultural characteristics that are deemed
critical to singling out a group for sodal interest.

An ethnic group can be defined as a group socially distinguished or

1;7
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set apart, by others or by itself, primarily on the basis of cultural or

national characteristics. This term should not he confused with racial

group, which refers to real or alleged physical characteristics of groups

that can be subjectively selected (Feagin, 1989).

A minority group is a group of peopk who, because of their phys-

ical or cultural characteristics, are singled out from others in a society

for differential and unequal treatment and who therefore regard them-

selves as objects of collective discrimination (Feagin, 1989). The term

implies a corresponding "majority grour or a dominant group with

superior rights and advantages; these concepts imply a racial-ethnic hier-

archy or stratification system. Dominant and subordinate are sometimes

preferable terms for such groups inasmuch as a "majority" group is

sometimes numerically a minority.
Ethnic minorities are social groups who are distinguished on the

basis of their "ethnos," or immigrant "nation" status, and on their attach-

ment to the concept of "ethnoi," or people other than the dominant

White cultural group. Both this term and the term racial-ethnic minori-

ties are used in this book to refer to ethnic and racial groups; occasionally

we also use the term "minorities." In each case, we are referring to the

predominant ethnic and racial groups in America (but not to White, or

European, Americans). These include African Americans, Asians and

Pacific Islanders, Hispanic and Spanish-speaking Americans, and Native

Americans.
One enormous difficulty in addressing the harriers and obstacles

confronting ethnic minorities is associated with the term preiudice,

which usually has negative connotations. Prejudice is defined as an

antipathy based on a faulty and inflexible generalization. It may be felt

or expressed. I t may be directed toward a group as a whole or toward an

individual because he or she is a member of that group (Feagin, 1989).

Much of the concept of prejudice is best understood by the idea of ethno-

centrism, in which one's own group is seen as the "center of everything"

and all other groups are scaled and rated with reference to it (Sumner,

too). Although positive ethnocentrism is the natural outconw of a social

group's loyalty to their values and beliefs, this ethnocentrism invariably

7 7
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becomes linked with negative views of outgroups, often manifested in
prejudice and stereotypes. Research on prejudice has been based on
many theories, ranging from psychologkal to situational. For example,
prejudice may be seen as a function of exwrnalization in which individ-
uals vent their own psychological problems onto external objects; this is
an example of intentional prejudice (Allport, 1958).

Other branches of research conclude that conformity accounts for
prejudice t Williams, 1964; Pettigrew, i97i ). People accept their own social
and community situation as standard and hold to the prejudices they
have been taught: they are conforming to prevailing beliefs.
Schermerhorn (1970) believes that prejudices are the products of vari-
able situations and thus are unintentional. Ilk view addresses the
social-adjustment function of prejudice, in which attitudes are not indi-
vidually determined preferences, but rather shared social definitions of
racial and ethnic groups. as evidenced by Northerners and Southerners
"adjusting" to new racial beliefs as they move from region to region.

Finally, prejudices, and more importantly, stereotypes more recent
prejudices that may not be embedded ), help the dominant group ratio-
naliie a subordinate group's position. Stereotyping becomes the
prevailing attitude that alienates dominant group sympathy from "infe-
rior" (IT "incompetent" groups. Social scientists use words like
exploitation. manipulation, colonialism, and imperialism to combat
prejudice and stereotyping. Indeed, ideological racism may be viewed as
a complex set of stereotypes aimed at rationaliiing the actions of certain
nations, groups, or individuals who believe that the physical character-
istics of other groups are linked in a direct, causal way to inferior
psychological or intellectual characteristics and who thus, on that basis,
lay claim to a "natural superiority." This is racist mythology and pseu-
doscience; to think or believe that physical differences, such as skin color,
are intrinsically tied to meaningful differentials in intelligence or culture
is dangerous. With ideological racism in mind, the United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) declared
that "inherited genetic factors are not the major forces shaping cultural
or intellectual differences among human groupsenvironment is far
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more important" (1950, p. 174). But, although we may confront rhetoric

about racial or ethnic groups, it is not easy to confront discrimination.
Discussions of discrimination and of government programs that

attempt to eradicate it are often confusing, in part because the difkrent
dimensions of discrimination are not distinguished. Feagin (1989) sees
discrimination dimensions (motivation, actions, effects, and their
various interdependent relationships) as they affect institutional and
social contexts. As an example, Feagin discusses the discriminatory acts

of legalized exclusion of Black children from White schools that endured

through the 1960s. If one uses the various dimensions of discrimination,

questions that might be raised include: What was the motivation for
exclusionary school practices? What forms did the exclusionary actions
take? What were the effects of these practices? Were these practices typical

of an institutionalized pattern of segregated education? Have these
patterns been part of a larger social context of general racial subordina-
tion of Black Americans across many institutional areas? Thus, Feagin
sees discrimination as a multidimensional problem encompassing
schools, the economy, and politics. Feagin depicts the dimensions of
discrimination in the following manner:

The Dimensions of Discrimination

Larger Societal Context

nunecliatc Instit utional :OnteNt

Mot ivation

riminatory At:t ion

Effects

Source: Feagin, 1989-
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Sodal scientists have wrestled with the notion that one form of
motivationprejudiceis usually seen as the single cause of discrimi-

nation, virtually excluding all other dimensions of discrimination. In a

classic study, Myrdal (1944) saw racial prejudice as "the whole complex of

valuations and beliefs which are behind discriminatory behavior on the

part of the majority group" (p. 52). Thus, privilege theories and institu-

tional discrimination may account for people's ac:ions: The intent to

harm lying behind much discrimination may not reflect prejudice at all,

but may be simply a desire to protect one's own social and economic

privileges. In the historical struggle over resources, where politics is seen

as the struggle over the values of a Society ( Dye and iegler, 1989 ),

systems of racial or ethnic stratification rest on the economic anJ
psychological benefits, or privileges, given to the dominant group. Their

struggle to maintain privilege--and thus discriminationbecomes a
rational response to struggks over scarce resources (Wdlman, 1977 ).

The "institutioaalization of privilege," a phrase used by Hamilton

and Carmichael (19679, is another definition ofdiscriminatory practice.

Hamilton and Carmichad used terms such as individual and institu-

tional racism ano analyzed discrimination separately from prejudice or

"intent to harm." Feagin 1989) distinguishes between intentional and

unintentional discrimination and defines discrimination as "actions

carried out by members of dominant groups, or their representatives,

that have a differential and harmful impact on members of subordinate

groups" p. 14).
According to Feagin, discrimination can be isolated or small-group

discrimination, in which harmful action is taken intentionally by a single

member of a donninant group or by a small number of dominant-group

individuals against members of a subordinate racial or ethnic group,
without being socially embedded or supported in the larger community

context. Direct institutionalized discrimination refers to organization-

ally or community-prescribed action that by intent has a differential and

negative impact on members of subordinate races and ethnic groups.
This type of discrimination can be subtle (visible, but not blatant) or

covert (hidden, malicious, and difficult to document). Common types
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of covert discrimination include manipulation, tokenism, and sabotage.

Indirect institutionalized discrimination consists of practices having a

differential and negitive impact on members' of subordinate races and

ethnic groups, even though the organintionally or community-

prescribed norms or regulations guiding those actions have been

established and are carried out with no intent to harm the members of

those groups.
These concepts extend our understanding of institutionalized

discrimination in that they force us to think about subtle and covert

forms of racial discrimination embedded deeply in the institutions of

U.S. society. Nioreover, subtle and covert discrimination is much more

difficult to eliminate with civil rights legislation than is traditional overt

disciimination. Various combinations ofdiscrimination can coexist in

organizations or communities. Members of subordinate groups can

suffer from both institutionalized regulations intended to have himnful

effects and from those not so intended. As Feagin notes, "From a broader

perspective, the patterns of discrimination interlocking

economic, and social organizations may comprise systematic discrimi-

nation. For a victimized group, oppression can be interlocking and

cumulative, involving many institutional sectors" p. 17).

In 1980 the National Urban League hired a polling firm to interview

3,000 Black American himscholds. Two-thirds of those surveyed felt there

was "a great deal- of d:scrimination in this country ( Feagin, 1989).

Contrary to some views, th-n, discrimination is not rapidly disappearing

from U.S. society. Diversity seems invariably linked to racial and ethnic

hierarchy and to stratification. Social organizations, whether they exist

for religious rituals or for governing, involve ranking systems. Obviously,

class systems are ranking systems, but so too are ascriptive rankings, in

which attributed, not achieved, group characteristics such as race or

ethnicity are major criteria for social position and rewards. The

American experience reveals the presence of racial-ethnic, class, and

gender hierarchies from its very beginnings.

8
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IMMIGRANT AND ETHNIC TRADITIoN; IN AMERICA

Sino: America was and is a nation of immigrants, the history of
America flows around the settlenwnt of immigrants and their acquisi-
tion of and contributions to a uniquely American culture. The origin of
racial and ethnic relations lies in intergroup contact. Contact can be
between an established or native people and a migrating people or
between migrating groups moving into a previously uninhabited area.
When different groups, ofkn with no common ancestry, come into one
another's spheres of influence as a result of migration, a variety of
outconws can occur: exclusion, egalitarian symbiosis, and ethnic
st ratification ( Feagin. 1989).

Exclusion and genocidal destruction (the killing off of one group by

another) was a common outcome of contacts between American settlers

and the Native American population in the first century of the United
States as a nation. This kind of destruction continued until the early
twentic..th century. Egalitarian symbiosis involves peaceful coexistence

and a relatively equal economic and political status between groups.
Symbiosis may also occur when stratification is displaced by full assim-
ilation of incoming groups within the core culture. This assimilation can

take two forms: cultural conformity or cultural pluralism. When the
incoming group demonstrates confOrmity to the dominant group and
rough equality is attained by surrendering much of one's cultural
heritage, then cultural conformity occurs. Northern European
grant groups, such as Scottish and Scandinavian Americans, gained
equality in this way. Stratification or separation of groups can also be
replaced by egalitarian inclusion through cultural pluralism; for example,

certain White immigrant groups (such as Irish Catholic and fewish
Americans) have found socioeconomic and political assimilation while
retaining substantial cultural and primary-group distinctiveness.

A more common result of migration and contact is hierarchy or
stratification. Two hierarchies that can result from intergroup contact
are based on migration and immigration (l.ieberson, 19bl ), Migrant
superordination occurs when the migrating group imposes its will on
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indigenous groups, usually through superior weapons and organization,
as with the Native American populations that were not completely
destroyed by White settlers. Indigenous superordination occurs when
groups immigrating into a new society become subordinate to groups
already there, its in early Chinese immigration to the West Coast.
Continuous stratification with some acculturation and exploitation,
ranging from moderate to extreme, of the subordinate race or ethnic
group is the most common form of modern intergroup contact. In
persisting racial or ethnic stratification, the extent and inequality of the
stratification can vary; but for many non-White groups in America,
political and economic inequality have remained so great that these
groups' conditions have been described accurately as "internal colo-
nialism." Even among such groups, however, partial assimilation usually

occurs in terms of adaptation to the core culture (for instance, to the
Enr.;ish language).

THEORIES OF RACIAI. AND ETHNIC RELATIONS

In the United States, explanatory theories of racial and ethnic rela-
titms have been concerned with migration, adaptation, and stratification.

Such theories can he roughly classified as order theories or power-
conflict theories. Order theories tend to promote assimilation, either as
cultural conformity or cultural pluralism, concentrating on progressive
adaptation to tlw dominant culture and stability in intergroup rdations.
Power-contlict theories give more attention to hierarchies and
stratification of racial and ethnic groups; they include the internal colo-
nialism theory and class-oriented theories.

ASSIMILATION' THFORIEs

Assimilation is the orderly adaptatitm of a migrating group to the
ways and institutions of an established host group. An early theorist, Park

(Park and Burgess, 1924; Park, 195o) saw this process as involving contact,

competition, accommodation, and, finally, assimilation. Afier people arc

83
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brought together in a contact stage. conflict :And competition Occur over
economic resources; then accommodationa forced adiustment of a
migrating group to a new. albeit better, social situationoccurs.
Assimilation occurs when groups acquire and share patterns, experi-
ences, and history, and live a common cultural life. This is the fanums
"melting pot" concept in which a new amalgamated group appears: out
of heterogeneity comes homogeneity.

(;ordon (19h4) viewed intergroup contact from the perspective of
assimilation to the dominant Anglo-Saxon Pmtestant culture and society.

For Gordon. immigrant adaptation typically is (and should be) directed
toward conformity to the dominant Anglo culture. He bdieves that this
conformity has been substantially achieved lw generational adaptation
or acculturation, at least in regard to cultural assimilation, Gordon
distinguishes several processes of adaptation leading to assimilation:
cultural (ch.mge of cuhural patterns to those of the core society); struc-
tural ( penetration of cliques and associations of the core society at the
primary-group level); marital (significant intermarriage); identification
(development of a sense of identity linked to the core society); attitude-
receptional i the absence of preiudice and stereotyping);
behayior-receptional (the absence of intentional discrimination); and
civic (absence of value and power conflict I. In more recent writings.
Gordon ( i978, 1981) examines to a limitc I extent the role of power and
conflict issues around assimilation, and he views optimistically the assim-
ilation of Black Anwricans into the core culture and society. He argues
in favor of traditional liberalism and its emphasis on individual rights .
thus reiecting affirmative action as a manifestation of corporate liber-
alism that recognizes group rights only along racial lines. (We will
address this dilemma further in our discussion of racial and ethnic
groups in America and their access to education.)

Some assimilation theorists do not accept the argument that most
European American groups have become substantially assimilated to the
Anglo-Saxon way of life. A few social scientists have begun to explore
models that depart from Anglo conformity in the direction of cultural
pluralism. Most analysts of pluralism accept a substantial amount of
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Anglo conformity as inevitable, if not desirable. fn Beyond the ;Whirls

Pot, Glazer and Moynihan (1963) agree that the original customs and

ways of European immigrants have been typically lost by the third-gener-

ation American, but they argue that this does not reflect the decline of

ethnicity: European immigrant groups often remain culturally distinct

in terms of name, id,ntity. and other cultural attributes. This theme of

ethnic group persistence in later generations as part of the adaptive

process has been further discussed under the conceptual term ethno-

genesis. tiredey (1974) and Parenti t98o) posit that the traditional

assimilation model does not explain the persistence of ethnicity in the

United States or the emphasis among immigrants on ethnicity as a way

of creating identity.
A critical examination of assimilation theories demonstrates that

their concept of ethnic adaptation depends on White European groups

and virtually ignores non-European groups. In Myrdars (1944) view, a

fundamental ethical dilemma exists in the United States, seen clearly in

the contradiction between the democratic principles of' the I )eclaration

of Independence and the institutionalized subordination of Black

Americans. For Mvrdal, this represents a "lag of public morals," 3

problem solved in principle but still being worked out in an assimilation

process that may or may not be completed. More optimistic analysts haw

emphasized the concept of progressiw inclusion, which will eventually

provide Black Americans and other nonWhite Americans with the full

rights and privileges of citizenship. Assimilationists, then, believe full

equality for Black Americans is inevitable (l'arsons,196() as egalitarian,

universalistic societal forces are forged by colkono action to overcome

less tolerant value systems. They reason that as Europeans have desired

assimilation and absorption, so too will non-European and non-White

groups. Assimilation theorists are criticized for having an "establish-

ment" bias, for not distinguishing carefully enough between what has

actually happened ano what the establishment felt should have

happened. Many Asian scholars, fm- example, reiect the assimilation

theory as applicable to themselves, particularly because they postulate

that it originated in a period of intense attacks on Asians by White

Si
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Americans (Wong, i9f45). As Ceschwender (1978) points out, most assim-

ilationists have forgotten important historical facts that emphasize racial
and ethnic conflict and exploitation. Missing from most assimilation
theories is a concern with the inequality, power, exploitation, and
discrimination issues emphasized by power-conflict theories.

POWER-CnNFLUT TliFyiats

Powercontlict theories emphasize economic stratification and
power issues. Internal colonialism theories and a variety or elass-based

theories are representative of power-conflict theories of race and ethnic
relations. lnver-conflict theories stress the following recurring themes in
the writings of such scholars as Cox (19481, lionaikh (IOW, Rimier

(i972). and Omi and Winani (106):
A central concern for racial and ohm inequalities in economic
position. pinver, and resources

An emphasis on the roots of racial inequalities and hierarchies
in the 'conomic institutions of capitalism
A major concern with the class structure of-capitalism and its
impact on racial rdations
An emphasis on the role 91 the state in legalizing racial exploita-

tion and segregation and thus in defining racial and ethnic
relations

An emphasis on intergroup relations and conflict in a broad
historical perspective

At the heart of the intercolonialism model is an emphasis on power
and resource inequalities, especially White/non-White inequalities. 'Hie

framework for internal colonialism is derived from the concept of colo-
nialism and imperialism, or the running of another country's economy
and government by an outside power, a common historical phenomenon
inflicted by European countries on less technologically devdoped coun-
tries from the fifteenth century until the present time (lialandier,1966).

In cases where continuing dependency results even after formal inde-
pendence has been granted (neocolonialism) or where a large population

I
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of White settkrs remains in the colonialized nation. control and exploita-

tion of subordinate groups often passes from Whites in the home

country to Whites, or Europeans, in the newly independent country. This

concept is critical to internal colonialism theorists, who posit similar

patterns in the Anwrkan experience: White Anwrican businessnwn and

entrepretwurs saw non-White lahorerssuch as Black slaves, Chinese
railroad Nvork,:rs, or Nlexican farm workers- -as a cheap. easily controlled

labor market (Blattner, 1972 t.

The historical origin and stabilization of internal colonialisni in

North America began curiously during the colonial period. The pnwess

of systematic subordination of non-Europeans began with the Native

Americans who were killed or driven off desirable lands and continued

as slaves brought from Africa provided a cheap source of labor for
Southern agriculture and as Asian and Pacitk peoples were imported as

indentured workers. Nlexican agricultural development was forcibly

taken over by Anglo settlers, who then became ecommtically dependent

on cheap Mexican labor Blattner, 1972). It was this process of-exploiting

the labor of non-White people. whether as slaves or low-wag..

that brought substantial growth to the American capitalist economy.
From the internal colonial perspective, contemporary racial and ethnic

inequality and stratification re based in the economic interests of Whites

in cheap labor. Internal colonialists have also recognized the role of

governnwnt in supporting the exploitation of non-White mi,:xities:
exampks include the kgit imizat ion of slavery and the provision of mili-

tary troops to subordinate Native Americans and Mexican Americans

throughout the United States. Internal colonial theories fools mainly on

non-White immigrant groups, analyzing the establishment of racial
stratification and control processes that maintain White dominance.
Carmichad and Hamilton (1967/ used the term internal colonialism to
describe discrimination of the White community against Blacks as a
group; they view Blacks as a "colony" in While America in regard to

education, economics, and politics.
Other scholars combine an internal colonialism perspective with an

emphasis On class st rat ification. Barrera (1979) suggests that within
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American internal colonialism there is an interactiv(' structure dividing
society along class lines, including a small group of capitalist elites who
buy the labor of others t including their managers) and who twve admin-
istrative control over workers; a small group of independent merchants
who are sdf-sufficient and iwed little outside labor; and a huge group of
blue-collar and white-collar workers who sell their labor for wages.
Within each of these classes, racial segmentation separates out those
suffering institutionaliied discrimination. Minority workers share a class

position but suffer from a subordinate economic position because of
structural discrimination along racia lines, such as lower wages and
concentration in lower-status occupations. Bonacich (198o) claims that
the majority group of White workers does not share the interests of the
dominant political and economic class. hut does share in the attitudes
of discrimination against non Whites. What White vorkers try to do,
she says, is protect their own privileges, regardless of the limitations of
those privileges. Organiied White workers in the last century have been
successful in protecting both their lobs and their wages by restricting the
access of Black workers to many jobs, thus splitting the general labor
market, reducing Black incomes, and increasing Black unemployment
problems. This split labor market view is another of the class-based theo-
ries (Greenberg. 198o). Even when racial and ethnic groups find their
economic niches 'as middlemen or in ethnic enclaves and fill jobs th.n
the dominant group does WI want, they may retain an excluded status.
However, ( ubans in Miami and Koreans in 1.os Angeles, according to
Polies and Mannii,g ( t986 ), have demonstrated through their ethnic
enclaves and economic participation that they may overcome th c.. rele-
gation of immigrants to positions of inferiority and exploitation.

Power-conflict theories are not without their critics. Moore (1976)
and Omi and Winant (1986) sec the rdationship between Third World
nations and the colonial powers that previously dominated them as a
model not easily transferred to experiences between Whites and non-
Whites in America. They conclude that such a model cannot be
superimposed on subordinate non-White groups in America because
they neither represent a geographic entity nor have a superior, integrated

8 8
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White elite within their communities. Theorists of internal colonialism

counter-argue that these views represent a neocolonial interdependence

in which views are restricted to territorial colonization. Moreover, they

argue that in America non-Whites are residentially segregated, are
exploited in employnwnt, are deficient in almost all comparisons with

White immigrants, are culturally stigmatized, and feel that many of their

own leaders have been co-opted or absorbed.

Omi and Wimmt (1986) have developed a theory of racial formation.

The most innovative aspect of this perspective on race relations is a

central emphasis on the role of government in the social and political

definition of racial and ethnic relations. Racial and ethnic relations are

substantially defined by the actions of governments, ranging from the

passing of kgislation ,such as restrictive immigration laws) to the irnpris-

onment of immigrants defined as a threat (such as Japanese Americans

in World War II ). Omi and WMant re-examine and reiect economically

determinist positions, which state that the economic base determines
cultural and political structures, and they also go beyond class reduc-

tioMsm. Their work focuses on politics and the state, on ideology and
culture, and on the ways clas gender. and race are interconnected; they

also address the contemporary politics of right-wing and neoconserva

live ideologies that "promote the resuscitation of economic and imperial

power. and the restoration of traditional cultural and social values- (106,

p. ix).

Omi and Winant see the goals of the political right as having an under-

lying racial tone, although lace is reduced to a "mere manifestation of

other supposedly more fundamental social and political relationships
such as ethnicity and class" (1986, ix). Three themes guide their anal-

ysis; (1) the way new social movements have emerged that rearticulate

important political and cultural themes and thus can mobilize mass
adherents; (2) the location of race at the center of American history and

their interpretation of race as a co-determinate with class and gender;

and (3) their analysis of the manner in which the state (government and
policy) shapes and is shaped by the racial contours of society and the

demands that emanate from those racial realities.

89
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Omi and Winant note that from the beginning the United States
government has been concerned with and actually shaped the politics of
race; a lengthy series of laws have defined racial groups and interracial
relationships. Politi.:s and culture play a significant role in the creation,
recreation, and destabilization of hegemonic relations. This analysis,
which recognizes the efficacy a political and cultural action, does not
reduce action to mere economic exigencies. Relations between racial and

social movements, and social movements and the state, can be analyzed

to discover current realities about race. By tracing our history and social

movements, we can make sense of policy and policy challenges as they
relate to racial, ethnic, and gender issues. Moreover, such deliberation
illustrates that failure to consolidate challenges around maioritarian aspi-

rations through cultural change fuels opposing reactions. and new
opposing agendas emerge.

LEGAL HISTORY AND MINORITIES

Fthnic groups or ethnic minorities' relationships to the dominant
culture and their respective positions and situations vis-ii-vis the insti-
tutions that have grown and developed out of the dominant culture
deserve consideration. Just as cultural integration eludes these groups,
so do iustice and equality, economic and social advancement, educa-
tional development, and full inclusion in the basic American institutions.

The literature and research around "minority" groups have found
focus in the current era. For, with the exception of a few early works
(such as those from abolitionists like Frederick Douglass or from
academics such as W.E.B. Du Bois and Booker T. Washington I. it is
government action, and not academic research, that has explained the
role and the experiences of racial and minority groups in America. Thus.

the ebb and flow pattern of research on minorities is reflective of soci-
etal and historical patterns.
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BLACK AMFRI(*.ANs

Until 16zo, America had no legislative attitude reg,arding minorities.

At that time. Virginia decided that people of color were different and

were to be treated differently from others; they were restricted from land

ownership, from being educated, from voting, and from participation
in local or territorial government. Thus, a cokmial act set a pattern that

would continue through the twentieth century; issues concerning Blacks

would be controlled, by and large, through legislation enacted by the

individual colonies or individual states. By the t7oos, one of the few

things that Americans in the North and South agreed on was the slave

trade: The South profited from slave labor, and the North profited from

the mechanics of the slave trade-- ship building, commerce, and sales

transactions.
Then, during the Constitutional Convention in 1787, slavery was

implicitly acknowledged bv the American 4 :oast it ut ion; the 'Three-Fifths

Compromise, for purposes of taxation and representation, counted

Blacks as three-tilt hs of their actual number. The continuing &bate over

slavery reached a crit,..11 point in 18i7, when both abolitionists and states

rights advocates battled over the status of pred Scott. Supreme Court

Justice laney determined that, at the writing of the Constitution, slaves

were not viewed AS citi/ens and, therefore, Med Scotes slave status
denied him citiienship and the legal right to sue, and the courts had no

jurisdiction to render any decision. The decision is important; statements
in judicial opinions, not always necessary to the decision, have the force

of forming opinion. In effect, it destroyed Blacks' pursuit of rights and

removed the protection of the legal system for their rights, regardless of

residence.
By 046o the issue of slavery had become the impetus for a war; and

even the declaration of freedom for Blai:ks, the Emancipation
Proclamation, had no effect on Blacks who were still considered slaves

by the Confederacy. It would take constitutional reform of civil rights to

redress the ills of slavery and to abolish it. The Thirteenth Amendment

prohibited slavery anyw%ere in the United States of America; the

9 1
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Fourteenth Amendment granted state and national citizenship to fOrmer
slaves and prohibited states from making laws that would abridge the
rights of their citizens; and the Fifteenth Amendment extended voting
privileges to Blacks. But federal law enfOrcement after Reconstruction

was virtually nonexistent, as previously granted rights were ignored and
denigrated. "Jim Crow" policies reigned.

Although post-Civil War laws had unequivocally established the
patterns of American legal thought and action toward American Blacks,
in reality the entOrcement of these decisions was constantly challenged.
The reaffirmation of Southern hegemony around the ubiquitous states
rights issue reappeared quickly as the evangelism and fervor of Northern
abolitionists began to subside. By i9oo the initial thrust for civil rights
was relinquished by interpretation and treatment from individual states,
Although Black leadership endeavored to battle this trend, neither the
executive nor the legislative branch of government was helpful. Rather, it
was the iudiciarv, especially the Supreme Court, to whom the vain hopes
of Black leadership were turned. But until the 193os, the Supreme Court
upheld the rulings of state judiciaries unsympathetic to civil rights
causes

In 1869 the Supreme Court entrenched racial discrimination by insti-
tuting the concept of separate facilities for the Black population and the
White population. This idea, originally attached to railroad facilities, was
later extended by inference to cover everything from bathroom facilities
to education. Messy u, Ferguson was actuelly the first court case
specificaily articulating the doctrine that facilities could be separate but
equal. When Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1875, which made
it a federal crime for any owner or operator of a hotel or public
conveyance or theater to "deny the full enioyments of the accommoda-
tions thereof" because of race or color (Abraham,1988, p. .vitt ), five court

cases, known as the Civil Rights Cases of 1883, declared the 1875 Civil
Rights Act unconstitutional. At this time, the courts insisted that the
Fourteenth Amendment applied to state action only and that it did not
give Congress authority to forbid discrimination by private individuals.
The court sharply limited the "privileges or immunities" concept of
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national citizenship to the actions of state government officials. One
judge commented that "Blacks should cease endeavoring to obtain
special treatment" and "there had to be a time when Blacks stopped
heing the spedal favorite of the law" (Abraham, 1988, p, 409).

In 1900 almost 90 percent of America's Blacks lived in the South. The

South was the residing hall of racial discrimination on both a public and

private level. Public segregation of buses, streetcars, taxis, waiting rooms,

drinking fountains, schools, colleges, universities, hospitals, jails. ceme-

teries, parks, libraries, and theaters Was commonplace. Private citizens
acted to deny access to Blacks and other non-Whites. As the twentieth
century progressed, many Black leaders and other civil rights advocates
began to challenge segregation. In 1941, in an executive order, Franklin
Roosevelt established the first Committee on Fair Employment Practices

(CRP), which made some progress toward racial equality in govern-
ment-related workplaces, k. t by 1946 Congress abolished the CRP by
consolidating Southern and Northern conservative congressional forces.
Attempts to outlaw Jim Crow practices like the poll tax and lyiwhing
were consistently ignored by Congress. Congressional reluctance to
enforce civil rights challenged President Truman; he appointed the
Committee on Civil Rights and the Committee on (',overnment Contract

:ompliance. issued executive orders to ban "separate but equal" anned
forces, and established a Fair Employment Board. Truman', I ions

shook Southern Democrats, who immediately seceded from Ile party
to form the new I )ixiecrat party.

Then in the 19505. two watershed events took piaci.: the Public
School Segregation Case of 1954 and the Civil Rights Act qf 1957. The
school cases, a consolidation of cases in four statesKansas, South
Carolina, Virginia. and Delawarewere decided under the umbrella of
the Brown decision, which demanded remedial action by government
officials everywhere. It pointedly accused Congress for its failure to act.

The Brown decision rejected the doctrine of separate but equal, saying
it "no longer had validity, was improper, incorrect, and would not be
utilized in looking at education in the United States" (Abraham, 1988.
pp. 424-425). The cases were remanded to district courts "to take such
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preceding and enter such oiders and decrees consistent with this opinion

as are necessary and proper to admit to the public schools on a racially,
nondiscriminatory basis, with all ddiberate speed, the parties in these
cases" Kluger, 1976. p, 678).

The Civil Rights Act of 1957, the first major kgislation of its kind
since Reconstruction, created the United States Commission on Civil
Rights, an assertive unit in the government's struggle against discrimi-
nation. It transformed and strengthened the I )epartment of Justice and
its civil rights section (the Civil Rights Division), and assigned an assis-

tant attorney general to this government body. This act developed a
process to challenge actual or threatened interference with the right to
vote. Meanwhile, as a result of the "March on Washington," civil rights
access moved into the hands of the people. In the loos addressing
discrimination became a federal imperative.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 mindated the end of discriminatory
practices based on race, ethnicity, and gender. Title VI specifically
prohibited discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin
in any program receiving federal funds. Title VII prohibited discrimina-

tion in employment by institutions with 15 or more employees. The
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission was created to enforce the

1964 act. Executive Order 11246, signed by Vresident Ixndon Johnson in

196s, prohibited discrimination in any agency receiving kderal contracts

of over .$10,000 and in institutions with more than 5o employees;
programs receiving federal contracts of over $50,o00 were required to
write an affirmative action plan to demonstrate inclusion for women and

minorities. This affirmative action plan has invoked criticism and oppo-

sition since its inception (more discussion of affirmative action follows in

Chapter Five).
Education for Black children was another aspect of post-

Reconstruction America in which Blacks were denied full equality.
Federal aid, private organizations, religious organizations, and philan-
thropists were the first promoters of public education for Blacks. But
from early on, education for Black children meant separate facilities,
especially in the South, where almost all Blacks lived until the 195os.
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Bullock (19(17) reminds us that schools were anythingbut equal; as much

as to times more money was spent on White schools than on Black

schools. In the 193os, for example, the average yearly expenditure for

White children in to Southern states was about $5o; for Blacks, it %US

$17.

Despite institutionalized discrimination and differential school

expenditures, by the early twentieth century over 1.5 million Blacks were

in schoolstnd 34 Black colleges had been established (Franklin, 19741.

Two great voices speaking up for education tOr Blacks were Booker T.

Washingum, founder of Tuskeegec institute, and W.F.B. iht both

extraordinary visionaries for their time.
The end of enforcement of the Messy decision began with the

knfinccd desegregation of four university law schook-Alniversity of
Missouri, The University of Texas, University of Oklahoma, and
University of Maryland- in the 193os and 19.4os. A suit against the

University of t )klahmna forced the dismimtiing of it segregated graduate

school program Bullock, 1967). By 1954, desegregation was extended to

public education, although the ruling was largely ignored in the South.

In t95ts President Fisenhower had to send the National ( ;uard to deseg-

regate a little Rock, Arkansas, high school. Over the next three decades,

the courts expanded their attack on segregation through busing (the

Swann thariotte-Aleddenbms decision in 197i ), selective attendance

zones (the KtTes r. Denver decision in t973). and through gerrymim-

&ring. Although the maiority of desegregation took place in the South,

Northern school systems were also forced to desegregate. In Boston. a

court order to desegregate met wit l. widespread oppitsition and violence

((;lazer, 1975; 1987).
Liberal social scientists began to reconsider court-ordered desegre-

gation and argued that it accelerated the suburbanization of Whites

((o1eman.1966). Although this argument proved somewhat faulty, today

local Black leaders in large, predominantly Black cities and many Whites

everywhere have given up on comprehensive desegregation ( Feagin and

Feagin, 1978). and new standards for both employment and school deseg-

regation have been sought. The presidential action for this turnaround

9i
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was instigated by the Milliken decision in 1974, which overturned a
lower-court order to desegregate I )et roit urban and surrounding schools.
This precedent paved the way for limited desegregation in metropolitan
areas.

The issue of forced integration in ekhication, and its mixed blessings,
is nowhere more confusing than in the case of higher education. When
Oberlin Collt:ge opened its doors to women and Blacks in the itt.los, it
was an unprecedented action. But by the next century, higher education

was common tOr Blacks, whether they attended traditionally Blads
colleges and universities or predominantly White institutions. By the
twins, Black students were encouraged to attend college, through
outreach programs, affirmative action programs, and financial assistance.
By the 197os and 198os, three-quarters of Black college students were in
predominantly White institutions. In 198o, it percent of all undergradu-
ates were Black, but by t988 that number dropped to 8.8 percents
graduate participation had decreased by 12 percent, and the number of
Black faculty and administrators had also decreased as the progress of
the previous decade Came into question ( Nrwsweek, 1487 i. In the late
198os and in 199o, civil unrest returned to college Campuses,

Xt! !I IM1 RR .iNs

Although Anwrica is now primarih a land of immigrants, it did and
does have an indigenous populationthat ot Native Americans.
Originally. the British and French treated the Native Americans as allies
for purposes of war. But that treatment was short-lived. as the natives
thwarted European expansion and settlement. The British viewed all
Native American tribes as dependent nations and their individual
members as aliens. This viewpoint was adopted by the United States
government, Although treaties established relationships between the
United States and the various "Indian nations." gradually those treaties
constrained the autonomous stature of Indian nations. As treaties were
signed with these Indian nations and then broken, the United States
iought its Manifest Destiny, what it believed was its God-ordained
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imperative to extend its borders from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The

removal of Indian tribes from the lands east of the Mississippi was

ordered, and further westward expansion continued the segregation of

Native Anwricans, accomplished by the policy of reservations, or

reserving lands for Native Americans. Population data reveal the effects

of these policks: Of the original to million Native Americans in North

America, by 1850 only about 20o,000 survived. This population figure

remained between 200,000 and 3cto,000 until the t930s Feagin. 1989).

Since thc comnwrce clause controlled all aspects of trade with
foreign nations, it ASO provided the United States with a constitutional

basis for dealing with Native Amerkans. A 1790 law extended federal

criminal jurisdiction over Native American lands; it established the

process for dealing with criminal violations that occurred on Native

American lands. This act also required that anyone trading with Native

Americans must he licensed by the federal government. As the "Indian

problem" became more and more an issue over land ownership, this act

was extended in the 183os. Then Supreme Court Justice John Marshall

issued a dictum establishing the guardian-ward relation between -weak

Indian tribes" and the strong United States government; this relation-

ship gave oftkiaf license tOr governmental actions beyond regulating

comnwrce.
Land ownership and the pursuit of land ownership was a funda-

mental demand of both the United States government and its peoples.

Johnson and t iraham's court cilW Leasee U. Macintosh in 1823 gave title

to all land in the continental United States that was neither a state nor a

territory of the United States to the United States on the basis of the

North American colonists' claim to it. According to this decision, the

Native Americans had the right only to occupy the land, not to own it.

Prior to this decision, persons could appropriate such land only if they

paid a fair price for it and only if Native Americans were willing io sell

it; thus, ownership was implied. This decision,however, changed people's

perceptions: ownership by Native Americans was not possible, payment

was not necessary, and Native Americans were occupying land that right-

fully belonged to the United States government and its citizens.
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Native Americans were not considered citizens. They were
conquered people and thus were barred from the protection of the
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendnwnts. Native Americans
became Otizens primarily by naturalization; that citizenship was Very

limited. In t888 a law allowed a Native American woman citizenship
upon marriage to a White man. In 1901 the Dawes Act set criteria for citi-

zenship: to become a citizen, Natiw Anwricans had to divorce themselves

from their heritage, their residency, and their people. Finally, in 1924, the

citizemhip Act made all Native Americans citizens.

The tOrmal educational experience of Nat iVe Americans under the
White educational system began in the reservation period. In 1887
14,000 Native American children were enrolled in 227 schools ttperated
by the Bureau of Indian affairs, rdigious groups, or with g(wernmer aid
(U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1970. By 1900 a small percentage of Native

American childrtm were receivMg U.S. government-sponsored schooling;

for the remainder, schooling took place within tribal cirtles. In the
Southwest, approximately one-iOurth of all Native American children
from the 1890s to the t930s attended boarding ,,chools; a small percentage
attended public schools. Then day schools within commuting distance
and public schools began to replace boarding schools. The Johnson-
O' Malley Act 1193o) provided federal aid for those states developing
public schools for Native American children. Pressure from Native
Americans between 19ts4) and 1980 extendeti primary, adult, and vf)ca-

tional education. With President Johnson's "War on Poverty" funds, the
first reservation community college opened its doors on the Navaio
reservation (Olson and Wilson, 1984). From 1970 to 1980, the Nat iVe
American population in public schools grew to about 200,000 students;
several thousand were in colkge. But these changes in educational attain-

ment have been snail-paced; drop-out rates are high (40 percent ), and
school ttendance on reservations remains low. Much of the criticism of
Native American schooling focuses on hoarding schools, which institu-
tionaliied the concept of colonialism and enforced acculturation for
Native American people (Cahn, t969).
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IfISPA AAlt R1( ...AN's

Swreotvpes including popular images of Texans glory at the Alamo,

Ztiotsuiters, lawlessness and border raids, and illegal "wetback" immi-

grants are part and parcel of Ilispanic people's history in the United

States. In many ways, the history of Spanish-Mexican influence in the
Anwrican Southwest is a history of conflict between two dominant
cultures: the Spanish Catholic rmitliero-mining culture and the White
Protestant plantation-farming cuhure. The Spanish actually Cattle to
North America long befOre Anglo settlement and claimed Florida, Texas,

Ariiona, New Mexico, Coknado, Utah, Nevada. and California as
colonies. Spaniards' contact with the Native Americans was integrative;
interma,riage produced the tnestizo, the individual of mixed Spanish and

Native American blood. The mestizo people calling themselves Mexican

won independeive from Spain in 182o and claime,1 the southwestern
lands of North America. When Nlexico sought to settle its provinces, it

gave vast areas of land to Anglo impresarios, who colonited the land in
exchange tOr Mexican citirenship. In just over a decade, the incoming

White populatitm outnumbered the Nkxkan population.
In exas, that population had more in common with the American

South than with MCNit-o. Soon another revolution It wk place, and Texas

became an independent republic. Much of the resentment and violence

in battles such as the Alamo. (;oliad, and San Jacinto stemmed from the
clash of Spanish-Mexican and Anglo cultures. Obviously, it was the aim

of Sam Houston, a hero of the 'Foos Revolution and a friend of Andrew
lackstm. to annex Texas, and after much debate in Congress around the

acceptance of -texas as a "slave state, Texas entered the Union. But the

hitter antagonism between Texas and Mexico continued as war broke out

between Mexico and the United States; in the resulting treaty, Guadalupe
Hidalgo ceded almost the entire Southwest to the United States. Mexican

nationals were promised citizenship if they remained on these lands, hut

by ittio their lands were seized or occupied by incoming White settlers

( Acuna, 1972'.

In California both land and land resources proved invaluable-1)y
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1849 gold was discovered and land ownership was contested violently.
Thus, by the mid-nineteenth century the Mexican system of communal
land holdings and land grants was replaced by the North American
system of private land ownership. To White Anwricans, this period was
seen as a time of liberation in which "unused" land was distributed to
citizens. Lynchings and acts of terrorism were common, and oppression
was a familar tool of law enforcement. The kxas Rangers were one group

documented for their use ofbelligerence and aggression against Mexican

landowners ( Paredes, 1958). Mexican Americans lost an estimated two
million acres of private lands and another two million acres of
communal lands between 1854 and 1930 ( Rubio. 1986).

Although Mexican nationals numbered about 12o,o00 in the 1850s,
millions of Mexican, Puerto Rican, and Cuban immigrants came. legally

or illegally, to the United States. With the exclusion of Asian immigrants

and the rapidly increasing industrialized economy, there was a sharp
decline in agricultural workers. Mexican workers %yen: deliberately drawn

into the Southwest because of the demand for cheap labor; this demand
was met with local criticism and opposition. and soon immigration
restrictions (the Immigration Act of 1924 and temporary work permits
replaced earlier access. In the 192os the Border Patrol of the Immigration

and Naturalization Service was createdind by 1929 legislation imide it a

felony to enter the United States illegally. Tlw Border Patrol conducted

exclusion and deportation campaigns during the Great Depression
(Samora. 197,I, as well as the recession of the early 1980s. During the
Depression, pressure was exerted to demand deportation of undocu-
mented workers, and social agencies established organized caravans to
expel Mexican workers (Cardenas, 1975).

The demands of World War II altered the situation. In 1942 the
Bracero Agreement (the Emergency Farm Labor Agreement) between
the United States and Mexico provided a nmch-needed agricultural work

force. For 20 years, nearly five million braceros worked the land, and it
is estimated that between four million and seven million undocumented
migrants entered the United States during this time (Samora, 1971). But
unions and other business and working groups condemned the
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programs, and eventually their voice ftnind legislation. The 1965 and 1976

immigration Acts placed restrictive quotas on Mexican immigration.

Amnesty for sonw illegal and undocumented workers finally came in the

198b Immigration Reform and Control Act: by n88 almost two million

Mexicai. nationals had responded (Keeley, 1988). But this welcome-and-

embrace, nonwdcome-and-exdude rollercoaster ride between the United

States and Mexicans had other manifestations besides those of worker

and immigration laws.
In 1900 Mexican labor camps were raided by the Ku Klux in

um the federal Dillingham t :ommission on Immigration declared that

Mexican+ formed an unskilled, and therefOre undesirable, population:

and in the 19205 Congressional inquiry deemed Mexicans a "mongre-

lized" race, as testimony given to the !louse Immigration Commission

reported the racial inferiority of Mexicans (Garcia, 1974)
Researchers documented the Mexican American culture as one of

passivity and fatalism. primari:y family-oriented and overly prolific

(Stoddard. 1973). Moreover, as with other immigrants, I.Q. testing and

scores were used to claim intellectual inferiority (Sheldon, 1972). By the

1940s and I95os, the Zoot Suit Riots in Los Angeles and t ,hicago once

again drew attention to Nlexican Americans----this time as crime-oriented

villains, The famous Miranda case of 1906 reflected this attitude.

Although the Colin's decision sought to remedy arrest injustices, and

would eventually safeguard the lights of the accused in criminal law, it

nevertheless tOctised on the infamy of the Nlexican American.

Moreover, skill levels fdl as rancheros, who once owned land, were

reduced to hired farm workers. Job discrimination occurred in differen-

tial wages and differential treatment. In California the Foreign Miners

Act placed a license tax on foreigners to exclude them from work, while

Mexican laborers worked for a few dollars a day in stoop-labor positions.

The California Federation of Labor worked in the iglos and 193os to

exclude Mexican laborers (McWilliams, ty68; Grchler, Moore, and

Guzman, 1970). From the 19205 to the iyttos, Mexican American workers

predominated in fields such as farm workers, urban laborers, or service

workers in the Southwest. Runaway industries set up shop in the
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Southwest to take advantage of low-wage regions; food processing plants
and the garment industry are examples (U. S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, 1984). Poorly paid jobs meant inferior housing
and segregated urban ghettos, or barrios. In the Southwest, restrictive
covenants kept Mexican Americans out of certain housing areas (U. S.
Commission on Civil Rights, 197o). Poverty, the prevailing economic
reality of the majority of Mexican Americans, and discrimination have
had a mtmumentai effect on their education.

Sanchez (1966) and Carter (197o) peak to the issue of education and
Nlexican Anwricans. Segregation was the rule for schools from California
to Tt.xas, when there was any schooling at all for Mexican American chil-

dren. Segregation of Hispanics was mainly accomplished through
gerrymandering or local law discrimination. Segregated housing patterns
contributed to de fircto school segregation; even today, Hispanic children
in the Southwest attend schools (approximately woo of them) that are
predominantly segregated. In Texas and California, Mexican American
children have been overrepresented in classes for the mentally retarded;
placement usually reflects pigeonholing more than accurate testing
procedures ( Mercer, 1973).

Three Supreme Court decisions have addressed the discrimination
of I lispanics in America. The 1974 decision in Ltm v. Nichols ruled that
school systems could not ignore the English language problems of
national origin minority groups. The "Eau Remedies" established bilin-
gual programs, a highly controversial and much opposed remedy in
education, especially in the Southwest. In 1966 and )988, in the famous
Edgewood cases, attention was focused on unequal education based on
differing ad awlorem tax structures within the city of San Antonio, Texas.
These cases, which reflect de/ao segregation in kxas schools, have also
been controversial. The Texas legislature continues to debate and defer
public school funding and parity ( Brey and (illett-Karam, 1988).

Puerto Ricans are a large immigrant group in America; between
World War I and the present, approximately one million Puerto Ricans
have migrated to "the mainland." Puerto Rico became a Spanish colony
in 1493, and by the end of the nineteenth century it sought autonomy
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from Spain. The United States went to war with Spain in 1898 and was
ceded Puerto Rico in the resulting peace treaty. A United States governor

was appointed, English became the nundatory school language, and by
1917 Puerto Ricans were made U.S. citizens under the Jones Act
(Nlaldonado- Denis, 1972). By )948, Puerto Rico became a commonwealth

with its own constitution, its own dected officials, and control over its
legal system and schools, and Spanish once again became the official
language. When the United States took Puerto Rico in 1899, it profited
by acquiring a maritime station and a lucrative agricultural state. At that

time, 93 percent of the land belonged to the local population. By 193o.
6o percent of the land was in the hands of large sugar, tobacco, and ship-

ping companies. Eventually, even the independent farmers growing
coffee were driven out. With no land and no iobs, Puerto Ricans became

cheap labor for international corporations, or they began to migrate to
the United States. After World War fl, the United States implemented

"Operation Bootstrap" to provide Puerto Rkans access to American
investment capital. Government programs provided electricity,
breaks, land, and roads. But modernizatitm brought an abrupt end to
an agricultural economy and labor base, and massive unemployment
ensued: 2o percent of all Puerto Ricans left Puerto Rico. A 1950s boom

in the U.S. economy in textiks and sweat shops provided lobs for many
Puerto Ricans hut did not List; by the 1970s there were few employment

opportunities left. Thus, even on the mainland. l'uerto Ricans were
unemployed and their poverty increased. Puerto Rkans are the second-
poorest minority group in America, with only Native Anwricans being

poorer.
Cuban Americans represent about 6 percent of Hispanics in the

United States. Mexican Americans make up 60 percent, Puerto Ricans
about 14 percent, and the remaining 20 percent are Central Americans
who are recent political refugees. Most of the Cuban immigration to the
United States took place in the 1960s as middle- and upper-income
Cubans lled the Cuban socialist revolution led by Fidel Castro. Many
settled in Florida, Another influx of Cubans occurred in the late 1960s
and early 1970s; this group was not as affluent, and the last group of
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Cuban immigrants, who came in the 19805. were poor. Their economic
status became a causal factor in their relations with the U.S. government;

the poorer Cubans were placed in detention camps for years after their
arrival because the government feared many were criminals. In the early

198os, Miami, now a majority Cuban city, began to experience riots
among the Black, White, and (:uban communities. Blacks particularly
argued that t :ubans were taking their jobs I lispanic Policy Development

Project, 1484 ). Tensions were exacerbated by the fact that educational
iob skills, and income were different among the three groups

Cuban immigrants. Blacks native to the United States, and White Anglos.

Cuban Americans are seen as an enclave community (Pones and Bach,
1985) with substantial resourees, access to important social networks,
and support from governmental programs. Entrepreneurial strength
makes the Cuban Americans a strong economic group.

ASLIN .4All:R1CANS

Chinese immigration to the United States occurred in two tiflic
frames: from I85o to 1882 and not again until 105. Between 185o and
188o, 250,000 Chinese immigrants eame to the United States. Most
entered as low, wage earners for mining, railroad, and service occupa-
tions along the Wst Coast. The :hinese were recruited mainly to remedy
labor shortages and to till menial positions that European American
miners and settlers did not want. Almost from their initial immigration,
the Chinese were targeted for discrimination. In California in the early
1851is, the Tingley Bill enii)rced Chinese labor commitments through the

courts through the "coolie proc,:ss," which brought Chinese people to
California solely for their labor, or through the "credit ticket,- a pmcess

much like the indentured servant experience. Then in 1854, in Peopk v.
Hall, the California Supreme Court, acting on the same law that prohib-

ited Blacks, mulattos, and Native Americans from testifying in court,
determined that the Chinese could not testify in court either.

By 1882 great concern was growing in California about the increasing

numbers and influence of Chinese people. Unions were beginning to
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grow and organize during this period; they feared Chinese laborers

would work for lower wages and would accept poorer working condi-

tions than their union members. Thus, the first Chinese Exclusionary

Act was passed. This act excluded skilled and semi-skilled Chinese

laborers from entering thi.s country for to years. In 1884, the Act was

amended to extend exclusion to merchants; it also limited travel by kgit-

intate residents who had conic to America prior to 1882if they left the

U.S. to visit China, they could not return.
In 1888 the Scott Act further limited travel lw declaring that a laborer

who visited China could get back into the United States only by proving

that he had a famiiy here or by owning property valued in excess of

$1,000. The Cary Act extended exclusion for another to years. In t9o2

the act was extended again and then further amended in 1904 to include

the territory of I lawaii. Not only could the Chinese not enter I lawaii,

but those Chinese who were in Hawaii could no longer enter the United

States.
From the 189o5 to the 19(ms, then. Chinese immigration was virtually

halted. After 196o immigration legislation finally cased up on restrictive

quotas. Between 196i and 198s. over half a million Chinese people. espe-

cially from "laiwan, immigrated to America.
With Chinese exclusion, immigratiim opened up Itir the Japanese.

Of all the ethnic minorities in the United States, the Japanese were the

strongest and most protected. The Japanese gmernment strictly limited

the number of Japanese who were given passports and allowed to leave

their country. Japan, therefore, was able to furnish its emigrants with

money and passage and even set up dormitories and hotels for them in

the port cities on the West Coast. Unlike the Chinese. Japanese people

entering the United States were, for a short period, self-sufficient. Those

who immigrated to Hawaii usually came under contract labor agree-

ments; when those agreements expired in 1894, many of the original

30,000 immigrants stayed on to form the large present-day Japan:se

American community.
But by 1908 the influence of the Japanese community in California

also became problematic. Japanese immigration was regulated by the
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"Gentlemen's Agreement," which reasoned at the time that Japanese mili-

tary strength and preparedness superseded American strength and
preparedness. Thus under the Gentlemen's Agreement, Japan limited

the number of passports to skilled and unskilled Japanese workers, and
in exchange the United States agreed to prevent restrictive laws relating
to Japanese people in California. But journalists and laborers became

more and More Vociferous against the Japanese labor force. In 19os

Califinnia newspapers warned of the "yellow peril" as a threat to
American institutions and social practices. President Roosevdt inter-
ceded and arranged for gmernment prohibition of Japanese immigrants.
The (.;entlemen's Agreement took on new meaning as no passports were

handed out to Japanese peopk except those already in the United States

or their close relatives (Manchester-Boddy, 1970; kitano, 1976). By t9-24

Japanese immigration was halted, based on an earlier Supreme Court
decision, Ozaini r. I which said only immigrants of White or African
origin could beCOme citiiens of the United States (tenBroek, Barnhart,
and Matson. 1968).

Then the Pearl Ilarbor attack on liawaii in 14)41 precipitated govern-

mental action against Japanese Americans. Executive Order 9066
withdrew the protection of citiienship from Japanese Americans, placed

them in internment camps, and seiied their property and numey.
Military districts were established in California. Washington, Oregon,
and Ari/ona, in which Japanese. Italians, and (krmans were considered
suspect aliens; but only the Japanese were forced to resettle and trans-
ported to concentration camps (Spker. 109).

Anti-Asian restrictions continued until 1965. Asians were non-White
and non-European, and as such they were not allowed access It' educa-

tional institutions. In 1863 the California State Board of Education
mandated separate schools for Chinese and White children, hut then did
not build many schools fin minority children; thus, minority children

were largely uneducated in the state of California until 188s. Then a San

Francisco court held that the Fourteenth Amendment gave a Chinese
girl the right to attend public school, and she attended public school
until a Chinese school Was built. The new school was to be for all
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AsiansChinese, Japanese, and Korean (the 189; treaty with Japan had

required that Japanese children be educated in the United States, but

separate schools were preferred). Between up.o and 1928 over too

Japanese-language schools with 4,0oo students sprang up in Calif Ornia;

these schools focused on preserving traditional Japanese values and

strengthening community bonds. Reactiom to these schools, from the

:aliforrna !attire and exclusionists, led to their demise. The Japanese

also made great strides in public education through the college level for

both men and women. During the 19405 Japanese Americans got their

schooling in camps: later, they reintegrated into the public school system.

By the 1980s the median level of education for Japanese Americans was

12.9 years of schooling, and for Chinese Americans. 13.4 yearS, Lompared

to 12.i years for all adult Americans (U.S. Bureau of the ( ensus, 19N3).

At the nation's top universities. Asian Americ.ms, who make up 2 percent

of the college-age population, accounted for n percent of the entering

freshman class in 198. Now the greatest problem Asian American

students have is cutbacks lw higher education for their admission.

CONCLUSION

In examining the histories of racial and ethnic groups in Anwrica,

we have become more aware of how unique each group is and how

difficult it is to present all minorities as a unified group. We have noted

the special circumstances and the identity of each immigrant group and

attempted to zero in on each history. We have examined the obstacles

each group has encountered in becoming citizens of the United States

and the struggles of each group to hecome educated and to achieve the

promises and prospects of American democracy and opportunity. in

almost every instance, the path to citizenship and to education has been

difficult. In almost every case, fOrmidable obstacles and barriers have

met each group as it has attempted to overcome or transcend its assigned

"place" in social, economic. political, and educational institution.. An

important part of these struggles to gain full representation in American

institutions has been learning how to use the American system and the
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pminises of equality to oigender social movements that call for change
in the status quo. Many times these achievenwnts are short-lived, and
most of the tinw there is great controversy and debate over these chal-
knges to the system.

The impetus for protestand vet sometinws the downfall of partic-
ular goalsis contained in the social imwements that have calkd for
expanding rights and liberties to all Americans. In some instances, poli-
cies and programs have been wrong-minded, and had guesses about haw
changes should be incorporated into policy have caused additional
burdens. Unless new goals are culturally embedded, real change will not
occur. This process takes time.

Community colleges are the recipients of nontraditional students.
They promise not to discriminate on the basis of race, ethnicity, gender,
class, or handicap. 'rho. are being challenged to face a "mission impos-
sible" and to confront the needs of an intensive care unit. And almost
everybody believes they can do it!

oti
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Lessons from the past reveal the pmblems surrounding alternately
exclusionary and inclusitmary policies aimed at women and racial-ethnic
minorities in the United States. These practices result from prevailing
attitudes and values embedded in the political1 economic, and societal
cuhures. ransformation of g,ender and racial order occurs by means of
alternately balanced and disrupted relationships between the formation
of ideology and the positing of reform policy.

The goals of underrepresented groups in America may be under-
stood as a rrOiesS, or nmvement, which allows for reartieulation of
ideology and cultural values. Movements that begin as social. political,
or educational projects both build on and break away from their cultural

and political predecesmirs; they take shape in the interaction between
society and the development of new policy. For example, groups may
begin by simply questioning the meanings of identitiessuch as
minority/majority statusand segregation. Meanwhile, policy initia-
tives seek to reinforce or transform what such movements point out as an

unstable equilibrium of gender or racial politics. Such "projects" chal-
lenge ideas. ideology, and policy. They are efforts to rearticulate the
meanings of gender, race, and ethnicity. and as such they involve a dual
process of disorganization of the dominant cultural framework and
ideology and construction of an alternative, oppositional framework.

The dominant ideology can be disorganized in various ways. An
insurgent movement. arising in opposition to civil authority or "the
establishment" and led by "intellectuals." may question whether the
dominant gender and racial-ethnic ideology properly applies to the
collective experience of its members. Fxamples of this interrogation of
the pre-existing system of racial categorks and beliefs may be found not
only in militant movement rhetork, but also in popular and intellectual
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discourse. During the 1960s and 1970s, minority economists, political
scientists, sociologists, and psychologists rejected donlinant social science

perspectives on racial grounds:

For years, traditional social science researchespecially on
political lite and organizationtold us how politically work-

able and healthy the society was, how all the groups in society

were getting pretty much their fair share, or moving ceruinly

in that direction. There was a social scientific myth ot
sonsensus and progress that developed it.;utierrer. 1974. p..131).

insurgent racial minority MOVeltlellts also try to redefine the essen-

tial aspects olgroup identity. Nlilitants in the 1960s attacked the political

accommodations and compromises of organizations such as the NAACP,

the Urban league, the (1 Forum, and LUI.AC for succumbing to "co-
optation" Nleier and Rivera, 1972). This concept of co-optation, which
is sometimes calkd absorption or assimilation by other thinkers, became

a rallying point for the more radical elements of the racial-ethnic
minority movenwnts. But those movements and their insurgency were
not without reaction. During the itros, conservative movements, such
as those of the "new right" or the "unmeltable" ethnics ( Novak, 1973),
developed counter-egalitarian challenges to the reforms that minority
movements had achieved in the previous decade. In this way, the twer-
arching ideology--in which racial minorities and the white majority
alike recognize themselveswas called into question.

l'hilosophy and philosophical inquiry also pose challenges to domi-
mint belief systems. The school of thought of postmodernism offers deep

and tar-reaching criticisms of the institution of philosophy and perspec-
tives on the relation of philosophy to the larger culture; it seeks to
develop new paradigms of social criticism that do not rely on traditional

philosophical underpinnings. Post modernists are skeptical of the st rides

taken by modern feminists whom they say are essentialists (replicating
universalizing tendencies of academic scholarship and extending even
faulty generahzatitms, thus perpetuating the failure of academic schol-
arship to recognize the embeddedness of its own assumptions within a
specili,- historical context), while feminists respond that postmodernists

1 1 2
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are androcentric and politically naive (Nicholson, 199o).
For disorganization of existing paradigms to take place, the construc-

tion of a new set of assumptions, values, and artifacts must occur. The
transition from "old" to "new" projects is marked by considerabk insta-
bility and tension:1'1w construction of an oppositional movement may
involve a wide variety of themes, identities, and meanings. The idea of
rearticulation of beliefs and ideologies involves the recombination of
pre-existent meanings, as well as new perspectives and sources. For the
individual, challenging dominant ideologies inherently involves not only
reconceptualizing indiviit nal identity, but also reformulating the meaning

of the changed idea or belief as the individual interacts within society.
Gender and racial-ethnic movements that build on the terrain of civil
society necessarily confront the ideological and legal system of govern-

ment as they begin to upset the equilibrium of accepted and tried order.
Once an oppositional ideology has been articulated, and once the

dominant ideology has been confronted, it becomes possible to demand

reform of national, state, and local institutions and their policies. By the
same token, once such challenges have been posed and become part of
the established discourse, they, in turn, become subject to rearticulation.
The state reforms won by women's and minority movements of the
t9f.os, .md the new definitions and meanings embodied in these reforms,

provided a formidable range of targets for counter-reformers in the
197ns. Countervailing ideological currents, armed with the still-domi-
nant social scientific paradign: of gender or racial-ethnic theory, are able

to carry out their own projects. In the 197os and loos, they Were able to

rearticulate gender and racial-ethnic ideology and thus to restructure
gender and racial-ethnic politics once again.

HOW DID WE GET THERE AND WHEN DID WE GET BACK?

In March of 1985, 2,500 people gathered in Alabama to commemo-

rate Martin Luther King's Selma-to-Montgomery march, considered a
turning point in the struggle to 3ttain voting rights for Blacks. In 1985
the message of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference was this:
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"We have kept the faith, bin the nation has not kept its promise" (Omi
and 1Vinant, t986, p.109). The condition of Black America is worsening

when measured by indicators such as employment rates, numbers of
families falling below the poverty line, and higher educational attain-
ment. Yet despite these continMng probkms, many Americans retain a
certain callousness about the situations of Blacks and other minorities;
many fed that far from being the victims of deprivation, racial and ethnic

minorities are unfairly receing preferential treatment with respect to
jobs and educational opportunities. I low did we get to this point?

Some would say we got there from ;eorge Wallace's 196$ presiden-

tial bid, which encouraged White Southerners to defeet from the
Democratic party, leaving it weak and ineffective. Others would say we
got there from Richard Nixon's policies, which gave lip service to Black

eapitalism but real economic support only to large, established corpo-
rations. And titer.: ..fe those who would say we got there through social
and cultural alarmism, which has blamed radical democratic policies of

the 196os for changing family values, increased crime, high unemploy-
ment, loss of American international military and economic hegemony.
inflation and stagflation, and htmiiliation over Vietnam, Nkaragua, Iran,

and OPEC. These events of the 197os called into question the sope and
capacities of the so-called "welfare state."

President Johnson's ;rein Society program promised the dimina-
lion of poverty and racism in the United States. But problems only
increased. Public opinion and political beliefs that had been sympathetic

and supportive of social change began to turn against government poli-
cies they had previously sanctioned. A political ideology began to
emerge. Neoconservatives, previously liberal in their political ideology,

now vehemently reiected government interference and the policy of
pouring money into social programs. Part of their attack was a popular
backlash movement tied to affirmative action. The argument of this
backlash runs something like this: Through reckless intervention, the
state committed "reverse discrimination," making Whites the victims of
racial discrimination in both the iob market and education.

For a short period, racia!, ethnic, and gender movements had

1 1 4
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dramatkally reshaped the politkal and cultural landscape of this nation.

They imparted new meanings to established traditions, artifacts, values,

and beliefs. Equality, group and individual rights, and the legitimate

scope of governnwnt action were reinterpreted and rearticulated by these

mmetnents in democratic discourse. Ironically, by challenging the veri-

ties of the past and arranging the political terrain, these movements
invited reaction: 'The expected transformation to egalitarian ideals,
framed by minority movements, could not sustain itself. True, society
acknowledged the women's movement, but issues of pregnancy, divorce,
filliak heads of households, and women's place in the labor force remain

controversial. True, society acknowledged the need for racial equality.

but it did so by viewing it as colorblindness. And in this vision, racial

cimsiderations must never be entertained in the selection of leaders, in

hiring, or in educational pursuits. True, society acknowledged the
discrepancies of standardited admissions or hiring processes that
discriminated against women and racial-ethnic groups, but soon 0-iere-
after affirmative action was seen as a new injustice, granting a new form

of privilegpreferential treat nwnt---fOr racial-ethnic minorities and
women and against White men.

THE CHALLENGES OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

In what would become viewed as a break with traditionalbeit a
fundamental premise of pluralismracial-ethnic minorities in the
United States began to question the legitimacy of reforms based on the
principle of equality of individuals, seeking instead a radical collective
equality, or "group rights." True, the t ireat Society theorists had hinted

at the necessary equality of results; lyndon Johnson had said, "We seek

not just freedom, but opportunitynot iust legal equity, but human

abilitynot just equality as a right and a theory, but equality as a fact
and as a result" ( Rainwater and Yancey, 1967. p. 126). But those same
theorists quickly drew back from the implications of this position.

By the early 19705, opposition to minority demands for group rights

had become the centerpiece of an inwllectual, neoconsersative rhetoric.

Is
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These writers minimized references to "reverse discrimination" or

"reverse racism," preferring to center their critique on the illegitimacy

of governmental policies that invited thinking along "racial" lines. Thus.

Glazer's (987) obiections to affirmative action policies centered on their

ineffectiveness and their cha!lenge to CIe fundamental civil ideals that

had made the American ethnic pattern possible: individualism, market-

based opportunity, and the curtailment of excessive state intervention.

To Glazer, affirmative action meant that

... we abandon the tirst principle of a liberal miciety. that the

individual \ interests and good and welfare are the test ilia

good society. fOr we now attach benefits and penalties to indi

viduals sinipl on the basis of their race, color, and national

origins. The itnplications of this new course are increasing

consciousness of the significance of group membership, an

increasing divisiwness on the basis of race, color, and national

origin, and a spreading resentment among the disfavored

groups against the favored ones p.

Glazer and others (Bell, 1976; Novak, 1973; Nisbet, 1977) argued,

therefore, for public concern fig the individual and the ability of the indi-

vidual to work nn his or her own fate by means of education, work, and

self-realization. Glazer's argument is that resentment against such

programs was inevitable; there is, in Glazer's pronouncement, fear of the

politics of ressentiment (individuals' sense that they exist in an indiff-

erent society and that it is futile to try to improve their status) as an

unwanted consequence of state overinvolvement. Opposition to

affirmative action can be seen as consistent with the goals of the civil

rights movement; it is a challenge to thinking based on race, ethnicity,

or gender. According to the logic of this opposition, only individual

rights exist, only individual opportunity can he guaranteed by law, and

only merit justifies the granting of privilege. Neoconservative criticism

and critique of affirmative action expose both discrimination and
antidiscrimination measures as being based on group rights principles

and seek to refocus debate on the question of what means are best for

achieving equality.
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The equation of racial-ethnic polarization to the issue of "classical

liberalism" diens a unique kind of polarizationthat of confrontation
over the meaning of individual versus group rights. An emphasis on

group rights over individual merit is acceptable in some situations, such

as labor unions and the institutionalization of allocation of benefits
within schools and state agencies. Thus, the attack on affirmative action

is not only about "fairness," hut also about the maintenance of existing

social position and political stability.

he current unpopularity of affirmative al t ion extends far beyond

the neoeonservative "reverse discrimination" critique; public opinion

demonstrates the defeat of affirmative action. Peopk in this country have

trivialized the meaning of equality. Discrimination never derived its main

strength from individual actions or prejudkes, however great they were

or are. Rather, discrimination's most fundamental characteristic was
always its roots in the racially organized social order. lt was to this order

that the minority movements of the 19sos and igNis addressed them-

selves; but this questioning of the social assignments of identities and

racial meanings is turned on its head by the assault on affirmative action.

Limiting the meaning of racial discrimination to the curtailment of indi-

vidual rights, whether the rights of Whites or non-Whites, eliminates
ally recourse to address explicit prejudice or institutionalized inequality.

Attacks on affirmative action have also grown to include other
threatening social issues, such as those addressing certain traditional

values of family, the work ethic, feminism, and welfare rights. What came

out of this alliance against various social issues was a new intellectual

and policy-oriented realignment. Republicans opposed every major civil

rights measure considered by Congress, and Democrats began to suffer

defeat as a party because their party was seen as having "lost touch with

a majoritarian constituency" and as needing "to shed its image as the

vehicle for special interests" (Omi and Winant, 1986, p. 1,12).
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AMBIGUITIES OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Affirmative action polemics pnwide an excellent exampk of the cycle

of oppositional-counteroppesitional movements and their foray into
ambiguity. (ail/en for example, warns of "affirmative action and prefer-

ential hiring as an abandonment of the first prindple of a liberal
societythat public policy should take account of individual rights and

welfare without consideration of group membership," and he ahernatdv

states that "no consideration of principlesuch as that merit should be

rewarded. or that governmental programs should not discriminate on

grounds of race or ethnic groupwould stand in the way of a program

of preferential hiring if it made some substantial progress in reducing

the severe problems of the low-income Black population and of the inner

cities" (Glazer, 1987, p. 220). Thus. Glazer reaches a negative judgment

by balancing various principles and faetual assessments against one

another, but then holds to no absolute rejection of affirmative action.

Others declare themselves in favor of "genuine" affirmative action

that is. the attempt to search out qualified minority candidates for job

openings, thereby widening the pool of applicants as much as possible.

But they have been militantly opposed to most of the steps devised to

institutionalize and bring about such an effort on large scale once

discrimination has been foundsteps suLh as the gathering of racial
information about job holders and applicants, the establishment ofgoals

and timetables that, if not met, place the burden of proving a good-faith

effort on employers, a systematic skepticism toward job tests that dispro-

portionatdy disqualify minority applicants, and the prescription of
definite remedial measures such as the hiring of a given number of

minority candidates or the transfer or promotion of employees identified

by race or sex (Steinfels, KIN).

Neoconservative and liberal views of affirmative action are summa-

rind in the following table.

8
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Neoconservative View

I. in th...e in.,loos the nation
reached an effective consensus
that racial, religious, and ethnic
distinctions had no place in the
provision of public serylies, ,Kiess
to public facilities, public educa-
titm, employment. and housing.

2. By the end of the loos, dkcrimi-
nation was no longer a major
obstacle to minority progress in
employment, and minorities were
in fact making considerable gains
befOre affirmative action
programs were instituted.

3, lack of skills and ambition,
cultural ditkrencc.., and an under-
standable hesitance of Whites
remain obstacles to Black and
lispanic progress in employment.

education, and housing; there is
no clear wav to deal with these
prohl-ms.

4. Affirmative action programs
promise no henetits tor the ilMer-
city poor who need assistance the
most; instead. they boost
segments of the minority popula
tion that are already rapidly
improving their status.

j. Once caught up in the machinery
of courts. federal commissions,
and other enfincement agencies,
affirmative action is transfiirmed
into a rigid, costly, and unjust
exercise in which statistical
ctnnpliance drises out any
remaining ct incern for individual
qualifications ( Steinfels, 19793.
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Liberal View

I. Racial discrimination is still deeply
embedded in !unction society,
not only in e ert prejudice, but
also in inherited patterns or associ-
ation, culture, and residence that
work to perpetuate inequities even
after racial prejudice has been
eliminated.

3.

The progress of Blacks and other
minorities in the 1970s was facili-
tated by a happy ecimomic
situation and a vociferous civil
rights movement; neither of these
has maintained itselftnd the
continued economic gains of
minorities have hecome corre-
spondingly uncertain.

It is precisely the goal of any
nuwement, like that for civil
rights in the loos. to institution
aliie its dcmands so that they do
not fade with the inevitable loss of
the movement's momentum; one
form of that institutionalization is
government requiremenk tor
affirmative action.

4. The dangers of allowing bureau-
cracies to traffic in racial
classifications art. quite real, and
they can lead to absurdities and
injustices. hut it is possible to
oversee this process and, allowing
for trial and error, to estaNish
distinct ions that answer both the
need to overcome a Iong-standing
division in our sodety and the
obligation to respect individual
rights.
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Neaconservative View

(s. Affirmative action programs, as they
have evolved, threaten to make
identification and distinctive treat
ment by racial (or social) category a
pervasive and tlermanent aspect of
American li1, reversing the nation's
traditional recognition of the indi-
vidual's rights and abilities, regard-
less of race, color, sex, or creed.

At least one form of cdutational
affirmative action, busing, has
proved to he educationally meaning,
less at the Sante time that it has been
politically and socially disruptive.

8. Affirmative aition fuels the resent
men! of Whites, especially "ethnics"
and lower- to- m iddk income
groups, who kel that. after having
had to "make it on their own," they
arc being forced to pay an undue
proportion of the cost of preferential
treatmou, not oilk 111 Wes, 1)01 .11so
in pressures on their sehi)ols, jobs,
and neighborhoods.

9. Whik accomplishing few positive
results. affirmative ait ion under-
mines the efforts of successful
minority-group members by
creating a climate in which it will be
assumed that their achitwements do
not reflect individual worth as much
as special consideration (Sowdl, 1983
and 104).

sr:
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Liberal View

3. "I'h e resentment of Whites
should be attended to, hut
not by the abandonment of
affirmative action and
certainly not hy misrepresen-
tation or exaggeration of the
atKantages it grants minori-
ties.
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Roth the neoconservative and the dominant liberal positions have
been criticized for their "strategic naivete" (Maguire, 1977). For the
liberals, this criticism has to do with the potential drawbacks of courts
and bureaucratic agencies implementing policythis is the liberals'
blindspot. Conservatives optimism over the decline of discrimination
in America is their blindspot; they vastly overestimate the degree to
which meritocratic standards already operate in institutions such as
universities. Studies document the importance of personal associations.
informal networks, and stereotypes of all sorts in the hiring and selec-
tion procedures, no less so in higher education than elsewhere. To some
extent, affirmative action has forced institutions to be more meritocratic

by challenging these habitual practices. What is clear, Steinfels notes, "is

not that neoconservatives are mistaken in their detailed criticism of
affirmative actkm, hut that they are mistaken in interpreting this debate
as a drastic revision of our notions of equality" (1979. p. 230). Opinion
in the courts and elsewhere continues to swing back and forth; no point

of equilibrium has been established,
Even more perplexing in neoconservativeliberal debate is the two

groups' attitudes on equality and egalitarianism. Much of the concern
of neoconservativism involves the use of the term equality by egalitar-
ians or neoliberals. Exampks of neoconservativism can he found in the
writings of aver. Rell, and Nisbet. Glazer fears the awesome potential of
the revolution of equality in which "there is no point at which the
equality revolution can come to an end" (as quoted in Steinfels, 1979, p.

234). Bell (1976 ) warns of wholesale egalitarianism that insists on
complete levelling. Nisbet (1977) proclaims that demands for equality

carry a sense of religious zeal that threatens liberty and social initiative.
One wonders why neoconservatives are in so much turmoil over the
concept of equality. Shouldn't minorities and women have an equal
chance of achieving the patterns of inequality existing among Whites
and mates? There seems to he very little in the debate Over affirmative
action that suggests that we are approaching an egalitarian precipice. but

neoconservatives continue to chafe over the supposed incompatibility
of equality, liberty, and meritocracy.
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The Moynihan report addressed the democratic ideals of liberty and

equality. For Moynihan and others, liberty and equality are not the same
thing: While some might argue that the distribution of success and
failure within one group may be roughly comparable to that within other

groups, equality of opportunity is not coequal with liberty. Equality of
opportunity, rather, ensures inequality of results; thus, the demand for
economic equality is not the demand for equal opportunities for the
equally qualified, hut rather the demand for equality of economic results.

Programs to aid minorities make opportunities available; they cannot
ensure the outcome. Moynihan points to the shifts in the meaning of
equality that neoconservatives find so menacing: "the shift from equality

of opportunity to equality of results" and "the shift from equality
between individuals to equality between groups" (as quoted in Rainwater
and Yancey, 1967, p. ;2().

Thus, what had begun as a reformulation of the principles of the
"intellectual rigor" of the neoconservatiyes became an intense re-exam-
ination of the relation between education and equality. This relationship

seems to be a particularly tangled topic because the "result" of educa-
tion, especially early education, was and is believed to determine
"opportunity" for the rest of one's life, especially in a credential-
conscious society. After Coleman (196() completed the massive study
hivaliiy of hilicathmai Oppertimity. Nloynihan reanalyzed the study's
data and denounced with great skepticism the idea that public educa-
tion is a lever for change. Furious debates broke out over compensatory

education programs like Ilead start, community control of inner-city
schools, and theories linking 1.Q. differences and race. Jencks (19y2) tied
the debates together as he simultaneously rejected both hereditarian
theories of intelligence and liberal confidence in schooling as a remedy
for inequality (Steinfels, 1979, p. 218).

Conservative attacks on America's community colleges, seen as
society's safety valve for upward mobility (Clark, 1960; karabel, 1972;

Corcoran, 1972; Zwerling, 1976; Orfield, 1984), continue until the present

day. As successful products of existing educational systems, as teachers
and scholars within them, and as defenders of the liberal university's

1 2 2
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legitimacy against the criticism and sometimes disruption of the left,

neoconservatives might easily have felt that "equality" was a key that had

opened the door to the tiger and not to the beautiful lady. Rather than

gaining access and opportunity through the door to the beautiful lady,

they had to eon front the tiger of anger, obstacles, and possible attacks_

Perhaps the ehoice of doors was better left to the courts.

CONFRONTING THE TIGER AND

THE BEAUTIFUL LADY: THE COURTS

Begiiming with Chief Justice Warren (19s3-1969), continuing with

Burger (1969-1986), and now with Rehnquist as Chief Justice, Supreme

Court decisions have been a reflection of the debates around discrimi-

nation and civil liberties. And although the Warren Court was the most
judicially active and liberally egalitarian in its decrees, the Burger court

did not move to greater conservative stands on the issues of' civil liber-

ties. For example. the Burger Court was the first court to uphold busing,

the first to require desegregation in the North, and the first to overturn
laws on the grounds of sexual discrimination (Baum, i989 ). But
membership on the court has been directly affected by the presidents
who have nominated justices; court members in the Reagan and Bush

years are more conservative, and their opinions reflect a movement away

from liberal egalitarian philosophies.
Compensatory treat ment for past injustices and preferential treat-

ment to bring about increased employment oppinlunities, promotions,

and admissions to colleges fOr minorities and women became more and

more controversial in the wros. Quotas, goals, guidelines, and set-asides

utilized to compensate for the ravages of the pastpreferential treat-
ment through affirmative action that all but guaranteed numerically
targeted slots or posts based on membership in racial and sexual

groupsbecame the targets for "reverse discrimination" decisions such

as the Bakke decision (1978), theWeber decision (1979), and the Fullilove

decision (1980. In each of these decisions the court debate centered on

whether attention to race represents justifiable, compensatory action to
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redress past wrongs or whether any racial quota system is a violation of
the explicit language of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Abraham, 1988).
But, although the debate has been heated, the courts have not backed
away from affirmative action. The Bakke decision, although it held for
the defendant, did not abrogate affirmative action programs based on
racial preference. The Weber and Ful !dove decisions confirmed
affirmative action programs (racial quotas were found to be neither
illegal nor unconstitutional), although the dissenters on the court saw
this action as judicial legislation. In subsequent cases the courts ruled
that:

Racially based hiring and promotion programs may he applied
to minority groups generally and not confined to individually
identified victims of discrimination

Federal trial judges mar set goals and timetables that employers
must meet to remedy past discrimination
States and cities have broad discretion to agree to adopt
affirmative action plans that go well beyond what courts may
order (1986 Cleveland and New York cases)
ludges may order strict racial promotion quotas to overcome
"long-term, open and pervasive discrimination- C.S. v.

Paradise,1987)
. It oi permissible to take sex and Nee into account in employ-

ment hiring and promotion decisions and to bring the work
force in line with the local population, even without any proof of
past discrimination ( Raasportation Agency, Santa
Clara ( ounty, 10'7 )

Affirmative action/reverse discrimination rulings underscore differ-
ences in society and demonstrate ideological variances. People see the
Court's role as a restraining or an active one, as a body that finds the law
or a body that makes it. The Court in the 199ns is more orknted toward

judicial restraint and conservativism. Marshall is the very last of the
liberal egalitarians on the court.
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COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: CALIFORNIA

California community colleges enroll approximately i.25 million

students annually. Replicating that number is not easy: only by adding

the totals of the next four highest-enrolling statesTexas, Illinois, New

York, and Floridado we get comparable populations of students

enrolled in community colleges. Approximately 22percent of all commu-

nity colkge students and 12 percent of all higher education students in

the nation are enrolled in California community colleges. With these

data in mind, the California legislature, in a bill sponsored by John

Vasconcellos, wrote:

The alitornia Community (:olkges Chg.' an WirreCtliented

hanenge in the coming two dccatfcs, t ..1lifornia undergoes

.1 maim- demographic. social, nd ci0114)mk transtiqmation.

The kommunity colleges are at the center of this change, and

the state's future as a healthy and free, diverse, and creative

society depends in major part upon the 4,:timmilnwnt .

expressed through and in the community colleges {AB i725,

Legislaturei.

:alifornia's population is expected to increase from its present 27

million to 33 million hy the turn of the century. It will have a diverse

cultural and ethnic pluralism: 5t percent of the school-age children in

1989 were minorities, and the majority of the population will he non-

White in the following decade. There is no one "minority iolnmunity" in

California. Moreover, by the year 2000 California will have more elderly

citizens than any other state in the nation; 20 percent of its population

will be senior citizens. In an economy of rapid change and intense inter-

national competition, there will be much job displacement, and workers

of the future will need new literacy skills and more ability to communi-

cate and karn on their own. In the labor shortage analysts predict for

California by 2000, the real issue will not be numbers, but quality. The

important questions will be whether working nwn and women will have

the skills required for jobs characterized by rapid transformation and
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whether California will he able to compete ectmomically with other states
now making massive investment in their educational systems. As the
California legislature noted:

The convergence of these tendencies, both demographic and

economic, lead to the possibility of an increasingls stratified

society. This tan include what has been called a "permanent

underclass." mostly minority, and a semipermanent, semi

employable stratum of low-skilkd workers. The consequences

of thk tkvelipment would be dire: the permanent underuti

li/ation of the energies and talents of our people, the
deepening ot racial resentments and tears, and the wnstant
anxiety among more and more of us that the future has no
place for us (Al; 1725f.

California's Assembly Bill 172s predicts that nvwe minorities, immi-
grants, elderly people, and workMg men and women will come to
community colleges to achieve their goals. Community colleges will be
called on to retrain workers, to teach English to immigrants, to provide
skills and opportunities for the clderly, to provide opportunities for
secondary school drop-outs, and to continue to provide lower-division
transkr education. The California legislature states that it is

tommitted to an alternative Vkion in which Ca lifin Ma
remains aplace of opportunity and hope, where innovation

and creativity mark our econonw and our culture, and where
the minds and spirits of all OUT Communities Conti-Unite to
our omnum fintire. The community colleges will be at the

heart of whatever effort we make to insure that the future is

equitable and open. that t:alifornids econonw remains healthy

and growing, and that both rural towns and rapidly
expanding urban Centers have educational resources dose at
hand.

The maiority of people in California welcome this new

epoch as a challenge of unprecedented opportunity. The legis-

lature shares this view and expresses the intent that sufficient

funding and resources of this state be provided to forge into
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a new range of educ.nional engagements h our }le wly. lt is

important in this regard to honor those who teach basic skills

and literacy. as well as thOse who teach ShakesNare and Plato,

to facilitate effective communication between "vocational"

and "lrberal arts" departments in an cpoc h where all VOtat

will require deeper and more uhtle forms of hwracy, and to

build A new and diverse curriculum which engages all our

diverse students and demands the best tit their Minds and
spirits.

l'he people of t, 'alifornia should have the opportunity to

be proud ot a sk.1.011 of COMM nit v colleges which instills

pride among its students and 1..14.1111v. where rigor and stan-

Claids are an assumed part of a shared effort to educate. where

the hugely diverse needs of students are a challenge rather
than a threat, where the cinninunity colleges serve as modds

lot the urrit ula and innocat IS 4.. teaching, where karning

is what we care about moo,

Ali 1725 was intended to be a blueprint for the future, providing
direction and support for the community colleges. Its contents are
summari/ed here:

1. The mission of the community colkges is clarified: priorities for
transfer and vocational education are designated as 11IC primary mission

of California community colleges. Remedial instruction, Fnglish as a

nguage, adult noncredit instruction. and student support
services are designated as -important and essentiar community seiNices

are designated as "authorized," And in new language (September 1990:
AB 462, liayden1, community colleges "may conduct institutiemal
research concerning student learning and retention to facilitate their
educational missions."

2. A Board of tiovernors of the California 1.:ommunity Colleges is
created to administer and govern a statewide postsecondary system of
education, the California Community Colleges. The regulations of the
Board of ( ;overnors must he responsive to concerns raised from within

the community colleges: a two-thirds vote of the 71 local governing
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boards can stop state board regulations. The board is required to
strengthen the role of local academic senates regarding determination
and administration of academic and professional standards, course
approval and curricula, and other academic matters; this is the "Shared
;overnanee in the California Community Colleges" policy statement.

Minimum standards also ensure the participation of staff and students
in district and colkge governance.

3. Each community college district is required to establish an
affirmative action employment program. *kchnical assistance teall1S from

the chancellor's office are established to review the affirmative action
plan tOr each district that fails to comply. The goal: that the system's work

force reflect proportionately the adult population of the state by the year

2ons.

4. New programs and services are authoriied fOr districts, including
the following programs: Career Resource and Placement Centers,
Programs for Staff Development and Improvement. Faculty. and Staff
Diversity Fund (Affirmative Action Initiative), Board of ( ;mentors (assis-

tance in identifying, locating and recruiting), and qualified Members of

Underrepresented ( iroups.

s. A transfer core Lurriculum is planned fOr fall 199i.

(1. Remedial limits are set:3o semester units or 45 quarter units as of
July 1990, with ESL and karning-disabled students exempted,

7. A severe hiring crisis will occur in the next is years--si percent
of current l'ull-time faculty will retire- creating a window of opportu-
nity to significantly change the ethnic mix of faculty and to ensure that
faculty will be culturally balanced and more representative of the state's

diversity. The bill takes note of the fo;lowing realities:

Retiring faculty positions cannot become part-time faculty wsi-

tions
Recruitment and maintaining morale and enthusiasm among
faculty is dependent on the intellectual and permmal environ-
ment within each campus; that environment is created by faculty

authority over the substantive direction of the programs and
courses in which they work, through the quality of their rela-
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tionship with colkge administration, and in the quahty of their

inwractions with students
Faculty and administrators must be hired and retained

A goal is set that represents 75 percent of the total faculty popu-

lation
A plan for new faculty qualifications is in place, with transition

provisions for meeting qualifications, considering projected

demographics and affirmative action policies and programs

New critieria for hiring are determined, with emphasis on

faculty resmmsibilitv to ensure the quality of their peers, on clear

and comci, job descriptions, and on appropriate training in

affirmative action procedures and goals
Fvaluations should indlide a peer review process addressing

affirmative action concerns

8. These student-directed concerns will he addressed:

Articulation of vocational and academic programs: initiation

and expansion of 2+ 2 programs
Academic assessment and counseling on enrollment
lktermining the extent to which students are underrepresented

on the basis of ethnic origin or gender in vocational education

programs
Increasing the number of students entering the teaching profes-

sion at the community college
Adult literacy training, citiienship I raiMng. and basic skills

education

DAVI() MERITS: Gt`IM.VG l'ilf SEAL!:

David Mertes, chancellor of California Community Colleges, said of

AB 1725 and its relationship to issues of population diversity and

economic complexity in his state:
he kgislature fiicuses on ethnicity. economic complexity and

the distribution of wealth, and the role of community colleges

and their effectiveness. Reflecting the needs of a diverse popu-
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lation, flh . legislature seeks to mainstream and better support

minority populations that have been discriminated against on

the basis of the economic and social structure. Particularly.

their focus is on the ways that the community college role can

he effective in aiding that processespecially in the work

force- so that it will reflect the existing population. The first

phase of Ali 17-25 is an attempt to present the community

wllege and education in a positive way and an attempt to find

links -tinm1ceting the hiring process to the issue of population

representation. The second phase asks critical questions,
including: 1 hm do we increase people in the pipeline? I lave

conferences on staff diversity been held? What can we do to

recogni/e the efforts of individuals and groups, and their
programs in community colleges, who provitk exemplary

leadership directed at cultural diyersitv?

A recognition and awards program of the California Community
College System recognized two affirmative action officers--one from

Southern California and one from the North. Two districts have been

recognized as implementing the best team approach to the situation
San Diego Community Colkge Dktrict and the los Rios t :ommunity
:olleg District, where a mentor program for minority students has been

established. Mertes has also honored collc-_-,es establishing state fairs for

employnwnt.
Mertes defines and describes his role as one of accomplishing atti-

tudinal change. For example, when asked "How do you get more people

to think about becoming community college teachers?" Mertes answers

"Making the high school, community college, and senior college connec-

tion." For example, at the University ofSouthern California-Edison, too
students were identified as scholarship recipients, and each has been
assigned two mentorsone from the community college in which they
will eventually he employed and one from the senior institution who
,ttides the student's undergraduate and graduate program. USC- Edison

uses mentors that serve in the student-mentors group as well.
Mertes's leadership role is discussed in terms of challenges. He
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constantly challenges himself to reach t t fb 1_ ou., o se ...e _ws. or to try to he

the best, and he makes a similar challenge to community colleges. Mertes

believes the future depends on an edueated citiienry and an educated
work force. Ile feels that community colkges are on the Cutting edge of
causing both attitudinal and institutional changes. His intent is to play

a kadership role in defining and designing for diversity the society we

will become:
We're not iust thinking ot a way to add something to ibe
lready established procedure. and we're not iust being nke

guns. We're saving that the state would be better off b
bringing di% ersitv into the mainstream that we want to

mainstrealn the tominunit y 4:olkge. his is not a fad or a

trend or a report to put on hhell. o get involved you have

to push up your sleeves and work. My role is not a regular or

t.0111p1.1%:011 one; if t :alifornia community u:olkges want to be

perceived s being out in front, s nurturing. as rewarding. as

building change imed at institutional 6ange, then I must
ctivdy pursuit' those goals. Almost every tolkge is developing

some attachment to the statewide goal; and vou really have to

look at these colkges and kkntilv the best ideas that they have

tin- working with their everyday problems.

The California Community College System likes to identify and
nurture colleges that work toward these goals, and also asks colkges to

present what they have done so that it can be replicated. The challenge

of hiring 3o percent ethnic minority faculty reflects Chairman
Vasconcellos's idea that there is, and has been, discrimination in the
California state system. Mertes ddiberately does not use the term
'affirmative action," 1k says that California is looking for staff diversity,
and a 30 percent hiring goal is neither a set aside nor a quotait is a
goal. Mertes's language is positive. He says, "We are going to make
changes!"and he hdkves that present efforts are working well.

In coniunction with the intersegmental Coordinating Council and
the California State University WSW 'kacher Diversity Program, an
effort is underway in California community co
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gies for encouraging more students from underrepresented groups to
prepare for careers in teaching', intersegmental partnerships have been
established to examine the issues of underrepresentation and teachers.
Currently, although 1-all of the K-12 students are from ethnic minority
groups, 8o percent of the state's teachers are White. The CSU Teacher
Diversity Program addresses the racial imbalance between students and
teachers and guides individuals through the system to earn teaching
credentials. At CSU-Fullerton, for example, the "Teacher Track"
program, a rtliect to increase teacher diversity, includes a class for high
school students, taught by a university professor, who describes the
rewards and diallenges of teaching. At liayward, the Urban Teacher
Academy is a partnership ':,etween junior and senior high schools, the
South County :immunity ( :olkge I )istrict, and business and commu-
nity org,mi/at ions.

NIA RWRIF RI MLA: 'MN I MLN INTURNSHIP
PROGRAAI

Nlarjorie Mafia. chancellor, los Rios Community College District in
California says:

This is a different time from the past. People seem to under

stand that t .alifornia does represent a nontraditional nuioritv:

and therefore less stereotyping is going on, and attitudes are

changing. Our immediate problem is not forcing change in

attitudes hut in finding 1,eople in the pipeline who can work

in the community colkges. The district has a strong attitude

toward atfirimitive action, and that is the reason I came to the

district.

Every year the l.os Rios district sets goals for increasing staff diversity.

They analyze the needs of the various campuses and focus on recruit-
ment, participating in staff review fairs. Blaha is interested in diversity
and in peopie who represent nontraditional roles. She is interested in
programs that mentor the underrepresented, and she uses state staff
diversity funds to set up intern programs in her colleges in these nonira-

1 94 ; 4110
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ditional programs. The Los Rios Community College District's
Internship Program for Ethnic Minorities and Women is designed
around the Wowing concept;

To better reflect CalitOrnia's increasing cultural diversity and

the characterktics of students, more ethnic minorities and

women will be needed to teach in the state's Communit y

colleges. AR i72s. mandating affirmative action in community

college districts statewide, identities the following ethnic

minority groups: American lndian/AlasIstm Nation, Asian or

Paciti,.. islander, Blackind I lispanic t I os Rios Community

( ollege I )istrict,

The District's Internship Program is in place to assist members of
these underrepresented groups to become community college instruc-
ION. The program assumes that potential interns already have subject
matter expertise in the course(s) they will teach, hut that they nerd an
opportunity to learn and to practice the teaching wchniques appropriate
for community college students. The interns are assigned to a Los Rios
instructor for one class for one semester; day, evening, and weekend
opportunities may be available, and interns are paid St,000 to teach one

class with a mentor instructor. Eligibility includes graduate students
nearing completion of master's degrees, master's or doctoral degree
holders who have not had postgraduate teaching experience, and bach-
elor's degree holders with a minimum of two years' full-time
occupational experience in a vocational-teehnical area.

The 1.os Rios District is focusing on the concept of "growing your
own" in a 242f2 system. At American River College, Queen Randall,
college president, has begun visiting high schools and senior colleges to

promote a new program. 'reacher+ of Thmorrow, designed to encourage

minority students to become teachers. She is raising money for program

support and raising consciousness in her college service area.
One can best understand the California reality by looking at the

states demography; one need not look any further than grades K-12 to
understand the impact of demographics and the resulting new majority
in California. The state is very attractive to migrants and to immigrant
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populations. Malta speaks of California as a frontier statepeople collie

there for opportunity. they come with an attitude of being abk to
succeed, and they come because there is open-door education. The
community college system in California is the largest educational system

in the world. Moreover, the kgislature has made it possible for everyone
to attend college, and there is a strong social and monetary commitment

to higher education in California. Blaha bdieves that for California to
move with the times. the staff and faculty at all colleges must reflect the

populations they serve. The term "affirmative action" may still trigger
negative feelings: she prefers the idea Of and the term "staff diversity."
She believes that our future depends on elevating the importance of
teaching as a career and enticing mimy from our underrepresented popu-

lations to consider becoming teachers themselves.

DON,V pflE1 jr,c Itt ..111 TR

hin Phelps is chancellor of the 1.0s Angeles Community c:ollege
District, the largest et mmunit y college district in the nation. Phelps
provides a humorous view on what is happening in terms of minority
rights and implications for change, cultural pluralism, and diversity by
quoting Yogi Berra, who once remarked, "It's de'ig't Yu, all over again!"

Phelps finds it fascinating that people look at the strategies and address
the issues surrounding diversity as though they were some new
phenomena. Whatever has happened in the past, he says, has been
forgotten. But the paradoxes that surround the issues of diversity are
related to what happened prior to this decade and what happened prior
to the Reagan Administration.

In Phelps's view, North Americans have trouble with the word
"minority." We have trouble with it because it implies statistics, it implies

a number, it implies a quota system, and it implies the concept of
affirmative action. Phelps believes that there is a distinct difference
between the old-styk Civil Rights concept of equal opportunity employ-
ment and the new-style values and emphasis on diversity and cultural
pluralism. Ile calls it the "then and now difference." The "then" was
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government, and laws were sympathetic to the issues of minorities and

seemed to be on the side of minorities. "Now," he says, "is defined by

new utterances with contradktions galore from the national adminis-

tration. What are the issues? Flow have the issues of civil rights been

treated? The Justice Departnwnt and the Supreme Court, for example,

have not rendered opinions fOr minorities for some time. And we find

that neither Mr. Reagan nor Mr. Bush has funded issues that they claim

to support: Ile adds, "From where should the benefits be derived?
ftom i1 national leader who recognires the problem!"

As these issues relate to education, Phelps sees few substantive

programs in the ranks for faculty and administration. In his opinion,

"The same people get cycled and recycled." It is not enough to acknowl-

edge himself as the first Black man to head up the largest community
college in the nation; it is important to ask where he came from, to ask

who placed him there, and to acknowledge the truth that when a Black

man is replaced, there is one less Black leader. Ile questions, "What are

my chances at being replaced by another person of color?" and answers,

"Recycling from the same poc)I means numbers of minorities do not

.eve .acu.ty p.ay a key role in the selection of peersgrow. I truly beli f I I It
and administrators, hut I firmly believe these groups should be made

aware of the importance of addressing current hiring issues."

Phelps is well aware of the significance of environment and climate

in his district, and he integrates that understanding into his own "culture

of change:"
Is the act of -sensiti/ing" them to their moral obligations
enough to cause change? No! Thus. I'd rather appeal to the

instinct of survival. There are 7o,o0o members of ethnic gangs

in L.A.: death is as frequent as weather reports. People live

behind gates and iron bars--we are literally imprisoned in our

homes or wherever we are. We are not safe because of what

we've allowed society to become. If there is potential for sakty,

health, and welfare, that potential has a stronger pull than

moral sen Ativity. Self-survival is the first law of nature: we

must certain that all people have the opportunity to
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compete in the marketplace. If you don't belkwe this you are

in danger.

Finally, Phdps is most doquent when he recites the ikj& vti theme.
For him, civil rights must be worked at and must he developed for future

generations, starting now:
licnv long has it been since the Revolution? 1)o you think You

made a difference? Civil rights is like fitness, you have to work

at it all the time. I think I'd better make a difkrencepart of

the reason I Was hired in I.os Angeles was because I am a

nwmber of a Ininox it v group, and I need to make a distinc-

tive difference above and beyond others' abilities. My position

as chancellor k to keep human dignity right on the table, to

talk abont it often, to implenwin it. and to make myself the

model for that behavior. If every president in the district has

an ethnic minority, I'd never apologi/e fin it--my challenge

here is to provide a vehicle for change. while at the same time

to never compromise quality or principles of providing
quality education.

I should be able to see in young people of color and gender

that they have potential. I should demonstrate that I have

confidence in their potent ialind then I should bring them

along. I see alue in developing that potemial. I believe that

akmg with affirmative action, diversity. and equal opport u-

Mt v. we ought to deal with the concept of freedom. I like to

think of myself as free. An analogy might be found in
busing-- I like to ride in the saltst part of the bus, which is in

the back. but I like to think I have the freedom to choose
whether I ride in the front, middle, or back. I then have
freedom. I safeguard freedom for others and for myself.
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ACTION: FN AND NOW

TOM FRITR: ACHIEVINt; CULTURAL PLURALISM

in 1988 Tom Fryer. chancellor, Foothill-l)eAnza Community Colkge

District in CalitOrnia. addressed his faculty on the issues of cultural

pluralism:
For many of us, espeeially those oi us who are not people of

color, it is hard to remember the times in which Pr, King's

speech was given. The White and t 'olored waiting rooms and

water fout.tains that I grew up with in tlw South are gone.

Kick people are not required to ride in the hack of buses, and

theY're not prohibited from eating at lunch counters or swim .

ming in public swimming pools. These and other details of

what sonic might call an American version of apartheid are,

as I sav. easy tor sonw of us to forget. But they are vivid and

deeply painful personal memories for others. They seem so

tOreign to sonw ot us today, so almost South African. But they

are not foreign at all.

Prejudice is a subiect that arouses strong feelings in all of

us, so stnmg in mime cases that the feehngs drive out MU

t:apaiity to esarnine issues rationally. licit I am deeply troti-

bled in the permission that an increasing number of people

gne thernselVes these days to espress such mean-spirited feel

i igs about fellow human beings and to do so merely on the

of the person's sOlOr, or CU hire, or religion, or sex, or

sexual preference. or age. Please try to think with me on this

subject for a few moments. I take it on directly for several

reasons. First, I am troubled. Second, I share Pr. King's

&Cain as sure many of you do, of a society in which

people will not be judged hy the color of their skin but by

the conts:nt of their character." Third. in nly opinion, we are

not discussing these issues either in our country or in our

colkges openly and const ructivdy. Fourth, the very existence

of our institution, the community college, rests fundamen-
tall:. sin the social value of democratizing opportunity. If we
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betray that valtw. wt lose the moral authority that empowers
us. And lastly. we in k ornm un it v colleges nmst not tall victim

to the accusation that has been made of us. namely. that we

papvtuate an economic underclass lw providing the illusion

of education in what is in reality an educational and economic
cul-de-sak Frver.1981.0.

Fryer belkles that colleges must "summon the will, create the ideas.
and allocate the resources to achieve the kind of genuine pluralism in
our institutions that is characterired by fundamental respect and hard -

won understanding for the differences among us." At Foothill-DeAnza,
extensive discussions concerning its affirmative action program led to
the creation of the position of J high-level district officer whose soic duty
is affirmative action and who sought tirst-qualitv minority candidates.
Moreover, faculty positions were created on each Campusaffirmative
action leadership chairs. These positions are linked directly to the college
presidents, the academic divisions, and the district director of human
resources and affirmative action. These leadership chairs will work
closely with faculty, staff, and students to build a climate that enhances
achievement, mutual understanding, and respect among all groups.

Following are t he proposed changes in tlw district's affirmative
Mion structure:

The purpose of these changes is to represent visually
I )e Alva's commitment to affirmative action at the highest levels
and to tix responsibility for the achievenwnt of our affirmative
action goals

The duties and responsibilities of affirmative action officers will
be to be responsible for programs in achieving affirmative action
goals and timetables; to provide leadership in achieving the
objectives of stall' diversity and creating a climate of genuine
cultural pluralism; to monitor indicators that provide informa-
tion on the effectiveness of our efforts and to suggest changes
when appropriate

Carolyn Fountenberry, affirmative action chair of DeAnza Colkge, is
actively recruiting members of racial and ethnic minorities by traveling
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to the Southwest and interviewing graduate students, thereby estab-

lishing a network for potential teaching candidates for the Foothill-

DeAnza District. She and the regional affirmative action director,

Geraldine Kaspar, are guided in their concerns about mandated hiring

goals by writ ten standards ccmtained in t he "Cult ural

Diversity/Affirmative Action Standards Plan," organi/ed under linn

areas; institutional policies; institutional structures; institutional climate;

and implementation standards, Institutional polieies beginning with the

Board of Trustees' Cultural Diversity/Affirmative Action Polky define

the board's commitment to student and staff diversitv and affirmative

action, and communicate the board's support for a positive institutional

environment in which cultural diversity is valued. Structures are in place

to support the accomplishment of the identified goals. implementation

standards specify the performince factors used to achieve diversification

of facuhy, staff, students, and administrators, with partikular attention

given to recruitment and retention, hiring, institutional research and

evaluation. special programs, curriculum, publieations and media, and

professional development.
Conscienti(us efforts are made in the distriet to create the condi-

tions, polic les, a nd programs to attraet, ITC ruit , and retain women,

underrepresented groups, and the disabled; timelines are monitored,

Hiring is a critical goal for the district and the search committee (which

includes an affirmative action representative), and a -hypothetical test-

is a standard for invoking affirmative action considerations. According

to the Cuitural Diversitv/Affirmative Action Policy:

if enough positions were available to oiler a position to more

than one tinahst, then would more that one finalist be otkred

a position? if so, from those that would be offered a position,

the decisive factor in the selection of the finalist shall be the

district's affirmative action polity as expressed in the division's

goals and timetables as long as parity as reflected in those

goals and timetables has not been reached.

The Foothill-DeAnza Community College District is actively

working to increase the conditions necessary to achieve cultural
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pluralism in its community. The district has defined the concept of
cultural pluralism, and it has explored several areas that build a cultur-
ally pluralistic environment, including raising sensitivity kvels, providing
support for the affirmative action leadership chair positions, and devel-
oping cultural pluralism across the curriculum. And. along with Stanford
University, the district cosponsors a Minority Fellowship Program
designed to benefit minority doctoral students and to increase the
number of minority faculty. The program offers fire fellowships to
doctoral students who commit to teach in the district, to contribute to
the recruitment and reh ion of underrepresented people and the
improwment of campus climate, and to participate in both departmental
business and the teaching resource center to improve teacher efiective-
nesS.

CONCLUSION

'Fhere are no easy answers to the debate over affirmative action poli-
cies. That community colleges are able to look beyond the obvious
pitfalls of the debate and recogni/e the urgent need to include diversity
as a commitment to representativeness and as an answer to the realities
of demographic changes means that they are preparing for everyone's
future. Most certainly. it will be community colleges with whom busi-
ness and industry will continue to cooperate. because it is community
college students whom business and industry will most likely hire. It will
be community colleges to whom state legislatures will turn for positive
reforms in higher education to help emerging groups, because these
colleges offer access to all groups. And it will be community colleges who
will provide the standards for democracy and egalitarianism in educa-
tion that emerging democratic nations of Eastern Europe and the world
will want to emulate.
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Underrepresentation and underutilitation of women and minori-
ties is a topic that arouses the attention of many community college
leaders who call for egalitarian and equalitarian education and for educa-

tion as a principle that promotes human development and change. Their

efforts and responses to exclusionary practices underscore the philos-
ophy that exclusionary practicesand underutilization and
underrepresentation of women and racial-ethnic minoritiesare anti-
thetical to the stated purpose and goals of community college education.

Their courage needs to he celchroted; it is the courage of the risk-taker,
the refornwr, and the change agent. Their leadership and programs are a

vanguard for representational and inclusionary reform, and they offer
programs worthy of emulat ion. As researchers who have examined exem-

plary programs, we consider the following points relevant:
We see the leaders and their state and college programs as

critical to the continuing development of the community
college in America. and we believe their voice is indispensable.

We see these leaders and their state and college programs

as being consistent with the mission and purpose of the
community college, an open-access institution that demands

quality and melwnce while at the same time opening doors

of opport un it y.

We see the katkrs and their state and college- programs as

an achievement, a social movement that rearticulates policy

and programs aimed at gender, racial, and minority group

integration and inclusion in the community college.

Finally, we see the leaders and their state and college
programs as the hope for future generations of Americans
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who will he ready to contribute to the economic, political, and

educational needs of a multicultural society and nation.

Looking specifically at key kaders and state and college programs
draws attention to essential characteristics of leaders and their responses

to gender and racial-ethnic issues. Effective leaders challenge current and

dominant cultural artifacts, values, and assumptions, and they reartic-
utak. new political-cultural themes to mobilize a basis and a base for
adherence. Yet, while leaders and programs challenge existing exclu-
skmary policies and consolidate their new perspectives, retention of the
dominant cultural values and nonconsolidation of "new rerspectives"
promote reactions to these challenges that may destroy them. This is the

theme of Gilktt-Karam's challenge-rechalknge framework that, building

on the notion of cultural embedding factors, identifies the difficulty of
"bucking the system" unless alternative cultural embedding mechanisms

are in place.

The Chalknge-Rechallenge Framework

11. challenge and changing values maintaining status quo values

challenging existing policy reacting to new perspective( s)

determining new policy

embedding policy in culture

rejecting and nt:nconst,hdating

finding value in new policy IPt

Gillen -Karam, 1991
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For gender and racial-ethnic minority groups, the role of the
community college in this challenge-rechallenge framework merits atten-

tion. The avowed purpose of the community college is to extend the basis

of egalitarian educational privilege. This dextrine imposes a culture of
pluralism and of diversity on the community college. Although there are

certainly those who view this culture in the same light as "social wdfare"

and social engineering, we maintain that the community college exists
in order to allow access without regard to privilege or handicap. It frames

itself in the hope of a democratic state that promises equal opportunity
to all its citizens. This perspective motivates the greater attention
community colleges pay to teaching principles as opposed to research
orientations; it motivates the recognition community colleges give to
devdopnwntal skill preparation for their students; and it motivates the
spirit of service that community colleges demonstrate and promote for
the public good, the community, and the individual.

Are community colleges the intensive care units and the emergency
rooms of educational services? Yes, they are! As such, they have to be
more attuned to the emergencies and critical care needs of the popula-

tions that visit them; they must be attuned to the services that make their

patients healthy and newly able to attend to their jobs, their positions,

and their future responsibilities.
Community colleges today are facing another of the many crises and

emergencies of an increasingly technological workplace and an increas-

ingly global view. In many ways the community college defines itself by

listening to the pulse of its society: It reflects and is quickest to respond

to changes in the ewnomy and society. While our demographics clearly
demonstrate the rapid growth of racial-ethnic minorities and a decline in

the growth of the White population, it is also clear that community
colleges will reflect these changes and must respond to them for the
benefit of future generations. Many Americans wonder about the condi-

tion of future society if our present population is undereducated and
unskilled. Philosophers Sikora and Barry (1978) have questioned at
length our obligation to future generations; specifically, they have exam-

ined the question of whether we have an obligation to make sacrifices
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when there is a thrrat to human survival. Although these threats usually
involve such issues as population explosion, nuclear destruction, and
lethal pollution, considerable attention is now being paid to the moral
obligation we have to the welfare (the creation of happiness) of future
generations. Will we leave the world a better place for them?

Some scholars also question the injustice of acts of neglect toward
future generations (Sikora and Barry, 1978). Although the virtue of
humanity requires us to respond to others' needs, justice requires that
we give them their dueif something is due you, you do not have to
show that you need it or that you will make better use of it than other
possible claimants ( Rawls, 1971). If this precept is applied to the current

debate over affirmative action, it would follow that if peopk are suffering

because of inadequate education and training, then the case for helping
them based on humanitarian need is clear. A case can probably he made
for the proposition that members of the current generation have a duty
of justice and a passion for justice (Solomon, 1990) to contribute to the
public good constituted by the welfare of the next generation. And
whether we act on the basis of mutual advantage, fairness, or compas-
sion, future generations are the beneficiaries of justice.

The community college is much like our symbolic image of the
Statue of Liberty. lust as that statue has become the image attached to
immigrants' journeys to freedom, the community college has become
the image attached to the journey toward another freedom: the freedom
provided by educational opportunity. The Statue of Liberty symbolizes
open arms to all immigrants; the community college symbolizes open
access to all those who seek higher education. Where opportunity has
been denied, both the statue and the community college symbolize hope

for a new beginning. As America has accommodated the stages of growth

of its own expansionism and embraced a large diversity of people and
cultures, so too has the community college learned to accommodate this

expansionism. Another opportunity has been presented to the commu-
nity collegethe opportunity to expand its bases for leadership to
greater numbers of women and members of minority groups. As
pathfinders and indusionary institutions, community colleges have
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demonstrated again and again that they can develop leadership and
programs that pave the way for greater participation and productivity

of citizens.
The practices of our colleges are crucial to leadership growth and

revitalization for the twenty-first century. Higher education has the obli-

gation to develop new leadership modelsto identify, develop, and select

leaders who will lead in different capacities, who will have different back-

grounds, different styles, and different skills (Green, 1988). If the model
of transformational leadership predicts that leaders envision and act out

plans and practices based on their followers' motives and values, then
the immediate beneficiaries of diversifying leadership will be women and

minorities.
In many community colleges, leadership is currently being devel-

oped among these populations. Learning to lead as a part of one's current

assignment or job role is not uncommon. In the Dallas County
Community College District (Thxas). administrators are making efforts
to recognize internal talent and resources among students and faculty;
candidates recognized as having potential are trained to assume leader-

ship positions within the district. Metropolitan Community College in
Nebra.ska, under the leadership of I. Richard Gilliland, orgatlixed a one-

year lecture series devoted to leadership development and the value of

diversity. Gilliland explains:
In general systems theory, diversity is a natural property that

allows fen creativity and for new ideas to be tested. Pathways

for program development and institutional innovathm exist

so that experiments can he evaluated against desired results,

with the results being an even more diverse system. I suggest

the same logic for including culturally difkrent people in a

leadership team that would be richly diverse and truly repre

sentative, including minorities. The more points of view and

the more references of experience there are, the more options

appear and the more diverse the leadership team becomes.
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INCLUSIONARY PRACTICES: PROGRAMS THAT WORK

KELLOGG LEADERSHIP FELLOWS

With grant funds provided by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation in
Michigan to the League tbr Innovation in the Community College (Terry

O'llanion, executive director) and the Community College Leadership
Program at The University of Texas at Austin ( John Roueche, professor

and director), over too community college rising stars who are presently

"in the pipeline" will be trained to assume positions of leadership at the
dean, vice president, or vice chanc.ilor levels. Twenty Fellows, each
nominated by his or her CEO, will he selected annually to enter the
program between 1990 and 1995. The Expanding Leadership
Opportunities for Minorities in Community Colleges Program's objec-
tives and outcome orientation for its Fellows include:

An increased understanding of leadership skills and abilities
An increased knowledge of critical issues facing community
colleges

An increased ability to act as a change agent

An increased development of selected leadership skills
Membership in a national network of peers and community
college leaders.

Program activities were designed after careful analysis of a one-year

pilot program. During the 12.-month program, each Fellow:
Designs a professional development plana roadmap to the
year-long process of introspection. activity, and learning
Works with one mentor (or more) who is an established
community college leader (usually from his or her own home
institution) to develop special areas of expertise

Participates in an internship (at the home institution or another
college or agency) of three to 12 months

Identifies one critical issue, analyzes its status and parameters at

the national level, reviews how the imue is addressed on his or
her own campus, and develops a project to address the issue

I4 t)
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Attends inten5ive two-week seminars to be hdd on the campuses

of League members
Attends the final week-long seminar, held in conjunction with the

annual international conference on leadership, Leadership 2000

Perhaps the most important component of the program is the
mentor relationship with an established community college leader. Each

Fellow selects a mentor with whom to work in clarifying professional
goids, developing leadership skills, and acquiring knowledge of critical
issues facing community cofieges. The Fellow and the mentor meet regu-

larly throughout the year to assess progress in accomplishing the
professional development plan and to adapt the plan to circumstances
and opportunities that might arise. A national advisory committee of
leading community college educators, currently chaired by Nokn Ellison,

president of Cuyahoga Community College, Ohio, assists in reviewing
the program components, identifying potential applicants, securing
mentors, and helping to develop networks.

NATIONAL INSTurrt. LFAPERSMP PEVELOPAILAT

In the Leaders Project (formally known as the National Institute for

Leadership Development ) at Rio Salado Community College in Arizona

(Maricopa County Community College District ), Mildred Bulpitt and
Carolyn Desjardins have provided for a decade leadership institutes and

training for nearly i,$oo women, who have then been successful in filling

leadership positions in community colleges around the nation.
Desjardins (1989b), in her postdoctoral study at Harvard, used the
Gilligan-Kohlberg concepts of moral development theory to study
gender differences among community college CEOs. Her findings under-

score Gilligan's conclusion that moral "voice" is gender-related but not
gender-determined. Desjardins concludes that there is a "movement
toward a more horizontal model of leadership that values people (both
female and male) within the organization," and that the "movement of
women into leadership positions in community colleges may well be
influencing this new, more humane style of leadership" (19891), p. 9). In
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the summer of 1990, the National Institute for Leadership Development
was honored at the Leadership 2000 conference; the document devel-
oped by the Markopa County Community College District, Those Who
Pare to 1.ead... A New Look at Leadership, provides the basis for the
following description.

Throughout the 198os, the National Institute for leadership
Development sought to +den* and cultivate female kadership in both
community colleges and universities in America. Originally, the idea of
the program was a vision of a few women, including Mildred Bulpitt,
Marjorie Blaha, Eileen Rossi, Muriel Kay Heimer, and Betty Steege. The

American Association of Women in Community and Junior Colleges
(AAWCIC, and the League for Innovation in the Community College
also saw the need for a professional program to prepare women for the
next generation of leadership and helped support the program's devel-
opment. The Maricopa County Community College Distrkt and
specifically the Rio Salado campus became the home of the project. Here,

Mildred Bulpitt guided the project, which came to he known as "Leaders
for the Eighties" or the Leaders Project. Paul A. Elsner, chancellor of
Ma rkopa County Community College District, states:

Marieopa is pleased to be the genesis of the largest training and

preparation program for women executive's in the United
States. Hundreds ot women have achieved upper-level man-

agement and CEO positions as a result of the Leaders Project.

Originally a three-year project funded by the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE), the project exceeded
all expectafions. In its first three years, over 3oo women attended the
workshops and developed a project specifically tailored to their institu-
tion. Carolyn Desjardins became the co-director. By 1983, 40 percent of
the first-year class and 22 percent of the second were promoted. FIPSE
grant officials cited the project as one of their most successful programs
and provided funding for another two years. With a second FIPSE grant,
the Leaders Project was charged with creating a self-supporting national
inst itute.

Candidates for leadership training, or "Leaders," must have a
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master's degree or the equivalent and full-time employment in a two-

year institution. In the application process, the potential Leader must

express a strong interest in career advancement, must seek out a college

mentor (often the CEO), and must submit a project designed to benefit

the college and involve the participant in new leadership roles. The

success of the l.eaders Project, which has approximately 2oo participart,

per year, is based on a three-phase structure:

An innovative campus projectlearning by doing." These

oroiects offer the opportunity for the Leader to gain skill-

building experier.e within the context of real-world
organizational dvn.unics. The mentor is inva:uabk, often serving

as coach and guide through the administrative maelstrom to

help ensure the success of the college project.

An intensive week-long workshop"achieving by believing."

The workshop begins the energizing process of change within

the individual by emphasizing vision and confidence. The

participants are exposed to exemplary role modelspowerful
multicultural, supportive people from colleges across the

country. This group creates new frames of reference based on

leadership styles and administrative issues. Skill-building exer-

cises are designed to promote individual growth.

A supportive nationwide network of contacts"succeeding by

cooperating." A support and information network is in place to

help women access data and tap into a strong circle of knowl-

edge. A newsletter also keeps participants in touch.

Max Castillo, president of San Antonio College in 'rexas, says of the

Leadership Project:
This program exposes faculty and mid-management women

to a broader set of leadership skills. Like a diamond in the

rough. the Evader begins to shine as various talents are

revealed. The college reaps great benefits from the projects,

and I feel very confident in recommending these women for

advancement.
Nationally recognized for its finely tuned leadership learning
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dynamics. the National Institute for Leadership Development now offers

three additional leadership programs. Leaders for Change is devoted to
the special challenges facing women whose next step up the career ladder

is the CEO position. New Issues in Community College Leadership is a

lively forum designed to keep women community college presidents and
CEO-level administrators at the cutting edge of community college
issues. Leadership for a New Century is a program tailored for the lead-

ership chalknges facing women administrators in four-year colleges and

universities.
Marjorie Maim, chancellor of I.os Rios Community (:lege I )istrict

in California. has spoken about the effect of the Leaders Project and the

instrumental role of its founding director:
Ca!ifornia community colleges are reaping the benefits from

the National Institute for Leadership Development. I have

seen firsthand how women return from the Institute with
renewed enthusiasm for the community college mission.
Their increased knowledge and growth in self-confidence very

often result in promotions to leadership positions. Our
students and institutions are the ultimate beneficiaries as the

Leaders generate new direction. programs. and management

styles. Mildred liulpitt. who has spent 38 years in education.

gave m ,vars to the Leaders Project: she is the person who
made the project happen! She was in a unique position to

reach outto get women in the pipeline and to reach for
opportunities for women in leadership roles. In 1975 there

were 12 women presidents/CEO.; today there are u

Leadership projects are remarkable for their diversity and, more
important. for the benefits they provide to the participants' campuses.
Projects have focused on many topics. Several are included here:

Special populations (issues of diversity, special populations,

minorities, women, and disabled students)
Teaching/learning (faculty issues. staff development, renewal,

professional grants, teaching improvement centers, and evalua-
tions of faculty)
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Administration (administrative issues, trustee relations, staff

development, evaluatic)n, facilities, administrative searches,

legislative issues, policy manuals, and human resources)

Cross-curriculum (developing dialogue about writing, math,

decision-making ethics, public speaking, and even the elimina-

tkm of war, across the curriculum)
Leadership (developing leadership skills through classes, semi-

nars, and internships for staff, students, and minority groups)

International (developing resources, kasibility studies, networks,

cross-cultural mentoring and exchange programs, international

business, and internxitmal fundraising)
'kchnologks (developing technologies such as computers, tele-

conferencing, ami on-line services for students and faculty)

Student services (improving services to students, such as career

centers, tutoring, mentoring/advising programs, financial aid,

counseling, work/life centers, and academic intervention )

Sharon Yaap, president of the American Association of Women in

Community and Junior Colleges, notes:
(;raduates of the program can count on having a strong base

of information that provides a global view of leadership.

Colleges can be assured that they are supporting a program

that trains the best and brightest for their future. The

AAWCIC is proud to be part of this endeavor.

AAC/C: NFTWORKS AND AfNTORING

The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges

(AACJC) has been responsible for several internal organizations or

affiliated councils that encourage and facilitate groups in their develop-

ment in community and junior colleges. We will discuss several of these

organizations; the American Association of Women in Community and

Junior Colleges; the National Council on Black American Affairs; the

Presidents' Roundtable; and the National Community College Hispanic

Council.
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Me.wring and networks are also important vehicles for indusionary
practices and are responsible for turning national attention to the under-
representation of women and members of minorities in positions of
leadership. Mentoring involves the care and concern of a visionary or a
decision maker who breaks away from the mold of self-preservation and
seeks to help others demonstrate their unique competencies. Moreover.

it. early 1990 the AACIC, responding to the recommendations of several
constituent groups, established the Commission to Improve Minority
Education to study the needs, wants, and demands of the growing racial-
ethnic minority cohort in community colleges and the importance of
education addressed specitkally to minorities.

The charge of this group, headed by 'texas legislator Wilhelmina
Deko. is to offer solutions and make recommendations to address crit-
ical issues such as retention and recruitment, hiring, and improving
success rates for minority students. "Recognition of colless who are
making a difference is a part of the Commission's tasks" according to
AACK: President Dale Parndl. "Awards and nmney will be given in
recognition of exemplary programs in community colleges. AM:J(2's
number-one priority is its minority education initiative." This task force
of national community college leaders will meet biannually for three
years to examine issues, establish goals, and make recommendations to
guide community college education into the twenty-first century.

CI* Sakamoto, acting provost of Maui Community College in
Hawaii, is a representative member of the commission and reminds us:

f we are to address issues of specific groups and if wc are
suggesting that outcomes are critical, we must also he aware

that we arc in danger of being called "exclusionary." Our role
is not only to uncover the needs of nontraditional groups. hut
also to cekhrate the diversity of all groups who make up the
community college const;,uency.
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HE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN

COMMLWITY AND WNIOR C01.I.EGFS

The American Association of Women in Community and Junior

Colleges began in $973 with an LOPA grant for a six-week summer

project for women; from that initial effort the AAWCIC has become an

important voice for women. Organized on both a state and regional

basis, the AAWCIC offers a variety ofprofessional development activi-

ties for women in comnwnity colleges at local, states regional, and

national levels. In addition, the association publishes a newsletter and a

national iournal, and it provides a job bank for women. AAWCIC has

membership of 2,000 women nationwide and is the largest council of

AACJC. Its mission includes maintaining visibility, developing kader-

ship at all levels (trustees, faculty, and administration), providing

diversity of leadership and promoting women of color, developing

research documents focusing on women, and monitoringand acting on

federal kgishition to make changes through the political system. The

Stellar Program recognizes important programs for women, such as the

Leaders Project.
AAWCIC recognizes "Innovative Programs for Community College

Women.- The first recipient of this award was the Steps to Success

program at Mt. Efood Community College in Oregon, funded by a state

grant and helping over 800 women annually make the trinsition from

welfare to the labor force.

In summary, the major purposes of the AAWCIC are:

Fostering the development of comprehensive educational career

opportunities for all persons
Providing information, assistance, and support for all educators

as they serve students through education and services that are

sensitive to the needs of women students

Encouraging and supporting professional development and

advancement of all women employed or enrolled in community

colleges
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Collecting and disseminating data and research relating to
women's professional development issues

Although all these purposes are critical to thc AAWOC, perhaps the
association's professional development workshops provide the greatest
benefits to women. In meetings offrred throughout thc year and in each
of the io geographic regions, officers and regional directors offer guid-
ance and coaching to women who recognize their own need for
professional development.

Pam Fisher, vice president of professional development at AAWQC
and vice chancellor of Yosemite Community College District in
California, points to the politics of kadership and "the value of knowing
and appreciating what's going on around us. Politics," she says, "are
formidable: To effect change we must understand these politics and work
from there to make a difference. We have to think about what makes us
respond to issues, to weigh carefully our reactions, and to take time to
acquire political savviness." She offers the following tips for women
leaders:

Fit the image of how a leader looks, sounds, and behaves

Gain confidence in presentations and speaking; be "deliberate"
Make eye contact with people as you interact with them
Know and understand how to deal directly with conflict

Understand dysfunctional peoplewho they are and what to
expect

Find friends outside of work
(let involved in professional organizations such as AAWCK:

AAWC)C President Sharon Yaap, dean of communications and fine
arts at Grossmont College in California, advises that women must create
their own niche in the 1990s. This is the identifying aspect of women's
leadership behaviors, the area of expertise that each woman brings to
her setting and college environment. To Yapp, visibility and success are
linked, and the path to success lies in a future leader's ability to create a
space for herself in the organization or system. She suggests:

Be visible: volunteer, obtain a knowledge base, accept ;,.nd
request new tasks, use persuasive communications, be in charge
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and have control, make presentations from department level to

hoard kvel, and write articles
Promote your program and your division with supervisors, with

the press, and in professional organizations
Market yourself: videotape your resume
(ain support from others (such as supervisors, your institution,
colleagues, and through networking) and work "above and

beyond" your call of duty
lie creative and memorable: Be persistent (think RIG), ask "what

if" questions, identify key data and actions, carry ideas to real-

ization, search for facts to support what you do, take calculated

risks, and have no guilt or fear about success
Devekp knowkdge in support areas (such as print media or
marketing research )
Have vision: keep your finger on the pulse, read as much as you

can about issues, know the trends, and move into the vacuum

as the first authority
Value autonomy

AAWCIC Board members Leila Gonzales Sullivan, president of
Middlesex Community College in Con- )ecticut, and lacqudyn Belcher,
president of Minneapolis Community College, both speak to the
personal side of their presidencies. Both women represent an excep-
tionally small group of presidentspresidents who are women and
members of racial-ethnic minority groups. Both note that although there

arc more women graduate students who are also members of racial-
ethnic minority groups, they lag far behind men from racial-ethnic
nunt,rities as chief executive officers (although the number of ethnic
minority men in CEO positions is also very small). Gonnks Sullivan

asserts:
The reality is that tokenism is still around. There are only m

women Hispanic presidents; we are still unusual, we get

watched, we get called on to speak more than others, and we

are always on call and on view.

Belcher discusses three main issueswomen's kinship with diver-
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city, the campus climate's response to diversity, and a presidential model
for addressing diversitywhen she notes:

The entire society is grappling with diversitythis is an espe-

cially important issue for higher education. Community
colleges represent opportunity; they are the open-door access

station for nontraditional students. We should he "keling the

piess," but we are not; we have not developed the expertise

neLessary to confront the harriers to diversity. Women,
however, know because we have been discriminated against

and disempowered. Our charge is to raise the level of cultural

consciousness to others.

Belcher raises the question: Can we function in a pluralistic envi-
ronment and replies. "Not if we don't understand other cultures, not if
we as teachers and leaders have low expectations and inappropriate
rewards for our culturally diverse students whom wc praise less
frequently, call on less frequently, seat farther away from us, and believe
to have lower achievement levels." She believes we are all teachers and
that as such we must address classroom issues that adversely affect
pluralism. "We must focus on current symbols and practices, including
the homophobic and ethnic slurs, hate mail, and denigrating slogans
in other words, we must be sensitive to campus bigotry and increasing
racist practices on campuses," she says.

One example of lielcher's ability to sensitize others and alleviate fears
is an innovative idea of her own. Staff members visit campuses, commit-
ting people to the "Racial Free Zone" pledge, which states, "We believe
in all of us; everybody here is good, worthwhile; we will not allow any
discrin.Hation in our schoor People write their own commitments and
declare themselves a Racial Free Zone. Bekher says, "Although this vacci-
nation doesn't take the first time, we keep on building ties. We do so in
different ways; we give feedback, and we establish teaching and learning
principles for the classroom."
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NATIONAL COUNCIL ON BLACK AMERICAN AFFAIRS AND

PRESIDES/TS' ROUNDTABLE

The goal of diverse representation in leadership, according to the

National Council on Black American Affairs, presently under the lead-

ership of Carolyn Williams, demands commitment from contemporary

community colleges to a philosophy that specifically supports the growth

and development of leadership positions for members of ethnic minority

groups and women. This philosophical premise should become the
foundation for developmental programs, hiring and recruitment prac-

tkes, and policies that reward innovation and creativity. Nolen Ellison,

president of Cuyahoga Community College in Ohio and a council

member, states:
recommend that graduate programs, foundations, and other

leadership programs throughout the nation, including lead

ership development programs, work in concert to develop the

means to stimulate change; we need a collaborative effort.

Doctoral programs must he aggressive in reaching out to

minorities and nurturing them. hnindations and other lead-

ership development programs must recruit mMorities for

leadership training.

The Presidents' Roundtable is a nationwide network of Black exper-

tise and an affiliate of the National Council on Black American Ati'airs. Its

mission is to provide Black community college presidents with an oper-

ational network to identify and respond to issues affecting Blacks in

community colleges; provide mentoring opportunities for Blacks; share

professional resources; provide other national and international profes-

sional opportunities for Black CEOs; and support the goals and

objectives of the National Council on Black American Affairs.

In pursuit of its mission, the Presidents' Roundtabk:
Monitors and reviews inequity in the delivery of educational and

other services provided to Rinks in community college education

Promotes the professional development and advancement of

Black CEOs
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Provides mentoring opportunities for Blacks within member
institutions
Establishes internships among member institutions to provide
opportunities for Blacks to have practical administrative
experiences
Shares published and unpublished speeches, research findings,
and other items to assist members in their professional
responsibilities
Develops an updated list of Black CEOs with information about

each president's availability as a resource person to universities
and other institutions or other countries
Develops a Third World nation support package that empha-
sizes current and emerging technology for appropriate nations
as requested
Plans and holds two meetings annually
Seeks fund% for special projects

Earl Bowman, president of the Presidents' Roundtable, is a seven-
year member. He Si2tes:

There are only 60 to 70 Black presidents, chancellors, and

campus directors in the country. Therelme, it is important

and vital to confer, discuss, and compare experiences with

them. Considering that many first- or second-year presidents

have enough operational activity to deal with their colleges

and campuses, their contact with ethnic peers becomes more

valuable. This potential contact and exchange will continue

to be significant for all.

NATIONAL COMMUNITY COLLEGF HISPANIC COUNCIL

Michael Saenz, president of Thrrant County Junior Colkge, Northwest

Campus in Texas and president of the National Community College
Hispanic Council (NCCHC), talks about the need for Hispanics to enter
the work force in greater numbers, but he specifically looks to leadership

to focus on our total human resources and to examine the relationships
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among business, industry, politics, and education. He places special
emphasis on a pluralistic society that sees all its people as assets:

We must prepare all persons, understand where they are in

terms of their background, in terms of their skills, in terms of

their productivity. If we are falling behind in our training, then

we must look at minority participation: we must look at the

fact that America has not been forward-thinking, but rather

backward-thinking about its minority citizens; and we must

achieve opportunities in higher education tOr minorities.

Saenz raises serious questions: Can and will higher education
provide leaders who understand pluralism? Can higher education allow

women and ethnic groups access to leadership? One avenue of response

comes through the NCCHC, which is dedicated to quality education for

Hispanic Americans, the enhancement of a pluralistk society, and the

development of the nation's total human resources. Program emphases

include leadership development, curriculum reform, and affirmative

action policies that promote Hispanics in American community colleges.

THE HISPANIC ASSOCIATION OF (.'OLLEGES ANI)

UNIVERSITIES

The Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities ( NACU was

established in t986 in support of the Center for Hispanic Higher

Education, an institution formed to make potential resource providers

aware of predominantly Hispanic institutions and their needs. At the

time of HACU's formation, institutional membership was limited to

nonprofit accredited institutions of higher education in the continental

United States with at least 25 percent Hispanic student enrollment. The

association identified 58 such institutions, or 2 percent of the total

number of U.S. institutions of higher education, that enrolled almost

one-third of all Hispanic students in the continental United States.

As part of its activities, HACU conducts special projects that address

the importance of education in the economic progress of the U.S.

Hispanic population. The first such major project was the Hispanic
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Student Success Program (HSSP). In the summer of 1987, the Ford
Foundation awarded a six-month planning grant to HACU for a
Hispanic Student Success Program to address the low college attendance

rate of Hispanic high school graduates and the high attrition rate of
Hispanic students who enrolled at community colleges. The planning
plocess resulted in a proposal for a pilot project focusing on attracting
and retaining large numbers of Hispanic college students to two- and
four-year institutions. The staff studied the institutions' individual
approaches to the problem and efforts at cooperation between commu-
nity colleges and finir-year institutions and looked at how colleges and
universities could help Hispanic middle and high school students better
prepare themselves for college.

`lb qualify for institutional membership in HACU, a college's enroll-
ment must be at least 25 percent Hispanic; 113 nonprofit colleges and
universities in the United States are members. These institutions are
located in io states (Arizona. California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, New
Jersey, New Mexko, New York, Texas, and Washington) and Puerto Rico.
For the purposes of this report. the colleges and universities eligible for
HACU membership are called HSIsHispanic-serving ihstitutions.

The HSIs enroll about 45 percent of all postsecondary Hispanic
students in the United States. Hispanic student enrollment at these insti-
tutions ranges from 25 to 99 percent of their student bodies. National
demographic changes will result in more institutions achieving the
minimum 25 percent Hispanic enrollment criterion; early in the next
century. some 150 colleges and universities should he eligible for HACU
institutional membership. The top five states in terms of number of HSI,
are Texas (21). Californie (19), New Mexico and New York (m), and
Florida (7).

TEXAS ASSOCIATION FOR CHICANOS IN IIIGIIER EDUCATION

In 1974 several Hispanic educational leaders in Texas, including
Ramon Dovalina, vice president of continuing education and commu-
nity servkes at Austin Community College, Max Castillo, president of
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San Antonio College, Baltazar Acevedo of the Dallas County Community

College District, Ann Lopez, program director, Community Colleges and

Technical Institutes of the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board,
and Leonardo Valverde, vice president of instruction of the University

of Texas at San Antonio, coordinated a number of organizations
specifically designed to promote educational opportunity for Hispanics

or persons of Mexican ancestry in Texas. The Texas Association for

Chicanos in Higher Fducation (TACHE) is the higher education compo-

nent of those original organizations and the only one to survive for

almost two decades. Currently the organization, under the leadership of
Adriana Barrera. assistant to the president at Austin Community College,

has worked to build networks within colleges and universities and with

non-Hispanic networks to cooperate "within the establishment" as a
means of providing for and increasing the numbers of Hispanics in
higher education. Leadership training workshops are also part of their

new agenda. TACHE has 40 institutional members and over 400
members in Thxas.

SHOWCASING COLLEGE PROGRAMS THAT

PROMOTE AND SUPPORT DIVERSITY

MfAMI-D.41* COMMUNITY COLLEGE

At Miami-Dade Community College (M-DCC) in Horida, diversity

and cultural pluralism have been successfully integrated into programs
and policies. When college president Bob McCabe came to M-DCC in
1960, 82 percent of the students were White; now only 20 percent are
non-Hispanic, White students. Obviously, the college has changed
considerably. Demographic data are extremely important for Miami-
Dade Community College as well as for the students. Now a critically

acclaimed formula for success, the Miami-Dade modeldescribed in
Access and Excellence (Roueche and Baker, 1987)has become a model
for revitalizing and reorienting community colleges as they face both

internal and external demands.
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Mardee Jenrette is the director of M-DCC's Teaching-Lean, ing
Project, a new project aimed at changing the institutional climate to
accommodate the needs of nontraditional students and to recognize the
implications of impending faculty shortages in the coming years. Faculty

are fortunate at Miami-Dade Community Collegethey are able to take
courses that focus on classroom research and effective teaching and
learning (emphasizing diversity and learning styles). One of the focal
points of this new project is that the issue of diversity is not a cellular
structure where only Black teachers teach Black students, only Hispanic

teachers teach Hispanics and so on. Jenrette says:
We are asking people to learn new skills; therefore, the insti-

tution has to recognize the needs of faculty, and there has to

be a reward system that recognizes the change and the
commitment to change. We have changed the criteria for

tenure and promotion, basing both now on the theme of good

teaching. Faculty members must now present a portfolio that

reports their status and compliance around specifics of the

MAR:Cs faculty excellence and faculty values documents.

Faculty excellence is defined at M-DCC in four categories.

i. Mot ivat ion

Excellent facuhy are enthusiastic about their work
They set challenging individual and collective performance
goals

They set challenging performance goals for their students
They are committed to education as a profession
They project a positive attitude about students' ability to learn

They display behavior consistent with professional ethics
They regard students as individuals operating in a broader
perspective beyond the classroom

2. Interpersonal Skills

Excellent faculty treat all individuals with respect
They respect diverse talents
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They work collaboratively with colleagues

They are available to students

They listen attentively to what students say

They are responsive to student needs
They are fair in their evaluation of student progress
They present ideas dearly
They create a climate that is conducive to learning

3. Knowkdge Rase
Excellent faculty are knowledgeable about their work areas
and disdplines
They are knowledgeable about how students learn

They integrate current subject matter into their work
They provide perspectives that include a respect for diverse
views

They do their work in a well-prepared and well-organized
manner

4. Ability to Apply knowledge
Excellent faculty provide students with alternativ.: ways of
learning that stimulate intellectual curiosity
They encourage independent thinking
They encourage students to be analytical thinkers
They provide cooperative learning opportunities among
students
They give constructive feedback promptly to students
They give consideration to feedback from students and others

They provide clear and substantial evidence that students have

learned

M-DCC is also aware of the importance of values in the community

college culture and climate; the following values guide the institution in
the development of its mission, goals, philosophy, and operational proce-

dures.
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Learning: to support this value, the college creates an environment
condudve to teaching and learning, supports lifelong learning, encour-
ages the free interchange of ideas, provides the resources necessary for
teaching and learning, uses qualified personnel to facilitate learning,
provides advisement and counseling to support the needs of students,
addresses the learning needs of the community, and emphasizes commu-
nication skills.

Change: to allow for change when it is needed, the college encour-
ages and supports innovation and creativity, responds to the changing
educational needs of the community, and supports faculty and staff
development.

Access: to broaden access while maintaining quality, the college
provides support services to help students meet their educational needs,
offers students prescriptive learning opportunities, provides occupational

education that prepares graduates to work at the level expected by the
community, expects students to meet defined standards, provides
academic programs that prepare graduates to succeed in upper-division
learning, provides eduational opportunities for personal development,
structures the admissions process to encourage enrollment, and provides
a variety of scholarships and financial aid programs.

Diversity: to broaden understanding and learning, the college
respects individuals from a variety of cultural backgrounds, provides role

models, offers interdisciplinary educational programs, provides
programs and opportunities for student growth, teaches students about
the cultural, economic, political, and social environments in which they

live, helps students understand themselves and others, sponsors
academic organizations and extracurricular activities, respects and
responds to students' different 'corning styles, and respects and accepts
different teaching styles.

Individmils: to support respect for individuals, the college encour-
ages a positive attitude toward teaching and learning, stresses honesty
and integrity, expects all individuals to interact, communicates accu-
rately and promptly, recognizes the importance of prior learning and
experience, develops realistic expectations for all individuals, publishes
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explicit performance expectations for faculty, staff, administrators, and

students, and rewards achievements.
Sptematie deeisim making: to make good, well-informed decisions,

the college collects accurate and current data, aStieSSes the community's

learning needs, measures students' abilities on their entry to the institu-

tion, assesses program effectiveness, provides feedback to assist in

meeting standards, evaluates students' progress throughout their careers

at the college, encourages individuals to be aware of relevant current

research, surveys students' perceptions about courses, programs, and the

teaching/learning environment, and uses the expertise of faculty to

improve the teachingflearning process.
Partnership with the community: to foster this partnership, the college

provides accessible campus and outreach centers, cooperates with other

educational systems, supports activities that enrich the community, plans

educational programs with business and industry to promote the local

economic developnwnt of the community, and increases the commu-
nity's awareness of college programs and activities.

Virtually every element of the "kaching-lvarning Project raises issues

related to faculty development and support. A unified 'kaching-Learning

Resource Center exists on each campus to meet three areas of needs: the

continuation of traditional staff and program development opportuni-

ties; a consistent, collegewide core program designed specifically to

implement the outcomes of the .kaching-l.earning Project: and support
for instructional design, including classroom research and expanded

zipplications of technology.

In addition, the document Recommendations Concerning New

Faculty contains Nt-IX V's hiring recommendations. Standardized activ-

ities for recruitment and for the development of applicant pools that

include minorities (50 percent of new employees hired will be members

of racial and ethnic minorities) arc also goals of the Teaching-Learning

Project. New strategies that improve the competitive edge for faculty

recruitment include offering competitive salaries, providing housing and

mortgage information, providing assistance to spouses, helping faculty

Manage moving expenses, establishing child care, providing tuition reim-
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bursement for formal study, and providing internships for graduate
students and new graduates in cooperation with university programs.
Screening and sekction processes will also be brought into compliance
with recruitment standards. Interviewin will incorporate principles of
behaviorally oriented techniques, and the rights of the interviewee will be
protected by accurate and complete expectations and conditions for
employment made available by the college. Alter being hired, all new
faculty will participate in a formal orientation program, obtain a faculty
handbook, will have a limit on the number of course preparations, and
be provided resources for individual devdopment (such as those found
at the leaching-Learning Resource Center).

Rob McCabe and M-DCC are now looking to the third phase of
their ongoing college reform. Reform I examined assessment and general
educationthe "who do we teach?"; Reform II is the Teaching-Learning
Proiectthe "how do we teach?"; and Reform III will emphasize "new
directions" in the curriculumthe "what do we teach?". Under review
are the elenwnts of a core curriculum, with an emphasis on global aware-
ness, cultural awareness and cultural pluralism critical thinking, the use
of computers across the curriculum, and avenues for incorporating the
study of ethks into the curriculum. Betty Inclan, an M-I)CC adminis-
trator working on Reform HI, notes:

The New Directions committee is an example of the cultur-

ally diverse student body and faculty at M-DE:C; this
institution celebrates culture uniqueness in Paella celebra-

tions. Jewish Heritage Week, and Women's Week. These weeks

have become part of our college culture. We don't consider

them separate; these groups are recogniied for their achieve-

ments, not their separateness. All these positive reforms and

the development of a unique college culture emanate from the

leadership of Dr. McCabe, he has a unique ability to read the

environnwnt, to envision change, to communicate needs to

individuals and groups, to write concept papers about his
plans, and to transform the thinking of others by always
allowing for their inp a.
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"I don't think it's kgitimate to recruit students without programs to

aid themit isn't morally right to do so," McCabe states. In a continua-

tion of a program called the Minority Student Opportunity Program,

Miami-Dade works with other community colleges, helps dictate

curriculum, and hires counselors and other professionals who arc

responsible for encouraging students to graduate from community

colleges, to transfer to four-year institutions, and to graduate from them.

M-DCC recognizes the importance of parents' or guardians' interest. It

involves the community through mentors who mentor students and

work with parents, it identifies sponsors who will provide funds for

schoIarship bank accounts for successfUl students, and it has established

articulation agreements with at least 40 institutions.

AfIPLANDS ITCHNICV. rOttflir

At Midlands 'kchnical College in South Carohna, Blacks constitute

30 percent of the student population and about n percent of' the college

faculty. College president Jim Hudgins notes:
The Human Affairs Commission, a state commission
appointed by the governor, has been charged to monitor and

confirm compliance to affirmative action goals at the colkge.

Three zones of compliance are delineated: If an institution is

in the first /one, it is in noncompliance status; in the second

zone, it is in compliance; and in the third zone, it is in compli-

ance with vailability factors. Based on the availability factor

in the area. the state expects io percent of the faculty and is

percent of the staff to be Black.

Moreover, the University of South Carolina ( USC) recently initiated

a new program to increase the number of women and minorities in its

sciences and engineering departments, and in a partnership program,

Midlands Tech and USC are cooperating to focus on pre-engineering
and technology students, who must adhere to a USC syllabus for the arts

and scienm. Almost zoo Midlands Tech students are enrolled in this

program. Another Midlands Tech-USC program focuses on recruitment
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and transfer of minority students to baccalaureate programs.
Hudgins's kadership has guided Midlands Tech to a strong rela-

tionship with business and industry as well. In partnership with the
Michelin Company, technically qualified students are groomed for work.
Afier a recent nine-month training program, almost all program gradu-
ates were hired.

In an innovative response to campus climate, Hudgins maintains a

"suggestion box" approach to student needs. Postcards are widely avail-
able for students to write directly to the president to express their views,
to ask for services, and to vent their frustrations. Hudgins reads every
card, and many suggestions have been iocorporated into campus life.

GREENVII LE TH:IINIC41. COLLEGE

'loin Barton, pre:.ident of Greenville "rechnkal College in South
(:arotina, focuses on quality:

we NO this institution on a solid bedrock of quality, derived

from kadership and through its people. We want positive,
"can-do" people herepeople who are self-starters and self-

contident--and I know we cm find such people to wo:k here.

As have all other South Carolina colleges, Greenville ech has a
mandate to meet compliance orders of the state legislature. Barton
addresses the issue of hiring:

We need more instructors in physics, sciences. and math, the
very people industry grabs and entices with high salaries. At

our own institution. a potential welding instrudor was being

wooed by General Elect rk, and we wanted to hire him; we
learned we had to be more competitive and more aggressive

in our hiring process. We cannot sit on the sidelines and
watch excellent potential instructors serve business and
industry only.

Greenville Tech has established a foundation through which
endowed chairs have been created for exemplary faculty. The founda-
tion is composed of members of business and i;.Justry who support the
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community college mission and who understand Barton's maxim: If
colleges are dependent on state funds, they will always be mediocre.

Among the initiatives to which Barton points with pride are the

follmving services:
Greenville Tech has entered into contract training with industry,

the city and county, and local hospitals
Around-the-clock day care is offered on the campus
Five major universities in the surrounding area offer upper-divi-

sion and graduate work on the Greenville *fech campus, A
Higher Rhication Center has enrolled 2,000 st uden t s.

PALOMAR (.1)1,1.EGF

Palomar Colkge in California has two programs that focus on indu-

sionary practices in the colkge. Although only 2 percent of the college's
population is Native American, over 4,000 Native Americans reside on

nine reservations within its service area. The American Indian
Component-Transfer Center was initiated to identify and eliminate
barriers to the transfer of underrepresented students. Beginning in
intersegmental agreements with the University of California at San
Diego, San Diego State University, National University, and United States

International University have provided specifically for programs aimed

at the transfer of Native American students. Moreover, recruitment
efforts beginning at the junior year of high school, early outreach activ-
ities, dissemination of information, and counseling are an integral part
of the programs that aim at the retaining and transferring of the nearly

500 Native Anwrican students at Palomar.
George Boggs, president of the college, says, "California is the first

mainland state to have a nonmajoritarian populationWhites will no
longer be the majority, and everybody will be minorities. My hope is for

an integrated society.- Palomar's High Risk Program reaches out to the
community by using student% to serve as mentors for other students. The

objective of this gnovative program is to go into "continuing" schools,

alternative high schools, and prisons (wh.ch have substantial popula-
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tions of high-risk students) to motivate !)otential students to attend
college.

SANTE FE COMMUNITY COLLFGF

Sante Fe Community College in Florida points with pride to its
program for recruiting both Black and Hispakic graduate students and
future faculty members from campuses across North America. The
program, which names Sante Fe Community College Fellows, works in
cooperation with the University of Florida to recruit and attract Black
doctoral students to the university and helps the community college
develop its own Black faculty members. The University of Florida
recruits doctoral students on a nationwide basis toward the goal of
increasing the number of minority graduate students. While working for

their doctorates, these students are encouraged to apply for Sante Fe
Community College Board of Trustees Fellowships; each fellowship
carries a stipend of $9,000 for the academic year and $1,5oo for the
summer. In exchange for the stipend, tuition, and fees at the University
of Florida, the students serve as adjunct faculty at the community college

in the English, math, chemistry, humanities, and physical sciences
departments. They are required to teach Imir courses over a 12-month
period. In addition to their teaching duties, the Fellows assist in advise-
ment, counseling, recruiting, and retaining minority students at the
college.

PRINCI: GEORGE'S COMMUN/T1 CO/ / EGF.

At Prince George's Community College (PGCC) in Maryland, the
applicant pool for professional positions must be representative of the
availability of minorities in related occupations within the region. The
college institutional research office has developed a set of indices for
minority employment based on census data. If the applicant pool is not
representative of minority involvement in related occupations in the
work force, the position is advertised again. Moreover, to increase thc
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college's contacts with minorities in the community, PGCC regularly

meets with minority representatives of civic organizations, fraternities,

sororities, churches, and businesses. This group acts as an advisory

council to the college, advising it of the availability of minorities for

faculty and administrative positions. Finally, PGCC and Bowie State

University, a predominantly Black four-year college, have instituted a

faculty exchange program designed to increase the number of minori-

ties on campus.

EAsT ANGFI.FS Ctn.! H;t:

The service area of East Los Angeles College in the Los Angeles

Community College District has a 95 percent Hispanic population;

moreover, the college is located in a low-income area with a declining

industrial bast. The Minority Biomedical Research Support Program

(MBRS) was initiated by a dedicated chemistry instructor, Carcy Chan.

Chan, concerned about the 150 students who annually enrolled in her

classes but were not transferring to senior institutions, apt,lied for and

won a National Institutes of Health ( NIH ) grant to establish a biomed-

ical research proieet. Initially, six students were funded, and although

the NIH normally funds only senior institutions, it has continued to fund

Chan's program since 1980. Program statilook for potential and interest

in students as well as good performance records. Approximately 25

students are trained in a campus research lab as undergraduate
researchers. Area universities support this program and offer MBRS

internships in the summer. Students are paid $4,200 for their research

activities and may earn up to $1,500 in summer programs. Over 85

percent of the students who participate in the MBRS program transfer

to senior institutions, and several students are enrolled in Ph.D. or M.D.

programs.

MADISON AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE

Madison Area 'kchnical College in Wisconsin hosts a Minority Pre-
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Collegiate Program for junior-level minority high school students. The

program extends through the students' senior year in high school and

encourages borderline students to graduate from high school and attend

college. The summer program offers the opportunity to attend class i5

hours per week and work 20 hours per week (jobs are those in which

minorities are not typically employed). Counselors, parents, and faculty

work cooperatively in this program.

CITY ("01.1.EGE OF SAN FRANCISCO

City College of San Francisco in California has enrolkd Hispanic

and Black students in a Math Bridge Program that provides special
instruction to strengthen their preparation for transfer to a four-year

institution. Black and Hispanic professionals serve as role models,
lecturing on careers in science, engineering, computer science, and other

math-related fields. A grant from Pacific Telesis Foundation funds the

coordination and evaluation of the program.

CLOVIS COMMUNITY COLLEGF DISTRICT

At Clovis Community College District in New Mexico, an Hispanic

Advisory Council (made up of Hispanic citizens and staff) targets
Hispanic students for recruitment. The council actively recruits from
various community and external markets or enclaves of Hispanic
students. Through Project Forward, the district tries to mainstream
women with dependent children into the work force and away from
welfare dependency. Over 600 women are enrolled in a 20-hour-per-

week program in which intensive counseling and career development

programs are offered in addition to general and adult basic education

courses. President Jay Gurley believes that "community college educa-

tion is an all-encompassing endeavor which must respond to the needs

of.the people who live in the community."

I
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FOND Du LAc conwuNrry COLLEGF

Fond du Lac Community College Center in Minnesota, named for

the Fond du Lac tribe, is located on a Native American reservation. The
center, an extension of the Mesabi Community College campus, is well

known for its "Indian People" focus; it trains in the Ojihwe language and

provides bilingual training for potential teachers. The effectiveness of
the Arrowhead Community College Region's Servi,-es to Indian People

Program is demonstrated by its recruitment and support services orien-

tation, but it is lauded for its 70 percent retention rate of Native
American students (who also can boast of high (PAs). lack Briggs,
director of the Fond du Lac Center, was one of the original participants
of the Minority Fellows Project (a project sponsored by the League for
Innovation in the Community (:ollege and The University of 'Texas at

Austin).

VALFNCIA (.1),WMCWITY COLLEGE

Valencia Community College in Florida has signed agreements with

five historically Black colleges to encourage academically talented
minority students to complete four years of college. The scholarship
program covers two years at Valencia and the remaining two years at one

of the five colleges. The program specifically recognizes that the majority

of Black students begin their higher education at the community college
and earn degrees from traditionally Black colleges.

CONCLUSION

Exemplary programs nationwide convince us that serious and
powerful efforts to address the issues and realities of demographic
changes that demand diversification do exist. They further convince us
that community colleges arc committed to meeting challenges and to
offering innovative and constructive practices by which to encourage
diversity and representation. We offer these programs as examples of
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challenges to current environments and policies relating to the imues of
underrepresentation and cultural diversity.

In the next chapter, leaders speak to these issues in their own voices;

their words are visionary and practical, straightforward and candid, and
absolutely essential in positing the values of their cultures and identities.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

WHAT THE LEADERS
ARE SAYING:

THE VOICES OF DIVERSITY

Tom Gonzaks: Embracing Diversity

Juliet Garcia: Looking to Potential

Ndvia Brady: Embracing Diversity's I )emands

Alfredo de los Santos, Jr.: Planning for I )iversity

Augusta Souza Kappner: Supporting Diversity

Charles Green: Answering the Challenges of Change

Ruth Burgos-Sasscer: lknefitting from Diversity

Al Fernandep Confronting the Issues of Hiring

Judith Valles: Addressing the Hispanic Agenda

Donaki Phelps: Shaping the Standards for Growth

"kssa 'lag le: Creating Campus/Community Partnerships

Raul Cardenas: Creating Opportunities

Ruth Shaw: Examining the Strengths in Diversity

Eduardo Padron: Designing Valuable Environments

Patsy Fulton: Facing the Challenge of Diversity

Nokn Ellison: Risking for Diversity
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There is no better way to capture the essence of the issues

surrounding underrepresentation and underutilization of women and

minorities in American community colleges than to hear from leaders

of these institutions. We listen to their voices, we involve them in the

testimony about changes in the American community college, and we

celebrate the excellence by which they have become leaders of merit and

leaders of competence. These are leaders invoked in the transformation

away from a limited, exclusionary cultural point of view and toward a

more pluralistic or multicultural view.

In this chapter, the words of some community college presidents and

leaders who were interviewed extensively around the issues and ques-

tions of underrepresentation will be heard. The leaders interviewed

represent colleges around the nation. In some cases, their vision is an

intricate part of the college's policies and programs and, therefore, it is

reality. In other cases, we hear the articulation of the "vision," the laying

of the groundwork of those institutional goals that the community

college leader seeks to implementessentially, to exercise indusionary

practices in the American community college. And, finally, we hear the

articulation of the dreams of those who, in the words of John Lennon,

envision "a brotherhood of man:"

lntagine the people sharing all the world_

You may say I'm a dreamer,

But I'm not the. only one.

I hope sow day you'll join us,
And the world will live as one.

(from "Imagine" by John Lennon)
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If there is an integrating characteristic of all those whom we inter-
viewed, it is the view that the American community college is one of the
best places to develop cultural pluralism. lerry Sue Owens, president of
Lakewood Community College in Minnesota, asserts:

There is no better place to value culture diversity than in the
American community college. There is no better place to cele-

brate the convergence of cultures than to look at the students;

than to reflect those students in the staff, the faculty, and the
administration, and to celebrate how that reflection is a
microcosm of A nwrican society.

lier words are eloquent, her ideas are timely, and her vision reflects
that of the leaders whose voices embody the current community college
milieu.

TOM GONZALES: EMBRACING DIVERSITY

kni Gonzales, chancellor of Seattle Community Colleges, discusses
diversity:

Everything we do focuses around people, not brkks and
mortar or growth. It focuses on how we deal with the people

in diversifs ing institutions. Diversity is a thing for leadership,

for future change in education and the work force and in
society.

(;onzales questions how we change culture and how we embrace
diversity; he wonders what imperative is involved in embracing diver-
sity. lie answers:

We must go hack to basicsto look at the values and missions
of the community colleges, to redefine the values of culture
and to make certain that everyone understands that the value
of diversity is represented in voice, in words, in conversation,
in convocation in the American community college. Change is
inevitable in the American community college; we mmt do
everything possible to incorporate needed change. People--
who they represent, who they are, what their needs might
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beare assets that must find their marke.
We must move from looking at people as expenses to

looking at peopk as assets. We must move from looking at the

idea of control to the idea of an open system. We have to move

from the idea of being the same to being tkxible. We have to

move from being individuals and a separate system to being

open kinds of systems. But most of all, we have to bring

people through the processwe have to look at our own

colleges and discover the real self as leader.

Conzaks maintains that the inner self needs to be incorporated into

kadership. that one must discover it because self is important to leader-

shipnot iust in times of crisis, but in times of normalcy. Perhaps

reflecting on Bennis's (1989) notion of leaders who are on the pathway

to self-discovery, he proposes that we must examine our own values as

leaders. And he asks important questions: How do we feel about what

we do? How do we transmit our values? How do we embrace diversity

as a whole? How do we encourage a spirit of understanding?

The very premises on which Amerkan community colleges are based

evolved from the idea of egalitarianism. But the quality of this idea is

connected to the beliefs of providing education for alla fundamental

precept of the American nation. lf we celebrate our entrepreneurial

activity, if we celebrate our technological advancement, if we celebrate

our democracy, we can also celebrate our contribution to the American

public through education.
Gonzales provides a personal view on getting to the top. There is a

price for leadership for minorities; the price is sometimes risk taking,

sometimes insecurity, and sometimes going against the values of your

own culture. He observes that there is a level of intensity among people

who want to move fast, that ones family may suffer, and that peoee who

put great value on family may be offended by that. But if you wan! to be

a leader, if you have an agenda, if you have social responsibility, if you

understand self, then you must move ahead. He calls his counterparts

"pioneers" in the fiddpeopk who are in the spotlight, people who have

been !laced "on the spot." However, if someone in the spotlight stum-
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Nes or falls, it is easy for others to consider him or her a failure. So he
cautions members of ethnic minorities against stumbling, falling, and
failing, and he advises that they become more supportive of each other.

JULIET GARCIA: LOOKING TO POTENTIAL

Juliet Garcia, president of 'kxas Southmost College, lists as her two
primary concerns her faculty and administrators, and herstudents. The
20 poorest counties in the nation are in southern Texas, and the college
is located in an area where there are few postsecondary schools. The
population is indigenous Hispanics (there since Texas's early develop-
ment days), and there are few facilities for developing that society. In

many political science textbooks. authors suggest that there has been
overt discrimination aimed at Hispanics who live in southern 'kxas. But
we leave that issue to the textbooks for the moment.

Garcia notes that hiring and selection procedures at the college are
directed at seeking out diversity. Early in her term as president. she found
it obvious that faculty hired people who looked like themsdves the
classic concept of selection of sameness. She has now instituted an inten-
sive recruitment policy. combined with a new recruitment initiative;
Applicants who have a master's degree in education can be hired only if
they agree to abide by the iirm directive that within the next two years
they complete a required 18 hours of coursework in their discipline; when
the requirement is met, the faculty member is then, and only then,
eligible for tenure. This new policy has provided recruiting and hiring
alternatives that allow the college to seriously attract more Hispanic
candidates, both male and female.

Garcia directs college selection committees to look forfrom all the
people applying for a jobthe individual who can do the best job for
the college right now. Sometimes, she adds, that selection r-quirement
compels the committee to ignore some variables and look to people who
have a potential for production. When one looks at potential and dares
to take a difficult stand, the outcome can be diversity. Garcia notes;

My goal is to try to expand diversity. I try to never iniect into
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Ow hiring process selection factors that narrow the pool and

limit diversity. I am aware of those factors, but I attempt to

eliminate them so that the "cream rises."

Her interest in students is keen. Entering with, on average, seventh-

grade reading levds and eighth-grade math levds, 92 percent of her

students cannot enter regular college courses at her college. Garcia

undertook a "mission impossible:" to raise reading levels by two to four

years in one semester. After raising $i million in her own area in 18

months, also a "mission impossible," she received $2 million from the

Department of Education.
Thus began Texas Southmoses scholarship endowment program.

Beginning in the seventh grade, students taking college preparatory

courses begin to receive credit fir tuition and earn money for entry into

Texas Southmost College. In this last year, old people, young peopk, and

students on the brink of entering college have begun to earn scholarship

money. As Garcia points out, etkct change you have to do more than

develop the student."
Moreover, in a direct 2 4 2 relationship with the high schools, (;arcia

was able to effect a curriculum change in the local high school that
provides for more courses that meet transfer requirements into the

college. Garcia has looked realist kally at her special situation, the social

milieu, the economic hardships, and has decided ti effect change. She

can now say with pride:
We have made massive change. It's no accident that I larvard

and Stanford ctmw in Vcariv to recruit our top i percent. We

have been .1 long time waiting for educat i.m to come to our

community. We won't see change unless we do sonw drastic

things to cause that change 10 occur.

NELVIA BRADY: EMBRACING DIVERSITY'S DEMANDS

Nelvia Brady, chancellor of City Colkges of Chicap in Illinois, is

the only female chancellor in the Illinois Comnmnity (Alege System.

She offers some sociological observations about her role, noting that it
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takes time to become part of the dub, to build contacts, and to devdop
networks.

Brady finds that role modeling is important. She must acquaint
others, especially young women and minority women, with goals that
have not been there in the past and with the feeling that "if she can do
it, I can do it." But she emphasizes a critical point about this role
mudding: She must make certain that the model she presents is realistic
and that others understand that achieving a presidency or a chancellor-
ship requires certain stepssteps that must be taken wisely, with the
understanding that a certain amount of risk is involved.

Brady handles her job in a much different fashion than did her male
predecessors. She is told that she is more open, more accessible, more
"down-to-earth:" that her policies are more inclusive; and that s'oe is less
tied to the status than to the promise of her position. Some view these
behaviors as diminishing the position; in the old style of thinking, the
position should be an ivory tower, and there should be distance between
the chancellor and others because leadership is a lonely system. These
are not her views. She believes that those are the old Yardsticks and that
they don't apply to her or to her style as the leader of her district:

My style is rdated to my sender. I have ,1 struggle to maintain

my position. I have a struggle to understand and to make
others understand my style. I have m struggle to maintain the

difference between me and others who have sered in this
position.

Bradv sees that a tremendous additional burden is sometimes placed
on women as leaders because they are called on so mmv times to do so
many things. She is always on call to address constituencies as a speaker
and to serve as a representative or role modd. With so few women in the
pipeline and with a woman as leader still being such a novel situation,
women in positions of power, especially minority women, have a
tremendous responsibility to represent themselves to constituent groups
and to others who want to emulate them.

Brady has what she calls a "three-square job:" (I) she responds to her
constituencies and is 011 call to them at all times; t 2) she fulfills her role
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as CR) of her college district, cleaning up problems and moving
forward; and (3) she plays the role of being Black. She accepts the

demands that all these mks create.

ALFREDO DE LOS SANTOS, JR.: PLANNING FOR DIVERSITY

As vice chancellor for educational development of the Maricopa

County Comnmnity Colkge District in Arizona, Alfredo de los Santos,

Ir. is driven by his father's advice to "let people grow." He bdieves his iob

has two components: to study human nature:and to study how organi-

zations do and do not work.
The first Hispanic president of a U.S. community college. de los

Santos believes that by extending time and information to people. lw

diseussing hiring procedures that emphasize affirnut ive action, and by

having a board that .s conscientiously committc to affirmative action.

appropriate and acceptable representation can he achieved. Maricopa

County Community Colkge District has come a long way: It is now

staffed by so percent men and so percent women, with good racial and

ethnic representation and with a close reflection to the ethnic distribu-

tion in the state. Efforts to create similar conditions in its various colleges

are major agenda items as de kis Santos spearheads a task force to plan

and coordinate a comprehensive plan lcir the Nlaricopa District in the

twenty-first century.

AUGUSTA SOUZA KAPPNER: SUPPORTING DIVERSITY

Augusta Sot1/4 Kappner, president of Borough of Manhattan
Community College (BMCC) in New York, speaks to the issues of
supporting diversity and putting new faces in the workplacethe faces

of women, ethnic minorities, and the disabled. Kappner addresses proh-

kms at her own college with the simple philosophy of "we have to do a

better job." She has fcmnd the filllowing problems to be critical at 1411,1(X.

and the Wowing solutions to be effecthe.
Problems implementing diversit) ao related to retention: Mont to the
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specific problems of women and ethnic groups. Fifty percent of all minori-
ties who enroll in higher education enroll in community colleges;
retention and the promotion of excellence among minorities and women
are critical issues. They are especially so for Kappner in a colkge where52

percent of the students are Black, u) percent are hi ispanic,8 percent are
Asian. to percent are White, (17 percent are women, 48 percent are part-
tinw, and 2o percent are non-native speakers.

When a freshman skills assessment test became a critical part of the
policy and program at BMC(. tin fall 1989), faculty leaders, the presi-
dent, and the adminktration realized that there had to he a program that
addressed the freshman population and its special needs. They began a
pre-freshman immersion program, now in its fifth year. In this program,
there is an esprit de corps, an enforcement of the spirit of success, and
an active attempt to retain students before freshmen ever come tt) class.
Initially, in i986, approximately 70 students enrolled; in 1987 there were
700 students; in 1988, 1.2.00 students; in 1989. 1419 students; and in 1990,

over i.soo students will enroll in the pre-freshman immersion program.
Itw outcomes: 91 percent of the students completed their pre-freshman
program, and 93 percent of those students completed their tirst
semester- --an increase of almost 3o percent in first-semester completions
over previous years. he prc-freshman iminersion program works. It
retains students, it has the support or the gmernor of New York and the
state legislature. and it has been recognized for excellence in student
support and retention by the City University of New Y.irk.

ProblemN with hiring procedures: Create an expanded applicant pool.
In i9t49 the goal of hiring to reflect student body population was critical
at BNicc. Reach-out programs, advertisemcnts, and networking
reflected efforts at expanding the applicant pool. Moreover, new tech-
niques for hiring and for interviews focused on diversity. Of the 43 new
employees hired that year. 22 were minorities.

Problems with cultural integration: Reach out to the ethnic comnm-
nit): Kappner invited her parent campus, City University of New York
((:UM.), to become involved in the problems on her campus. She talked
to administrators about training and about key individuals who needed
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to be trained in administration. She sensitized her staff to confront their

present behavior, to confront change, and to understand student iweds.

She invited an Institute for American Pluralism team to train college

administrators and to communicate with then1 for one year about cross-

cultural integration.
Problems with professional development: Provide support .far pro.fes-

sional growth. In Ws Kappner began the All Rut Dissertation ( ARM

Seminar Programtenured faculty were encouraged to pursue and

compkte their doctoral programs. She identified those litculty who had

not completed their degrees, especially women and minorities, and

invited David Sternburg, author of I low to Complete aml Survive a

Dissertation, to consult with them. She released faculty from courses for

as many as two semesters. A peer seminar met weekly to stimulate and

motivate each other and to sha problems. Since the RNIC(: program

began, five facultyone Black man, three Black women, and one White

womanhave completed Ph.l ).s. This year five faculty members are

participating. Observing MR:Cs success, the City University of New

York has implemented its own Faculty Advancement Program.

Problems with curriculum: Provide Nupport ji,r cultural balance.

Kappner invited CUNY to talk to liMCC about a balanced curriculum

seminar based on gender, race, and social diversity. She gave individuals

and representatives release time to devdop this more comprehensive

curricula view. (lasses were held on campus. From that initiative, a

permanent faculty Committee on Enhancing Pluralism was established

to look at links between curriculum and noncurriculum events around

the issues of pluralism, to look for faculty activities to enhance diversity,

and to promote gender, ethnic, and racial balance in course content.

One day of faculty development is devoted annually to enhimcing

diversity. The recommendat ions of the faculty committee on enhancing

pluralism include institutional accountability, developing strong ethnic

and women's studies programs, increasing faculty devdopment keeping

an emphasis on students, and recruiting minority faculty. The intent of

these suggestions is to incorporate culturalism, pluralism, and diversity

not only into the consciousness of the faculty, students, staff, and admin-
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istrators, but also into the curriculum. The COM mittee believes that
faculty nnist look at texts in which there are topics related to pluralism
and diversity and that they must look at ways to encourage students to
celebrate their pasts, their accomplishments, and their unique contri-
butions. They want to "infuse" pluralism and diversity into their courses,

thus changing their curriculum.

CHARLES GREEN: ANSWERING THE

CHALLENGES OF CHANGE

Charles Green, formerly president of Rio Salado t :ominuMty College

in Arizona and currently chancellor of Houston Community Colkge
System in Texis, says:

We need to grow into situations. We need to have krolleges,

tnoversit les, who are aWare itt the necessity of the education

realitystudent and faculty cultural diversity is upon us.

People must have opportunities to be in training, in lead-

ership trainiJig: you have to encourage people who exhihit

talent; you must, as CEOInd especially as a minority CI:0,

hiok specifically for those people who exhibit talent anti then

try to lead, try to llolster, try to enwurage their own training.

In particular, ( ;reen looks to the Minority Mentoring Program insti-

tuted by the I.eague for Innovation and The University of 'texas at Austin

(he is a responsible mentor for several Kdlogg Fellows in that group), to

the Fexas Minority Program at Texas A&M University, and to fhe
University of Teus Community College I vadership Program. lie is opti-

mistic about the role of women and minorities in positions of kadership.

is even optimistic when he talks about the dilemma in the minds of
nonminority people who are saying to themselves, "Why am I not the
one who gets promoted? I work hard. Why should affirmative action, a
quota system, a set-aside system, encourage and promote someone over
me?" The concern about backlash is real and is an important considera-
tion when ollering leadership opportunities and quality and excellence for

women and minorities in the American community college. Green says:

Ira
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I hive people. I im in this business beCituNe 1 lore people. I can

even count on those people in spite of the backlash. I have

greater hope tOr the ending than hktory has given us. More

people today are aware. More people today want change.
Xhire people understand what we are working for. And more

people know who We are working for. And more people

believe that we are working for them.

RUTH BURGOS-SASSCER: RENEFITTING FROM DIVERSITY

Ruth littrgos-tiasscer, %.ice president of I larry S. Truman College in

Illinois, asks the question: NN`hat does it take for I lispanics to succeed in

the American community college? She notes that the number of
Hispanics in community college.% is well below their numbers in the

general population, not only among students and faculty, hut among

administrators. The American Council on Fducation documents that

only 18 percent of students and 12 percent of administrators are members

of minorities (7.6 percent Black, 2 percent Hispanic, t.5 percent Asian,
and o.4 percent Native American I. The Illinois system includes 49
community colleges, and minorities represent 62 percent of the student

populat km. Only five of the 49 community colkges have mMority pres-

idents, all of whom are Black. There are only two women community
college presidents and no Hispanic community college presidents. In an

area around Chicago. where 20 percent of the total population and 27

percent of the student population is Hispanic, there are very kw repre-

sentatives in administration or faculty, and thus few role models. In the

entire state there is only one Hispanic vice president and one Ilispanic

chancellor. There are no Hispanic deans of instruction.
Burgos-Sasscer questions why Hispanic representation is so low. Is

the pool limited? Are the qualifications such that no Hispanic can enter
these positions? Is there not enough being done for those who arc

qualified? Is it important to demonstrate extra eflOrt? She answers:
Yes, extra effort must he made. We must reach out, welcome,

and employ affirmative action so that minorities can get to

18 9
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the imeryiew. But when we get to the inter% kw stage. we tew

get iobs--perhaps it's because we do not tit the Nt a ntia rd
image. This irt umstance must change; we must ex mine
what is occurring during the inter iew itself.

In Burgos-Sasscer's own college, data demonstrate that there are 20

percent Asians; percent Black and Caribbean students; 14 percent
Hispanic and Central and South American students; and 1.9 percent
Native Americans. The remaining minority students come from the
Middle East and Fastern Europe. There are 1.3oo Soviet Jews.
Interestingly, only to percent of the facultt are minorities. and there are
rarely new hires.

Burgos-Sasscer relates a story that speaks to the issue of insensitivity

and misunderstanding of minorities at the administrative level, In a
neighboring community college where minority stutknts are not in the
maiority, there was a pronounted concern about hiring a minority leader
and an immediate reaction of faculty and staff to this effect: "We don't
want a president who speaks with an accent. We don't want to focus on
the tit into the community. We want to focus on image!"

Burgos-Sasseer believes colleges should focus on skills and Went,
and institutions will benefit from diversity. Institutions must embrace
cultural pluralism as a cultural value. !ler image of the melting pot is a
salal bowl tilled with various types of vegetables1 blended and united by
a dressing: The various vegetables in the salad represent various groups
of people and the dressing symboliies common goals and ideals. She
cautions about assigning intlexibk characteristics to mmagement styles,
and she urges everyone involved with community colleges to expand
their understanding of the contributions of ethnic minorities.

AL FERNANDLZ: CONFRONTING THE ISSUES OF HIRING

Al Fernandez, chancellor of Coast Community College District in
California, has confronted the critical issues of hiring. California
Assembly Bill 1725 and the changing nature of the state's demography are
forcing California community colleges to change their hiring practices.

1 9
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AB 1725 dictates that one-third of a community colkgess faculty must

represent its area's minority population by the year 1992. Aware that there

are few minorities in the pipeline and concerned that the attention to

this problem is focused primarily on Hispanics and Blacks rather than

on women or Asians. Fernandez has made hiring reforms in his district.

He has asked his faculty to establish recruitment teams to search fm and

talk to perspective candidates and to make a prdiminary offer to tbe best

candidate, rernande? has also established, with UC-Irvine, an intern.-

ship for doctoral studies that is open to everyone but focuses on minority

students.
Fernandez believes that "community colleges are the key to the

future of the nation" and that it is important for community collegc:i to

develop a future work force, to evaluate their curricula. and to identify

global goals. To these ends, Fernandez has made the following changes:

The college hos established relationships with groups in I oodoo,

Paris, t,:osta Rica, and Japan
(:oastline will begin to offer courses at three sites in Japan in the

near future
The district is aligned with the World Trade ( :enter

More ;imernational students have been attracted to Coastline by

the International Culture Center
The college has started a training program with local police

departments to recruit from minority groups and to develop
bask school programs

How are all of these initiatives managetli` Fernande, points to a
shared governance model, identifying it as the key to what is happening

in California. lie points to the critical need for faculty, staff, and admin-

istration to develop a working paper for shared gmernance, particularly

in light o the new initiatives encouraged by new budget allocations for

more work on retention, marketing, and recruiting. lie recommends
that this working paper, and all eventual initiatives, be designed by a

culturally diverse population.
Fernandez views this diversity as inevitable. His analogy is simple:

The obstacles that have limited representation by minorities have acted
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as debris dogging a dam. As the water rises behind that dam, it will wash
the debris away. That forward movement cannot be stopped.

JUDITH VALLES: ADDRESSING THE HISPANIC AGENDA

Judith Valles, president of Orange Coast Colkge in California,
provides a personal view of what happens in the struggle to become a
leader. While influenced by the North American ideas of pragmatism
and the practical approach that deals with goals, preparation, and
looking to the future, she views the South American approach as critical
to her way of thinkingthinking motivated not from pragnutism or
rationalism, hut from pathos, from the intuitive necessity of and the
sensitive appreciation for empathy and for understanding people's
actions and innate qualitks. /ler views reflect both the rational, goal-
oriented approach aPd the learning-through-pathos approach. While
goals can be future-oriented, they can also incorporate the pathos
approach in a critical combination of the hest of the North and the best
of the South.

In her own struggle to become a leader in the community college,
Valles has been awakened to the political realities of class and society.
Her first work experiences were as a fifth-grade teacher; th,ough hard
work and active competition, she quickly moved into ;ea, hing innior
high students and serving as coordinator and depai tment head for
languages. She then moved to the community college and began her
risefirst as an adjunct professor, then a department head, and then a
division chairperson. As she progressed beyond di ision chairperson,
she was increasingly confronted by the issue of racism. She interviewed
for dean and was subsequently named to the position; many people said
that she was named because she was Hispanic. This accusation taught
her that moving up the ladder, working harder, being active, and
competing carried with it a political struggle. Valles tells a story, a myth
about that struggle that has become tOr her an analogy for Hispanic
cooperation:

An old man and a link hoy were leaving the beach, carrying 41
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bucket of crabs between them. The link boy, worrkd that he

would lose their catch, kept pushing any escaping crab back

into the pail. The grandfather warned him not to be so

koncerned about the crab that was getting to the top of the

pail, but to observe the process that invoked all of the crabs.

lie wisely observed the wav the crab had of escaping, that

perhaps the crabs were pushing together so that ..ne could

nhike an escape.

Valles appreciates the lesson in this story. }Lithe than sabotaging
each others' attempts to rise to the top. I fispanics are ioining together to

push upward those who seek to climb the ladder of success.
Valles raised ,mother issue with which she has had to contend: the

"Hispanic agenda." Accusations that nontraditional gnitipswhether

Hispanic. Black, or femaleare unable to see outside their own group
and do not value the dominant cult ire must be answered. She answers
with the following advice: People may want you to be their agenda, and

you cannot; You must he professional and have no particularities, you

must balance all it LIa.-stitins, you must survive unpopular decisions, and

you must have a clear idea of who You are, where you intend to go, and

why you plan to go there.

DONALD PHELPS: SHAPING THF STANDARDS FOR GROWTH

Donald Phelps, chancellor of Los Angeles Community College
)istrict, California. acknowledged that the key to his growth and devel-

opnwni, and his education, was his decision to "believe and he persistent

and organized and iust do it." When he began college, he looked at going

there as something he could do "one day at a time." and he did. This

philosophy oidedding to do something and then being persistent about

accomplishing it pervades his thinking.
Phelps believes that more is to be gained by being inside working

than outside fighting. He speaks of the critical role of networks and
camaraderie, stating that it is important to find out what the Black
community is capable of doing, and it is important that Black people

9.4
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laugh and talk to enrich each other's souls because this camaraderie
provides energy and allmvs Blacks to talk about their unique probkms.
Phelps speaks of his own mentors: a former vice president at Boeing,
who taught him that Blacks as industrial leaders should learn about poli-
tics, parties, and issues; another mentor who nurtured his musical talent,
which later opened doors for him; a "stately, classy, White woman whose
husband had been a professor at Howard University," who provoked him
to open books and who made him interested in the nation and the world
as a whole; and his predecessor as chancellor of the Seattle Community
(2011cge I)i,,trict, who encouraged him to think broacils: and, on hiring
him. acknowledged Phelps's leadership abilities by saving. "I am sure you
will succeed me."

Now, as chancellor of the largest COMMUnity college district in the
nation, Phelps recogni/es the inherent power of his position and the
responsibility for using it judiciously-- to move people toward accept-
able behavior and to educate them to understand the rationale for and
tne importance of such behavior. He maintains that one should not use
power to make people mad or sad. For example. he believes he can get
faculty to seek minority candidates by wielding the power of- his posi-
tion, but also by explaining, by educating, and bv learning all there is to
know about the hiring "facts" at the college.

TESSA TAGLE: CREATING CAMPUS/COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

lessa agle, ice president and hietacatkmk officer of the Nkdical
Center ( :a mpus of i lade (:ommunity College in Florida, has a

unique theory about belief and truth: "Belief is truth as I would like it
to be, but truth is truth as it turns out to be." One can wish for the moon,
but must deal with the environment as it really is. Her campus. a health
care specialty facility, trains nurses and medical technicians. Although
the school provides more than two-thirds of the registered nurses in
Dade County, Tagk knows the need is greater and that she will have to do
a better iob. The truth of her situation is that I )ade Count c has high
unemploynwnt. and her campus is in a disadvantaged neighborhood
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and is located near a number of r dttl complexes. Thgle has used that

critical data to change the direction and focus of her campus.

Tagk recognizes the importance of a strong rdationship between her

campus and the community. She realizes that the campus should be a

nexus for the community- something not easily accomplislwd. To

accomplish this, one must take on a new set of prohlems----problems not

normally found in a campus owironnwnl. This action, of course, creates

a conflictin terms of what one expects from a campus climate and the

restructuring of that climate in the community. As a potential support

tOr creating such a nexus. 'I'agle has looked to tlw neighborhood to iden-

tify neighborhood leaders and to have them discuss with leaders of the

medical school what can be done to improve their relationship and to

establish A eiimmimiiv nexus.
One sterling outcome of this strategv is a -new- medical school:

Support and money from Southwestern Bell has created a niedical school

for kids. l'eatured on the "Todav" show, Tagk explained that one caimot

begin too early to interest children in continuing their education. I ler

program is designed for youngsters between the ages of it and 14 (one-

third of the youth are Black, one-third are Whiteind one-third
I I ispanic L Bringing disadvantaged children in from the neighborhood.

Tagle has sought to enliven, encourage. and draw out desires that

students do not even know they have and introduce children to an

exciting academic environment in which they might continue.

he relationship with the community is l'urt her enhanced when that

community sees reflections of its own diversity in the college persimnd.

Rut Tagk experiences difficulty in finding minorities to hire, especially

in the market as it exists today, and especially considering that there are

no large numbers of minorities in the pipeline. Vet Miami-Dade
OnnmunityColkge mandates that 50 percent of its new hires he minori-

ties. Tagk charaeteristicidly focuses on the specifics of a plan: goals must

be accompanied by expectations:keep your faculty and administration

aware of your plans and goals; hire at mid-level positions; have a plan

that includes finding the funds neccessary for locating and seeking out

ligibk and competent new minority hires,
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An important initiative to identify and recruit minorities has been
implemented at Miami-Dade: a collegewide minority fellowship
program to recruit bachdor's degree hokkrs, to fund their master's
degrees in wlected disciplines, and then to hire them to teach at Miami-
Dade. A Sio,000 stipend is provided to the minority recipient for one
year; in return, the faculty member must commit to three years of
teaching in the district.

Vith such an interest ind emphasis on diversity at Miami-Dade
Commtmity College, higle has organized cross-cultural workshops in
which faculty, administrationind students---and often outside
speakerscome together to talk about their perceptions and the social
characteristics of culture. Candid conversations reveal amazing sets of
filters that people bring to situations. Objectives of the workshops arc to
encourage people to be open and receptive to others and to change those
filters in terms ofgender, ethnicity, economic status, or social status. The
ultimate goal is to limit tensions that exist on campus.

Finally, 'Lillie asserts that it is important to afford minorities oppor-
tunities to get a universal view of the world. In her experience, minorities
come in the back door, even in the community college, and they are
"victims of special programs or community education or student
servic...s." Therefore, we must do more to provide them an opportunity
to see the world at large, to see the colkge as a whole, and to give them a
bird's eye view. We must serve their needs beyond the little worlds that
they have experienced, to give them a broad-based socializing experience.

Another outcome of 'Fagle's relationship-building strategies is
"Elands for Health," a program designed to fund more scholarships, to
call attention to her medical complexmd to give some identity and
image to the area of town in which she lives. Tagk invites a celebrity to
attend a particular gala and uses that occasion to cast the cekbrity's hand
in bronze. Among those so "bronzed" are the musical conductor of the
Miami Opera, Willie Walters; Gloria Estefan. a Miami-based, interna-
tionally known singer; and medical professionals, such as Joe Lesock or
Michael Dellakey. The cekhrity hands are displayed at the college, indi-
cating that these celebrities will give a helping hand to the college and to

9
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the community by ,peeiticallv raising money for medical scholarships.

RAUL CARDENAS: CREATING OPPORTUNITIES

Raul Cardenas, president of South Mountain Community College,

Maricopa ( :minty ( mmunity College I )ist Het in Arizona, was hired as

its first president---he was to head a college that was to be built in an area

desperately in need of urban renewal fie struggled with the mind-set of

the peopk. in this area that the college would not be of any to them

and that they would not have any permanent involvement with it. The

caege has had to work very hard to overcome a gene, allied perceptior

that it is not quite as good as the other college campuses. Although many

of the early concerns about the negative aspects of the community have

never been realized, Cardenas recognizes that this 4, oncern has not

entirdy disappeared.
( .irdenas sees the relationship between the college and the commu-

nity as critical to the success of both. lie believes that the goals of the

college should be drawn from and reflect the ne;-:s of the community--

for example. the drop-out problem and other soci...1 problems that exist

in the community must be recognized by the college and dealt with in

innovative ways.
Cardenas has initiated several programs to ddress community prob-

lems. The ( ;El ) program provides high school &op-outs the opportunity

to earn a diploma, and it allows them to march at a graduation ceremony

at their own high sehool. One of the benefits of this program. Cardenas

agrees, is that the parents love to see their sons and daughters gradu-

ating. frequently being the first in their families to do so.

The Achieving College Education (ACE) Program began as a Ford

Foundation project in 1984 and facilitates the transfer of minorities and

disadvantaged students to college. The high percentage of drop-outs

among Hispanics and Native Americans drove Cardenas's initial interest

in this project. Using data from a tracking procedure that identifies the

lower quartile of high school students in several high schools in his

service area, Cardenas and his team visit the schools to interest these
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students in going to college. By the end of their sophomore year. the
students are invited into the college to see what is happening and to go
through a summer bridge experience that will get them jobs, computer
training. personal development training, and an active learning course
that earns them tAlege credit. (lasses are provided on the high school
Callipuses. Alter the students' junior rear there is a second summer expe-
rience. somewhat broader than the first. The students are allowed to take
courses at the college, and the college continues its serious approach to

computer tracking-studem attendance is constantly monitored. and
counselors f011ow Up 011 those students whose absences warrant inter-
vention.

What is the &lied of the At. 1-. program? ( ardenas believes that
stm dents ar.: motivated by this program to complete high school, to go
to college, and to be suecessful there. The program gets parents involved
and it allow, integration of high school facilities, college facilities, and
university facilities in devdopMg the program (a 2 + 2 + 2 program). It
involves faculty from all three institutions working together to increase
the likelihood that students will be monitored along the way to be
successful in all of these areas.

CardenaS sees an imgoing problem with the inherent mind-set of
the community. People in the community must be brought to under-
stand. lw example and by experience. t h.tt the college can be a factor for
success in their lives. Changing the minds of thi:; population, creating
confidence or even .t willingness to consider that the eollege can make a
difference. is slow and tedious. As an example. Cardenas noted that
Paradise Valley Community College, set in a very affluent community,
invited high school seniors and their parents to a Saturday meeting.
Three thousand invitations were extended and woo people participated.
CArdenas and South Mountain Community College extended the same
invitation to their community; 8,000 invitations were mailed and to
people participated. Such occurrences indicate that the college must
work harder and Iv
it.

even more motivated to change the mind-set against
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RU rH SHAW: EXAMINING THE STRENGTHS IN DIVERSITY

Ruth Shaw, president of Central Piedmont Community College in
North Carolina, speaks of a future in which the strengths of a diverse
culture are its most prominent features. She identities hiring as a critical
effort in increlsing diversity in colleges. Questions Ann who should be
involved in the hiring process and under what conditions raise thorny
issues. Rut they should be answered lw providing open forums for
discussion, establishing selection advisory committees, and knowing
what you are looking for and how to recruit. Shaw believes underrepre-

sentation in the legislature, in the community, and in leadership
positions can change only when there are shifts in those who govern and
who control money and programs that will expedite change, and that
these shifts have not vet occurred.

In response to this need for change. Shaw kels community colleges

must have a genuine commitment to build diversity, to nurture good
and developing leaders, to allow change to occur incrementally, to help
teachers develop a more institutional view, to modd valuing diversity.
and to incorporate these ideas into the fabric or culture or climate of the
college community. While she acknowledges that diversity brings prob-

lemssuch as differences in points of view and polarities in
perspectivesshe feels the problems can be healthy; sometimes tension,
turmoil, and vastly different perspectives are best dealt with when they

are finally brought out in the open. It is these differences that provide a

realistic view of the worlda view to which people must, and will.
become accustomed. We must assess the strength that lies in being
different and encourage the freedom to he so.

Shaw warns against creating an unhealthy environment by thinking
that bad things happen to us because we are women, because we are
Black, or because we arc Hispanic. If we think in this way. if we create
this unhealthy environment, we inhibit our ability to examine ourselves;

and it becomes difficult to get honest feedback. Thus, we establish a
negative fantasy notiemwe fulfill our own fantasies and behave in ways

destructive to all parties.
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EDUARDO PADRON: DESIGNING VALUABLE ENVIRONMENTS

Eduardo Padron, vke president and chief executive officer of the
Wolfson Campus of NI iam Dade ( 7om mun it y :ollege in Florida, strives

to develop the relmitmship between a campus and its community.
Padron appreciates the decentralized structure of the various campuses
of Miami-l)ade t.:ommunity College. This mrucwre gives each campus a

unique opporwnity to reflect the community it serves and provides him
the unique opportunity to direct that service. Padron's beliek about
community college education include:

The campus is a microcosm of the community and the commu-

nity environment. International flags are flown on Padron's
t:ampus.

impressions are valuable. Staff members are national models,
representative of the people being served. Padron thinks they
create harmony and provide a family-type atmosphere. lie
hopes that faculty and staff reflect the student body, that
students find education to be an enriching growth exercise, that

people fed they belong, that they find that others care, and that
they find comfort in the college environment. "I get eneouraging

letters from students." Padron says, congratulating him about
the progiams that motivate and stimulate them and about
ext:eptional faculty who recognize the needs of this diverse
population.
1110 school students need earls. encouragement. There is a
strong rdationship INetween the %%Arson (:ampus and its feeder

schools.

Special programs reflect responses to the community's needs. At

the Wolfson Campus, a college bilingual program enrolls 3,000

students; its curriculum and faculty arc entirely bilingual. A
business program serves the needs of the businesses that
surround the area. Strong in the humanities and the arts,
Wolfsem supports programs in architecture, computers, and
legal assistance. Enrichment programs offer special experiences
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for students beyond the classroom. An outstanding example is

the Miami Book Fair International, which draws famous authors

from all over the world into Miami and to the Wolfson Campus

to exhibit and sell their books. Open to the comnmnity, the fltir

provides.an incredible opportunity to work with major literary

people and authors of the world. Included in the activities are

authors' workshops, lectures, and panels. Thk extracurricular

affair, supported by the help of h000 volunteers. has received

worldwide recognition. (This rear the American Book Awards

moved their capital to Miami from New York.)

When asked about his heroes and models for living. Vadron

responds, "I admire a lot of people, but my heroes are very kw. But thcre

are those who make a ditkrence, those who teaCh you by example; they

are not cdehrities, but people who make a difference in everyday )ife

wherever they live within society and within communities:.

PATSY FULTON: FACING THE CHALLENGE of DIVERSITY

Patsy hilton, president of Brookhaven t.ollege in Dallas County

:ommu nit y :ollegc )ist rid LI }CE :( :I)} in 'Um's, identities perception

as a major harrier to representation. But she notes that simply having a

pet cept itm about someone else or some group is not the obstacle to

underrepresentat ion: The obstacle is that our perceptions are played out

by our behaviors. If many people believe that leaders who are hired on

the basis of a quota system, fin example, are less capable. and that hiring

practices suffer from the "reverse discrimination" involved in a quota

system, then bad behaviors follow. And another, larger barrier, the envi-

ronmental barrier, exists outside of the perceptions of people. Once a

minority person is employed, then there may be a barrier in terms of

that person's feeling or attitudes toward the environment he or she has

entered. This is a barrier to retention. We may not he able to hold on to

our new leader because we have not treated them professionally and

they have not been accepted. It is difficult to see whether these actions

are overt or covert or perhaps both.
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I XX( I) has a hiring goal of 4o percent of what is called the "under-

represented population--a goal aimed primarily at faculty because in
the district as a whole the numbers seem fairly good in professional stall',

in support staff, and in administration, hut very low in terms of faculty.
Fulton has several views on cultural pluralism. She strongly values

people being given a chance to do whatever they can, and she hdieves
all people have the right to be represented and that achieving diversity
should be education's number one priority. Education exists for all
people. and failure to allow aiXess to educatkm to all people means that
st)cietal antl economic problems will continue to grow in magnitude and
to negativdy affect our society. Fulton states:

value diversity. I value that our total population accepts that

diversity k important. I value looking at the broader picture

ot the state and the nation. I value that what we need to do is

to ensure that the United states is a good place to live in the

future. I value that without education the work force will not
be a place that will support future generations. Perhaps it will

destriw the value that the United States will be a good place
InliVe in the future.

I don't think underrepresented people have had equal
iipportunity. I tl4m1 accept that they have equal opporiuno.

We must redress the grievance in terms ot providing oppor
tunny. We have a target at Brookhaven that 4o percent of our
new hires will be represented lw women and members ot

racial and ethnic minorities. We have looked at Mir numbers

and talked .thout the importance of achieving diversity, that

achieving diversity is an element of the concept of role-
modeling, and where we are headed in the future in our state.
We never pushed tlw idea of hiring the best, and that is a goal

that we will achieve in addition to achieving diversity.

Fuhon attacks problems as they exist. Not only is she open to her
faculty and assertive in her statements about the underrepresentation of

groups, hut she also contacts "people who gruuthle" about issues of
hiring and underrepresentation. She talks to individuals about their
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dissatisfaction and brings issues oti.t into the open. She talks about what

is the best policy. More important, she notes that if the response of the

community college fails to move it toward this diversity1 if there is failure

at the local kvel, then obviously control will come from above. Agencies,

state legislatures, or national laws will step in. probably instituting poli-

cies that are out of sync with the individ.,al needs, environments, and

special differences that make campuses unique.

At Brookhaven College, there are special programs to encourage

retention of underrepresented faculty and students:

Clubs have been organiied: the International t :htb, the I lispanic

Chth, and the Black Club help to fOrm support groups for

faculty and students.
Black mentors from the faculty, from business, and from the

area around Brookhaven College are encouraged to bekome
involved in activities on and off campus.

Two directoriesone for Blacks and one for I lispanicshave
been develor cd to provide some interconnection among these

groups.
Administrators and faculty have looked at their curriculumat
what the curriculum looked like to the average student and what

it didn't look like to the average student. Vhere the curriculum

seems one-sided, they have integrated the curriculum to include

those who had been underrepresenied.
tAmon devised a survey instrument to assess the issues of racism.

Used as a pre- and post-test, the survey indicated that while

some people at the college initially believed that racism existed,

the post-test showed that students were becoming more and

more integrated, that they didn't fed segregated, and that they

felt that the college gave them a good learning environment.
Most important, students said, "I want to stay at Brookhaven."

Faculty and administration identified the "American Values"

class as an important part of the college curriculum and began

to look at stereotypes in the class and discuss them. These are

powerful experiences for the students.
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Fulton maintains that everyone must see that what they do is their
own responsibility. We are all responsible and obliged to establish diver-

sity. Education serves as a catalyst fc,.. change within the community, and
we must allow that change to occur. She recogni/es that change is not
easy. People need to work on core values, and there are not any short-
cuts. One cannot just meet affirmative action requirements without
comment and without commitment. Fuhon's message is: You meet, you
address. you understand, but you do so with your heart in it.

Fulton believes that there is an issue of race, not just at the college
level, hut in the community. Moreover, she believes that if her institu-
tion and the I )allas County Community College District as a whole show
diversity and prove that education is an avenue for people to come
together and talk to each other. then others may begin to do so as well. It
is important that the circles produced by this ripple etkct move out from
the educational institution into the society.

NOLEN ELLISON: RISKING FOR DIVERSITY

Nolen Ellison, president of Cuyahoga ( ;ommunity College in Ohio.
is a man who speaks specifically to the unique perspective of the commu-
nity college located in a dense urb.m setting.

The challenges are especially keen in such a setting. They are the
challenges created by multiculturalism, by the need to build consensus,
and by the need for great vision. Ellison explains that "we have been
whiplashed lw events of the environment we don't control" the move-
ment from rural to urban areas, the movement from an agrarian to an
industrial to a postindustrial society, and the movement from a manual
to a technical to a technological society. Ellison sees community colleges
at the marginsready to excel, ready ta look at the urban dilemma,
ready to he reflective of that dilemma and to welcome Hispanics, Blacks,
Asians, and Native Americans in terms of their open-dom. open-access
policies. He believes that no place else is the issue, the idea, and the ideal
of diversity brought together as it is in the community college.

However, all is not a bed of roses. What happens in the urban

* .)
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areasthe problems of poverty, drugs, and teenage pregnancy--is

augmented and fragmented in the community. Ellison calls the situation

a political, governmental, educational, and economical morass in which

it is difficult to find a sense of direction. He cites the meandering
behavior of many school districts as an especially critical concern for the

community college and the university. There is a sense of urgency around

urban education. around the nwtropohtan centers, and around the

notion that the ghetto may become a way of life in these urban areas.

Studies of large urban areas clearly identify a rising underclass. and this

underclass can no longer be negkcted.
These problems must become the community college's problems if

it is to effectivdv serve its community. literacy, social welfare, training,

the issue of prisons, and the problems of familiesall have to be addressed;

perhaps more important, the number of children who fail in high school

(and the frightening retention rate) has to he addressed. Although these

seem to be challenges of insurmountable proportions. Ellison notes that

there are communitv college programs that address these issues.

l.eadership has a unique dimension in tlw community college, and it

has an especially important dimension in the urban setting. Ellison

speaks of the fragmentatim, disorientation, and disconnection of people,

that we are a nation of strangers, ,md that our nwhilit y causes us great

disparity. Cmninunity colleges must serve, especially in the urban area,

vocational and technical education, continuing education, and commu-

nity service. These c..mensions are ones that reflect the social forces,

reflect the soeiety as it is, and reveal that there is such social disorienta-

tion in our society that community colleges must become managers of

these problems and become a hope for the future.

CONCLUSION

Gilligan (1982) suggests that we have become cognizant of those

"who speak in a different voice." And Freire (1972) has convinced us that

"every human being, no matter how submerged in the culture of silence,"

is capable of looking critically at the world in a dialogical encounter with
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others and can he educated through words and voice as a means by
which they disctwer their potential. Freire asserts that "through educa-
tion, each man and woman wins hack their right to say their own words,

to name the world" p. 13). These are the voices of educators, and they

have won their right to name the world.
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What is especially disturbing abma the social and economic

disiuhmitages of Blacks and Hispanics is that they are precisely

the group lvith whom most of our nation's schools and colh.ges

have been least succes.fid.

Community ceIlleges enroll 55 percent ofall Hispanic undergraduates,
57 percent of Native American college students,

43 percent of all Black students, and 42 percent of all Asian students...

we must reaffirm to minority students the promise' of

empowerment through education--

equality of opportunity fOr all ages anel racial and ethnic groups

is an essential goal

(Gmtmission On the Future of Cominunit y tft)lleges, ros, p. 9 ).

Disturbed by the fake! mg pace of- minority advancement

in American life and by the discouraging

decline of participation of minority individuals,

higher education should take. a leadership role

in rekindling the natum's commitment

to the lid! participation of minority students.
ACE recognizes the. efrect of the Nevus' lost nunnentum

in the efforts to ensure that mimirity groups are .fidly represented,

Wekonted, and involved in higher educathm and on the campuses.

This fact cannot resub in an attitude of resignation and de "eat
but success in creating a truly pluralistic campus

(Green, 19139, p.
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There is little doubt about the nature or size of the problem of racial-

ethnk minorities in higher education today. Participation in college
doesn't mean enrollment; it means graduation, and it means getting jobs.

Colleges must retain minority students, and they musi provide them
with role models whose success becomes a pattern for student achieve-

ment and student goals. How does this happen? Obviously, it happens

in spite of what occurs today, and it happens because of the dreams,
commitments, and vision of leaders. I.eaders (such as CFOs, hoards of

trustees. and legislators) must refocus their vision and build a sense of

shared purpose while developing an integrated approach to change.

Minority participation must be integral to the mission and the workings

of higher education institutions.

Minorities seem to bear the entire burden of adaptation to the
"dominant" culture on campuses today. Acquiring cultural pluralism
based on diversity requires great energy and the necessity, or perhaps the

threat, of institutional change. If campuses are to reflect their represented

cultural pluralism, then the assumptions and priorities of higher educa-

tion must be examined. As Green (i989) notes:

Strategies must go beyond puffing old wine in new bottles

and will require lighting the temptation to look for new roads

to travel when we have not really charted or navigated the

existing ones "We've tried that and it didn't work" should

be the beginning of the voyage, not the end p. xv i.

In the is years between mo and 19iss, enrollment of Black students

in higher education went frofil 150,000 to woomoo. From those am, ing

data, one would expect a continued increase of Black students in higher

education. But time and history did not bear out that promise; by the

mid-'705, enrollment for Blacks. Hispanics, and Native Americans began

to decline or to stagnate rather than grow. Green (109) and Carter and

Wilson (1989) suggest this is a problem of "lost momentum" beginning

with poverty and shaped by piecemeal, slow-to-respond social and
educational institutions. Green notes that "Black and Hispanic students

are more likely to he poor, to live in urban areas and attend inner-city

public schools and receive inferior education to that of affluent Whites"
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(p. 1). And researchers Carter and Wilson assert that "isolated programs
to attract and retain minority students, faculty, and staff keep the effort
(to increase minority participation) marginal to the central mission of

the institution" (p. 17).
Moreover, between 1976 and 1988 data demonstrated that family

income and gender were critical to Black and Hispanic enrollment in
college; low-income Black and Hispanic men lagged behind and then
dropped below female enrollment for those same groups (Carter and
Wilson, '989). And, despite losses at nearly all levels for Black men,
minorities collectively made gains in earning degrees from 1985 to 1988:

a 3 percent increase for both associate and master's degrees, a 6 percent

increase for bachelor's degrees, and a 15 percent increase in first-profes-

sional awards (Carter and Wilson, 1989, p. iv). In 1987 the U.S.
Department of Education, in a report titled Highest Educational Degree
Attained by 1980 High School Seniors by Sex, Race, Type of Community,

and Type of High School, contained the following data:

1986 Degrees Held by isolio High &hod Seniors

Associate Bachelor's Master's

Hispanic 7.3,14) 6.1V6 .1%

Native American 9.3 io.8 .0

Asian 8.7 27.3 1.7

Black 5-3 jom .2

White 6.6 20.2 .9

Source: Center for Educational Statistics, 1987

Green (1989), in Minorities on Campus: A Handbook for Enhancing

Diversity, seeks to increase minority participation by examining institu-

tions and their students, faculty, and administrators; by improving
campus climate; and by exploring teaching, learning, and the
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curriculum. Her assumptions are that all institutions arc differenteach
has a different culture, history, and structure and has devoted varying
amounts of attention to the issue of minority participation; that institu-
tions must change to adapt to a new population of students, with
building a pluralistic environment and culture as their goal; and that in
this emotionally charged and value-laden area, constructive efforts are
required to dispel anger and frustration and to address the "values"
issues. The goal of the Handbook is that benefits address the entire
campus community, not simply minority individuals.

The American Council on Education offers a longitudinal study of
minorities in higher education in its annual Status Report on Mhwrities
in Higher Education. The data in these reports trace trends and circum-

stances of "the underserved" in higher education. Blandina Ramirez,
director of ACE's Office of Minorities in Higher Education, notes:

High school completion and college participation for minori-

ties in education has decreased in the last to years. For
example. although Hispanic high school enrollment data
demonstrate an overall increase from 1978 of io percentthis

does not begin to reflect the 6.7 percent yearly increase in

I lispanic population in the last decade. Moreover, in the last

12 years Hispanic enrollment in college fell by 15 percentage

points.

There are approximately 28 million i8- to 24-year-olds in the nation;

they make up the traditional college cohort. Fourteen percent (3.5
million) of this group are Black, and to percent (2.6 million) are Hispanic

(Carter and Wilson, 1989 ). In 1988 the college participation rate for
Blacks was 28 percent and the rate for Hispanics was 31 percenttheir
highest rate since 1983 (National Center for Educational Statistics, 1990).

The participation rates of 25- to 34-year-old high school graduatesthe
older student cohortshowed a slightly downward trend after 1978,
averaging just under to percent throughout the 198os; however, college
participation rates for Blacks and Hispanics in this age range excee.!
those of Whites.

Taking into consideration socioeconomic status reveals substantial
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declines in the high school attendance of racial-ethnic minority groups:

hi and 5i percent respectively, of poor Blacks and Hispanics complete

high school; for middle-income Blacks and Hispanics, that figure

increases considerably to 84 and 76 percent respectivdy. This discrep-

ancy may he demonstrated in college enrollment as well, although men

demonstrate more decline. According to ACF.'s 1989 study, Gunpus

Trends, indications are that a inaiority of colleges and universities have

activities underway to increase minority participation, but administra-

tors rated their ability to attract Black and llispanic students as "fair" or
"poor." Most administrators who were polled perceive more commit-

ment to minority participation on campus compared to to years ago; yet

when they ranked their personal commitment to minority part icipatim,

less than one-third of the campus leaders rated this commitment as

'frends underscore the need for more aggressive measures to increase

college access and degree attainment by minority students on every

college campus. Campuses must begin to address these problems
reported by Carter and Wilson: only "some" campus activity around

increasing enrollment, retention, tioancial aid, and faculty for minori-

ties; "infrequent" assistance to minority faculty; little demonstrated effort

to increase numbers or minority senior administrators; and few exam-

ples of monitored tracking of minority students' enrollment,

participation, and completion rates (1989, p. 17).

Data wmpikd from the 1989-1990 hwt Book (nt Higher Fdtteathm

reveal the depth of the problem;
There are approximately s millnm sleidents enrolled in

community colleges z.1 million are male students. and 2.7

million are female. Halt of the community colleges are located

in the Southeast and Far West regions: these two regions

contain one-third of all higher education institutions. In if486,

women represented 56 percent of all students enrolled in

community colleges, increasing 36 percent in to years.

Thirty-eight percent of all higher education institutions

(3,434) are community or junior colleges (1.3o5): this figure
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represents a doubling in the last 25 years. Twenty-three
ilercent of the traditional college-age population is Black or

Hispanic: their family median incomes were $16,786 and

$19,027. compared to $29,i52 tOr White families. The percent-

ages of those families with incomes over $3o,000 was o
percent for Blacks. 36 percent for I lispanics, and 69 percent

for Whites. Nkdian income for Black men with a high school
education was SI8,452; tOr Black women with a high school
education, median income was $13.806. Unemployment rates
tOr Blacks and I lispanies were t3.o percent and $.8 percent,
respectively: the rate fOr Whites was percent.

2.2 million minority students were enrolled in higher
education institutions: this represents 18 percent of the total

enrollment. The racial-ethnic kickgrounds ofmen who %vere

first-time. full-time freshmen in fall 1987 were 87.6 percent
White. 7.2 percent Black. Z.6 percent Asian. 0.9 percent
I lispanic. and o.9 percent Native American ( 1.6 pt rcent were

-other"). Wonwn were 84.5 percent White. to ilercent Black,

2.1 percent Asian, 1.s ,)ercent llispanic. o.9 percent Native
Ameritan, and 1.7 percent other.

There are i,o8i,cmo Black students. 62a,000 Hispanic
students, 448,000 Asian or Pacific Islander students. and

90,(H)o Native and Alaskan American students. In 1986, 7.8

million students attenikd senior institutions and approxi-
mately 4.7 million students attended tomtitun..y colleges.
Hispanic. Native American, and Asian students are most
heavily ctmcentrated in New York, New Jersey, Horida, "rotas.

New Mexico, Ariiona, Colorado, California, Alaska, flawaii,

and Washington. The heaviest concentrations of Black
students are in the states of North and South Carolina.
Georgia, Alabama. Mississippi, and l.ouisianaall Southern
states.

In 1987, there were 296 institutitms, out of 3.434. headed by

women; 195 were tOur-year colleges and universities, and tot
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were communit ,. and junior colleges. Approximately 21)

percent of all ranks of faculty of four-year cdkges and univer-

sities are women: 8 percent of faculty are women in
ctnnmunity and iunior colleges.

GETTING STARTED: TIMELINE FOR

TRANSFORMING INSTITUTIONS

How do campuses get started? They begin with leaders' commit-

ments and hroa..1 institutional involvement, with assignment of
administrative responsibilityind with planning that takes stock of indi-

vidual campuses and examines their cultures and climates. Planning

should involve the fundamental "statement of philosophy" and mission

statement of the college and should provide mechanisms for monitoring

conflict, accountability, and evaluation.
Assuming that community colkges are working toward realizing

cultural diversity, we suggest a timeline for stages and goals:

Beginning Stage's: Campus Culture and (.1intate

Beginning now and where you are

!Mining and understanding campus culture
Valuing pluralism and diversitv

(:hallenging beliefs and motives
Confronting issues: thinking and rethinking
Questioning losses and gains
Intermediate Stage's: Teach* Learning, and the :urrieuturn: and

Addressing Faculty and Leadership ,Shortages

Seeking cooperation and like-mindedness
Employing catalysts in people and information
Allowing nonperketion of strategies and ideas
Identifying successes: large or small, immediate and visible

Future Goats
Valuing diversity and individual differences and receptivity to

change
Recognizing contributions

2 1 5
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Makiag a long-term cotnmitment to change (strategies for grad-
uate preparation)

CAMPUS CULTURE AND CLIMATE: BEGINNING
NOW AND WHERE YOU ARE

Higher educational institutions have their own culture. Campus
cultures can he an environment for fostering student involvement, but
they can also alienate students. Students, faculty, and stall-are sensitive
to the values, attitudes, and behaviors that set the tone of their campus
environment. This environment is also referred to as campus climate.
;n:en ( t989) examines the concept of "climate:

(:ampus climate embrace. the culture. habits. decisions, prac

tices, and policies that make up campus life. It is the sum total

ot the daily emironnwnt and central to the comfort factor

that minority students, staff, faculty and administrators ewe-
rience on campus. Students and other members of the
campus community who feel unwelcome or alimitc from

the mainstream campus life are unlikely to remain. If thev do

rem,Un, tl!ey are unlikely to be successful.

The culture OE climate of an organiiatior, cannot be
quantified or legislated. It is shaped by tradition. values, att

t mks. many of which are unexpressed. Thus, changing the

campus climate can lw a difficult and elusive task. But,
because the climate is so 4.11111-al to all other efforts to improve

minorit y. participation, it is both the point of departure and

the culmination of all other efforts Ep.

Recalling the works of Schein (i985b), I )eal and Kennedy (103), and
Ouchi (1981), attention to the "organizational culture" of community
colkges is paramount. When Schein wrote Organizational Culture and
Leadership, a clear view of the rdationship between the values, identity,
and norms of organizations began to emerge. His intent was to posit a
mofiel in which leaders not only were aware of their role in embedding
culture in the organization or institution, hut also were aware of the
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circumstances, particularities, and nuances of their own institution's

culture or cultures. The structure of cukurehow it works, how it

begins, what functions it serves, what problems it solves, why it survives,

why and how it changes, and whether it can be managedpnwides a
dynamic model that tells us what a culture does as well as what a culture

is. According to Schein (1985b), culture is a deeper level of basic assump-

tions and beliefs that are shared, that operate unconsciously, and that

define in a basic taken-for-granted fashion an organization's view of itself

and its environment ( p.o). As a conceptual tool of analysis, culture

research illuminates individual, group, and institutional behavior by:

Demonst rat i ng observed behavioral regularities of personal

interaction, language, and rituals
Uncovering the norms that evolve in a particular society or

setting regarding working conditions
Revealing the dominant values espoused by an organization
Examining the philosophy that guides an organization's policy

toward its constituent groups
I hvulging the rules of the game for getting along in the organi-

zation, the ropes that a newcomer must learn to become an

accepted member
Ascertaining the feeling or climate that is .onveyed in an organi-

zation by the physical lay-out and the wav in which members of

the organization interact with outsiders (Schein, posb, pp, 5-6)

Although an examination of the culture of an organization is essen-

tial, emphasis must be placed on climate as a creation by leaders in their

particular institutions. If their task as leader is modified by observing

behavioral patterns, by uncovering the norms of the working environ-

ment, or by questioning the dominant values and philosophy that guide

the organization, then the leader is equipped with the tools of analysis

about his or her college campus.
The leader must posit those findings with new and challenging epis-

temologies, must recognize paradigmatic shifts, and must accommodate

social needs and demands. Moreover, if the leader is to "transform" his

or her constituent groups, rather than act as a transactional exchange
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agent, then his or her moral obligation is to meet the demands and needs

of constituent groups. The leader is called on to become teacher and
coachto reduce the barriers and obstacles that stand in the way of
successful behavior.

Not since the tom have campuses seen the racially and ethnically
motivated conflict that is occurring now. Events are particularized to
senior college institutions where the focus is on perceived racism and
discrimination, and specifically on universities' failures to recruit greater

numbers of minority students and faculty. Between 3978 and 1988
minority enrollment in two-year institutions increased more dramati-
cally than enrollment in senior institutions-20.8 percent versus 13.4
percent. Community colleges have a "disproportionate share of minority

enrollment; although two-year schools accounted for 37 percent of total

enrollment in higher education, they accounted for 46 percent of the
total minority enrollment in 1988" (National Center for Education
Statistics, 1990). Race-related events dramatize overt situations; they do

not speak to the attitudes and perceptions or the climate of a campus.
An inhospitable campus environment can be overt and noticeable

or quite subtle. Minority students often feel conspicuous and isolated
from the mainstream; many would say they feel marginal to the predom-

inantly White student body and prevailing culture. Scarcity of minorities

is seen as evidence of institutional indifference to minority issues. The
absence of minority focus in the curriculum is interpreted as a devalua-
tion of diversity. According to Nettles (1988), 76 percent of Black college

students still believe discrimination is a problem on campus. Moreover,
minority student cohesiveness or gatherings are still perceived as threat-

ening, hostile, or separatist by Whites.
Changing the climate may Ix difficult and confrontationalleaders

must recognize climate as an issue and set the tone and pace for efforts to

recruit and retain minority students, faculty, and administration; they
must recognize that the issue belongs to everyone on campus; and they
must provide education and training in the form of workshops.
symposia. and other activities to cultivate pluralism in cultural and
extracurricular activities. Schein would suggest that changing group
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behavior is best represented by a "paradoxkal model- in which opposi-
tion and conflict are known to be perpetually present, such as dealing

with underlying emotional issues that continually surface and resurface
and dominate the attention of groups at any stage of cultural or climate

change. The stages Schein proposes involve confrontation of:

1. Dependency/authority issues. This is the group's ability to deal

with the issue of leadership ( who will lead, with how much authority,

power, and influence, and who will be dependent on whom ), the reso-

lution of external problemsind the creation of comfortable internal
environments.

2. Intimacy, role differentiation, peer relationship issues. It is possible

for the group to fan into the "fusitm" principle, making euphoric and
unrealistic assumptions bout how good the gniup is and how much the

members love one another, rather than the realistic principle, which
allows appraisal of the division of labor, the tasks at handind the inter-

dynamics of group interrelationships.
3. Creativity/stability issues. As the group learns to deal with its pith-

lems, to accomplish its missionind to build an internal system that is

cceptable, it begins to face the problems of Mstitutionalization. Where

creativity and innovation characterized the group's first efforts, these

same factors now become the source of disruption and anxiety. The

paradox now is that the group cannot succeed without continued ability

to create and innovate, but neither can it feel comfortable with aban-

doning old S' Ilut ions. The cultural assumptions already adopted now can

become a constraint and a barrier to further growth. The dilemma at
this stage is how to maintain adaptiveness without feeling too threatened

internally.

4. Survival/growth .sstleS. AS the group matures and continues to

interact with a dynamic external environment, it will sooner or later
discover whether its culture can provide solutions to the new survival
problems. And at that stage, the question arises of whether the group
serves important functions and should survive, or whether it should
allow itself to die or be terminated So that a more adaptive set of solu-
tions can by created by a new group (Schein, 198s. pp. 164-165).
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The pnwess by which basic assumptions become explicit, new
insights are gained, new common understandings are created, and norms
are formed may be understood by examining a group's history and by
determining that all these things occur around catalytic marker events
or critical incidentsthis is the "reaction to dramati.c events" concept
that forces change to meet exigencies. emergencies, and pressures. These
circumstances are noted by leadership (and at this point, a sense of
shared purpose can be developed between leaders and constituent
groups). Anxieties, emot itmal response and release, and emotional
regression are integrating factors for understanding common experi-
ences and feelings. Joint problem-solving activities and shared consensus

circumscribe ditierences in interpersonal styles: emotional make-up and
cognitive styles build communkation systems in which all parties have
the same sense of the "meaning'. of events.

Thus. the embedding process is difficult and demands a visionary
kader. Leaders focus on crises in the external environment to make the
internal /one consistent with the needs of the various constituencies. A
plurality of interests, a multicultural student body and community, and
the mounting needs of urban environments all afkct the leader of the
community college campus. I )iversity is not iust an issue of the "nontra-
ditional student" on community college campuses: it is a way of life, a
sine qua non explanation of community colleges in America.

Strategies have been suggested for successfully meeting the needs of
the modern community college and its collective culture and norms
strategies that presuppose and assume the condition of egalitarianism
and open access. Many of these strategies are offered in great detail in
Green's Minorities on Campus: A HandiPook .for hthancing Dirersio.
(1989). This American Council on Education publication provides an
excellent and detailed disc- ussion of specific strategies for use in higher
education institutions. Most of the remarks that follow focus specifically

on racial-ethnic minorities, primarily because women now constitute
one-half of all undergraduate and master's degree recipients and receive
34 percent of all Ph.D.'s. They also represent 38 percent of all new law
school graduates, 30 percent of new medical school graduates, and 21
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Nrcent of new dental school graduates (National Center tOr Fducational

Statistks, )487). Where they are underrepresented and underutili/ed is

in faculty positions in senior institutions (presently they hold approxi-

mately one- fourth of those positions) and in katkrship positions at both

conmnmity colleges and senior higher education institutions (they hold

approximately i) percent of those positions).
We are suggesting strategies for improving the culture and climate

of community colleges to make them more inclusive of racial-ethnic

minorities and WOMell. Some of the ideas represented here are gathered

from programs and practices now in place in community colleges around

the nation; other ideas emanate from research tindings and from the

demands of changing demographyfrom the individual and group

needs of the underutiliied and the underrepresented.

i. Rgyognizing individual differeth'eS WPIOng institutions. Consideration

should be given to external and internal environments including
geographic location; urban, interurban, or rural setting; population

statistics and tUture trends; community needs: requirements and inter-

relationships; governmental rdations; and eeonomic needs.

2. Leading ,front the top. The goals. purpose, and ultimate planning

for redirection emanate from the office Of the CEO; moreover, commit-

ment from the leadership, clarity around goals. and enthusiasm for

constructive change guide the institution and its constituent groups. The

leader's initiatives in promoting racial-ethnic and gender diversity
become signposts tOr others directions and attitudes toward underrep-

resented groups. Communicat Mg minority concerns l'reely and openly

to constituent groups is a fundamental goal.

3. Organizing representative groups and constituencies. Discuss.

confront, and raise issues around your campus culture, the climate weath-

ervane, how you specifically (as individuals or groups) work to achieve

cultural diversity and pluralism on campus. This ran he done by:

Defining diversity, cultural pluralism, and multicultural groups

Questioning the issues of racial-ethnic and gender discrimina-

tion and prejudice that may exist on campus

Developing policies for dispute resolution, harassment, bias,
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discrimination, and grievances
Discussing issues Niated to iustice- injustice, equality-inequality.

the ethks of choice, dominant-suhgroup culture, and political
choices about controversial topics like affirmative action or
quotas

Examining the existing strata for numbers of leaders, faculty,
and students representing various constituencies in the college
and determining underrepresentat ion and underutilization

4. Knowing the "costs- al changing. Consider the opponents, the
research required. the financial and htnnan resources needed, the polit-
ical spectrum. the role of leadership. faculty reactions, and relations to
other constituencies and other colleges. Consider forming information-
sharing networks with other institutions and other colkges.

c. Uttering guideline strategies. Constituent college groups should
work toward goals to be modified for individual campus needs. Such
goals My inchide:

Planning special orientations, such as summer orientations, or
2. programs for new minority students

Fnsuring faculty, staff, and student awareness of services
I lokling workshops on college climate for faculty and students
and integrating academic concerns with student life
Implementing special counseling and peer counseling programs
Providing minority students with opportunities and mentors to
acquire thv skills necessary to suck leadership positions at
varitnis levels, including leadership positions in extracurricular
activities

Sponsoring cultural events featuring minority individuals and
issues

Maintaining a student success model for instant tracking of
students

Interviewing students who transfer, drop out, or change majors
6. Developing criteria .tiir climate. Devdop the issues to he used in

evaluations, both in evaluating applications for faculty and staff posi-
tions and in evaluating faculty performance.
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7. Rewarding, attil rctvgnizingindividuals and Organizational units.

Celebrate exceptional progress in creating a positive climate for minority

concerns.

TEACHING, LEARNING, AND THE CURRICULUM

What is at the heart of the matter is what happens in the classroom:

Quality teaching benefits all students. A curriculum that broadens
students' horizons and enables them to appreciate difkrent cultures,
different modes of thinking and inquiry, and different values and

aesthetics will benefit all students. Women's studies and ethnic studies

serve to inform the curriculum and enrkh the academic experience. The

role of the faculty. f,Kulty leadership. and the receptiveness of individual

faculty members to new ideas and commitment to continued proks-
sional growth are essential to positive change. As (keen (1989) maintains,

"teaching and learning encompasses inquiry, pedagogy, educational
theory, learning styles and preferences, and personal growth and devel-

opment- ( p. 133).
What do we know about effective teaching? According to Baker,

Roueche, and Gillett-tiaram's work, Totaling as leading (1990), it is the

teacher who accepts responsibility for the learning process and for moti-

vating and influencing students to learn how to learn. kachers are urged

to examine themselves to discover whether their predominant teaching

style is as a Supporter, heorist. Achiever, or Influenceronly by disuw-
ering this proclivity can the teacher modify his or her behaviors in the
classroom to accommodate the readiness of the students. eachers are
leaders who, of course, recognize the importance of subject matter, but

they are also leaders who recognize the strategic !Unctions of leadership

in the classroom, including: engaging the desire to learn; eliminating
obstacks to karning; increasing opportunities for success; offering posi-

tive guidance and direction; empowering through high expectations; and

motivating toward independence.
Observation and research on faculty attitudes and behaviors toward

minority students suggest that although teachers may demonstrate "good

2 23 f .
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practices" by encouraging student-faculty contact, cooperation among
students, and active learning; giving prompt feedback and emphasizing
time on task; and communicating high expectations and respecting
diverse talents and ways of karning (Chickering and (;amson, 107) , kw
instructors actually change their teaching methodsprimarily because
they emulate the traditional ways they were taught in their own under-
graduate and graduate experiences. Nli.my of these practices produce
unconscious attitudes and behaviors, many of which are covertly
discriminatory. More important, although a wealth of materials exists
tOr good teaching practices. there are few traMing courses for college
instructors in any discipline. Findings indit ate a need for such training
experience.

We suggest that training pnigrams teach teachers to teach and that
exemplary teachers serve as models for teachers in these training expe-
riences.

Teachers as leaders understand that only by recognizing the reality
of the teaching situation can teachers modify their teaching behaviors.
Situational teaching requires the instructor to become aware of the
circumstances of the college environment and to act as a kader in the
classroom, invoking the same direction, plans, and strategies that the
CH) does for the entire campus. Thus, the exemplary college instructor
plans for change, understands the environment or climate of campus
and classroom, and implements a framework that allows modificat ion
of teaching style based both on student readiness and on the actual eval-
uated success or failure of the teacher\ abilit v to motivate and influence
students. The six functions of effective teaching will be discussed in the

following pages and ofkred as strategies tOr classroom practice aimed at

improving teaching and learning.
Engaging the desire to learn includes:

Diagnosing student needs

Communicating goal and purpose of instruction
Providing for student input

Being aware of the total student (Roueche. Baker. and Gillett-
Karam, 1990
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As part of recognizing and being aware of the students' desire to learn,

teachers should diagnose, communicate, and fOster interpersonal rda-

tionships in their classrooms. 'kachers should be aware of the research on

cultural diversity and should integrate that research with their ability to

draw out the hidden potential and self-knowledge in :heir students. This

is the role of the leader who encourages the courage of the followerthe

courage for students to find what they need to know within themselves.

Several inflammatory discussions are resurfacing around the

"nature" of racial-ethnic students and their "turning their backs on

education" I Keller, i988-1989 ). Keller reports the views of various

researchers and iournalists who haveattempted to address the question

of Black students' attitudes toward education:
t:olkgeattendarke rates and graduation rates tin Blacks actu

ally &dined in the !Otis. and most preferential treatment has

not prevented the decline. William Blakey says, "EduLation is

not as high a priority within the Black ctimmunity as it used

to be.- Reginald Wikon says, "A unique animosity toward

Mad: and a lingering racism is still at.t Or is there some

crippling historical burden. some pet. uliar set of attitudes

toward formal learnMg. or .t singular t:onfidence about the

rossibilitiesi4 intellectual and scientific at hievement. lodged

in the emotional sore of an enlarging number of young

Blacks? William Raspberry says," Ehe real problem. I sospeo.

is the kurse of low expet tat ions:. lifion Wharton beheve

that Blacks are "cf.% ing out for .1 massive infusion 01 self

esteem.- And tett I toward and Ray I !almond suggest, ".1 he

performance gap is largely a behavioral problem. It i the

result of a renwdiable tendency to avoid intellet nal engage-

ment and competition" (p.
These accusations may have some foundation, but if this is an issue

of "sudden educational erosion among Blacks," as Keller points out, then

educators must recognize their own responsibilities toward this imme-

diate crisis. Nettles (1988) reminds us that American colleges enrolled

76,554 fewer Black undergraduates in i985 than in 1976a decline of 8.9
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percent. Studies on culture suggest it is ti test. crises-making events that

cause US to re-evaluate our practices and to direct change appropriate to

environmental and societal need. Teachers should respond to Kdkr':.
ac;usation that the lumping together of all minorities is intellee!ually
questionable" and should address the issues of educational need based

Mdividual experiences.

Blacks and Native Americans are significantly less represented in
higher education. whether as students or in faculty posit kms, but all
racial-ethnic groups and women are underrepresented in positions of
leadership in higher education.

Increasing students' opportunities for succes: places the following
requirements on the teacher:

Has an education philomphv
Sees karning as a valuable activity

Relates the course to his or her experkmces

Is a facilitator of learning

Maintains high expectations of student
I fdps student learning process
.-.ncourages belief in student self-worth

Cares about the student
Finds satisfaction in student achievement

Allows the student to take responsibility for learning
ielping to clarify learning goals and empowering students to achieve

active learning contingent on effective performance are critical instruc-
tional strategies. The need to respect diverse talents and ways of learning
involves a learning theory that maintains that individuals learn differ-
ently. "Learning style" refers to how students process and retain
information,. how they prekr to interact with their instructors and other
learners, and their preferences for learning environments.

The relationship of gender, racial, and ethnic differences to learning

styles creates controversy: Is it legitimate to associate learning style with

gender, race, and ethnidty, and if so, then why are there such ditl't.rences?

Veit-jou+ studies recommend that teachers become more aware of how
different cultural backgrounds affect communication and lerning, but
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there is active disagreemem as to whether cultural background should
be singled out fOr attention. Thc danger lies in possible stereotyping; the

dilemma lies in recognizing diversity without casting a stereotypical
mold. Claxton and Murrell (1071 and Anderson ( MOO indicate a rda-
tionship between culture, conceptual systems, and learning styles.
Perceptual and cognitive differences have been demonstrated between
different minority groups and the "dominant" culture. American educa-

tional values hinge on male-oriented, Euro-American traditions.
Many researk:hers relate this isssue to the UatUre versus nurture

debate, maintaining that gender or race may influence preferred learning

style because the style is either valued or reinfOrced by that group or by

the majority cuhure. The perception that women are colLborative rather
than competitive learners may be attributable to the fact that the domi-
nant culture reinforces these tendencies in women and discourages them

in men. I laic- Benson 1982f portrays Black children as more relational
than analytical in their karning styles; others woald say that these differ-

ences disappear when students are acculturated to the predominant
analytic style of most schools.

Resistance to culturally based learning styles stems from the assump-

tion that what is different from the norm is deviant or less valuable.
Learning styles, however, seem to be a question of preference rather than

absolutesgood teachers allow students opportunities to exercise their
own style while helping them develop in other areas as well. A conceptual

framework for a continuum of learning styles. such as that presented in
li'aciting as teading ( Baker, Roueche, and ( Karam, 199o), provides

instructors a process for examining how students learn and assessing
their own impact on student learning stk. Preferences fin- personalits .
infornution processing. social interaction, and instruction can he met;
teaching shouki be situationally perceptive so that teaching style can be

modified on the basis of student need. Classroom research about
teaching and learning styles, in which instructors have students take the
Kolb (1976) learning style inventory, and the Baker, Roueche, and Gillett-

Karam (1990) TAU (Teaching as Itading Inventory), profits everyone.
By eliminating obstacles to learning, the exemplary faculty member:

2 2 7
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Assesses and resolves problems individually

Listens with an open, receptive attitude

Explores alternatives for change

)evelops and modifies curriculum to meet needs

Maintains supportive communication

Is sensitive to student perceptions

Maintains a supportive classroom environment

Meets with students outside of the classroom

Provides extra help

Entourages the use of support and resource secvites

peer and other tutoring

Working to eliminate or at least reduce obstacles to learning is
another strategic function of the teacher as leader. In this role, faculty

are aware of the major barriers that confront the teaching-learning envi-

ronment, and they work to eliminate or at least reduce them.
Concentration here is on solutions; defining the problems is not a
sufficient goal of the exemplary teacher.

Richardson and Ikmder (1987) address the issues of minority partic-

ipation in histering Minority Access and Achievement in Higher Fducation.

Their principal interest lies in the relationships between declining enroll-

ments and the transfer function. Obviously, this is one area ofaccess,
but only one among many.

Richardson and Bender's criticism of the transfer function at
community colleges subsumed by "middle-class values" that dominate

the policies, practices, and expectations of their educational programs

is particularly weak, especially since the transfer function is viewed as the

only critical function of community college education. Their stated intol-
erance toward "different standards for courses and tailoring of courses

to student capabilities" is a slap in the face of community colleges.
Accusations "that minorities become vocational and technical majors
because no viable alternatives are provided them" is simply inaccurate.
This reference to the "cool out" function of the community college Ls not

a new one; it is, however, an overly abused accusation. These authors do

not acquit themselves by obliquely commending community colleges for
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their belief in the basic dignity of all human beings, their increasing

SIThistication in dealing with learning problems, and their success in

recruiting large percentages of minority faculty members.

Comnnmity college education provides opportunities beyond the

transfer function. and this is not an apologetic function. Community

colleges are colleges that mirror socktal and individual needs and

demands, and as such they provide functions that relate to retraining the

work force, working in conjunction with federal programs (e.g .. the lob

Training Partnership Act and the Family Assistance Act ), providing

prison training, and developing a large curriculum for continuing educa-

tion, amnesty pmgramsind short-term community services.

Quality colleges and teachers work to reduce obstacles to learning

by examMing the status quo; by offering options to existing problems,

such as students' language or reading skills detkiencies or cultures whose

norms do not "value" education in the same manner as does the "domi-

nant" culture: and by addressing the issues of underrepresentat ion and

underutili/at ion of racial-ethnic minorities in the classroom, among the

faculty and administration, and in positions of leadership in the commu-

nity college. Examples at Miami-I )ade Community Colkge and Borough

of Manhattan Community College proyi.t.e options, not accusations, and

they provide and document successes, not failure., in overcoming and

addressing obstacles for minority and gender issues in their commtmities

and for their local populations.
Empowering through high expectations means a faculty member:

Sets and upholds standards of behavior

Models expected behavior
Clarifies expectations and perfOrmance for outcomes

Teaches student consequences of actions

Provides appropriate feedback
Accepts and empowers students

Questions such as the following (modified from Green, 1989) direct

teachers' attention to a variety of important issues:
What are your expectations of minority students? Do you
communicate these expectations?

2 29
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)o seemingly innocuous remarks by yim appear sexist or radst
to students?

IN.) you call on minority students as frequently as majority students?
flow do you deal with silent students?
1)0 .'oct sustain eye contact with students?
I )0 you interrupt students?

I )o vem solicit the input of minority studentsas "spokespersons"
or as individuals?

!low are students seated in N'our classes?

flow do you give feedback to students?

Research indicates that teachers form expectations on the basis of
prior achievement. physical attractiveness. sex, language. socioeconomic
states, and race-ethnicity (Good, 1981; Brophy and Good, 1984).
Moreover, instructors may assume that minority students are grouped
at the lower end of the ability continuum and may have lower expecta-
tions of them, which leads to the self-fulfilling prophecy. Research shows

differences in the way teachers interact with low achievers and high
achievers. To the extent that minority students are actually underpre-
pared, or simply stereotyped as low achievers, they may he treated
differently from other studentscalled on less frequently, given kss time
to respond to questions, interrupted or criticized more often, and given
insincere or generalized praise (Green, 1980. The assumptions instruc-
tors make about abilities and attitudes can and do differ for majority and
minority students.

All students are sensitive to nonverbal cues., minority students are
intimidated by a predominantly White environnwnt and dominant
culture and may view the instructor as an authority figure not to be ques-
tioned. These are characwristics of cultural diversity and socialization
by subgroup cultures, Cultural differences and norms may he demon-
strated with eye contactfor some cultures, direct and sustained eye
contact represents interest and engagement: for other cultures, it may
represent disrespect, and for others, it may imply personal or sexual
interest (Byers and Byers, 1972). For the minority student, these factors
may inhibit their participation, and faculty misinterpretation may exac-

0.4.' ("II
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erbate these problems. Pemberton 1988) discusses an interaction

between a professor and student in which what the instructor perceives

as interest in the student, the student perceives as her life "being

ransacked for sociologic if evidence" of race.

Instructors model expected behaviorthey "inspect what they

expect." High expectations are themselves self-tUltilling prophecies; this

is the so-called Pygmalion effect, and it can be demonstrated over and

over again in social settings that seem desperate and unyielding. Surely

the achievements of Marva (:ollins demonstrate this fact, but so do the

achievements of other "hopeless" cases. 'Illese cases remind tts of the

excitement of discovering the love of learning. None of these cases is

more powerhil than Wrighe- : i945) discussion of the use of his mentor's

loaned library card and how it opened his mind to books and to the

world outside of being a "black boy" from the South:

It had been mv accidental reading of fiction and literary crit-

icism that had evoked in nw vague glimpses of life's

possibilities. t )f course, I had never seen or met the men who

wrote the hooks I read, and the kind of workl in which they

lived was as alien to me aS the moon. Rut what enabled me to

overcome my chronic distrust was that these bookswritten

lw men like Dreiser, Nlasters. Mencken, Anderson, and

I.evvis- seemed defensively critical of the straitened American

envirimment. "Nese writers seemed to feel that America (ould

be shaped nearer to the hearts of those who lived in it. And it

was out of these novels and stories and articles, out of the

emotional impao of imaginative constructions ofheroic or

tragic deeds, that I felt touching my face a tinge of w.irmth

from an unseen light; and in my leaving the South) I was

groping toward that invisible light, always trying to keep my

lace so set and turned that I would not Jose the hope of its

faint promise, using it as my justification for action (p.

By offering positive guidance and direction through coaching, a

faculty member:
I m on s t ra t es well- delined course o rga iza I ion
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kknt ities and communicates expectations
Matches student needs with plans
Encourages studou efforts with feedback
Repeats goals and ohiect Wes of the course and learning

Identities and affirms student respmsihilities
Increasing the opportunities for quality educational performance

and success in college, and recruiting and retaining mimifity under-
graduates, are essential steps to ensuring equity for minority citizens and

for improving, the learning environment for n students. A colkge degree

provides increased employment opportunity as Ven as enhanced social
standing. Anything less than full access for all citizens tel this important

credential is cleark. unjust. Educational experiences should reflect the
pluralism of our country and the importance of racial-ethnic minorities
as individuals and cultures. The following chart reflects trends in
minority education in the 197os and '805:

High School Graduation, Colkge Attendance', and Degrees (by "0)

High School Graduation Blacks Hispanics White

1471 02

101 71

14s0 -0

College Attendance

1970 ;,)

w-,-i 4$

los; ,I.;

" i2

sh MI

03 84

i l .i.i

-r
19:40 v.- 4i

Degrees

I lispank
Native Amerkan
Asian

Mack
White

Associate Bachelor's Master's

.1

10.8 .0

6.6 20.2 -9

Source: :enter tOr I.ducational Matistics, 107
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Between 1976 and 1986, the number of minority sttidents in grad-

uate schools grew hv 40 percent: the number of Hispanic and Native
American students doubled; the number of Black students did not grow
at all; White students had a to percent growth. During that same period,
the numbers of minority students enrolled as professional students
doubled for Hispanics and Asians and increased 25 percent for Blacks;
however, the numbers of Black and Hkpank graduate students are still
insutlicient to achieve adequate representation in the professions and in
faculty positions. In 1986, of the almost 24,000 doctorates earned, 904
went to Blacks, 709 to itispanics. ti5 to Native Americans. and 1,162 to

Asian Americans National Research Council, 1987).
Both faculty and administration should be motivated to provide

strategies to eliminate the gap between access and completion rates of
minorities in higher education. Although this effort is being made at the
community college level, there are obvious implications beyond the two-

year experience. Planning should be geared toward the acquisition of
2+2+2 programs aimed at both recruitment and retention: these
programs are best complemented by admissions. academic support
programs, and financial aid.

Pt NN7.\:( ;

Colleges should work cooperatively with public schools to diagnose

and correct conditions and current problems; sometimes this requires
adaptation of junior high and high school curricula to accommodate
college entry requirements. local schools need information about college

as early as junior high; some educators are talking about including this
concept in elementary schools as well. At the Medical Center Campus of

Miami-Dade (.:ommunity College, weekend and summer programs for
minority youth are being developed with a disciplinary focus on health
professkms; students are invited and oriented to college-level work while

still in high school. Moreover, the guidance counseling function is crit-
ical; work with high school guidance counselors, college students, and
business mentors can serve primary and secondary school students well.

233
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Outreach programs should include parents of middle, junior high1 and
even grade school students and should orient them to opportunities for
their children. Regular meetings between high school and college instruc-
tors within the same discipline can improve comnwnication, knowkdge
of requirements, and expectations at the collqe level. Workshops for
high school teachers and business leaders to share the latest research in
teaching and business can become a cooperative effi)rt.

The most important initiative that graduate and professional schools

can take to increase minority enrollment is to cultivate and enlarge the
pool of potential Ntudents; they can develop programs to recruit "at
home" and "grow their own."

Such programs inform n.;nority undergraduates of the rewards of
graduate study and should be aimed at reaching minority students early
in their undergraduate careers. In many instances, role models from
minority racial and ethnic groups and from critical university faculty
provide opportunities for minority undergraduates to pursue academic
research and work with employers in industry, government, and the
nonprofit sector to identify needs and interests in graduate study.

RI c'1:17 !TG

It is important to give careful attention to local schools. four-year
institutions, and community colleges working collaboratively; to recog-
niie differences among and within minority groups; and to develop
informational materials in languages other than English. Recruitment
aimed at senior institutions is also critical. he graduate faculty network
often excludes minority faculty members and faculty members at colleges
with large numbers of minority students. These faculty are the most
influential persons in students' decisions to attend gr iduate and profes-
sional schook. Institute student visitation programs (at university
expense). ldentitY colleges at which recruitment of minorities would be
mo..t productive and efficient; -ncourage joint ventures with minority
instil taions. Develop effective recruit ment materials aimed at minority
undergraduates, and advertise graduate and professional programs in
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national publications that minority undergraduates read. Colleges can

also provide summer school research activities or assistantships at the

graduate school for the sophonmre, junior, and senior year.

.40Atiss1oNs Nt) AL.% pLAnc m ppoRT pRoGRAms

In admissions, it is important to use qualifYing examinations judi-

ciously and use additional evaluative criteria such as interviews,

professor's recommendations, autobiographical statements, and ;PAs.

(;ive untkrgraduate transcripts significant weight as admission criteria,

and analyre students' strengths and weaknesses. Be aware of possible bias

in evaluating credentials of minority students; consider using conditional

admissions procedures or multiple cniteria for admissions purposes.

Assist minority applicants in admissions procedures.

It is essential to emphasiie teaching and learning for all students.

Support programs should he related to academic majors. Provide

trained, experienced teachers for underprepared students, integrate
academic support programs with student service counterparts, and

provide peer counseling and an early warning system.

Create a hospitable environnwnt tOr minority suidents and demon-

strate tlw importance of support services for undergraduates. Graduate

programs should support discipline-based minority student interest

groups, such as "Blacks in psychology," or "Hispanics in engineering."

There are many ways to create academic support mechanisms: help

students by reducing course loads when they need time to catch up with

peers; promote programs that recognize distinctive cultural heritages;

and create a system of faculty mentors. Provide training to White faculty

to help them become more understanding of minority student needs,

and encouraee faculty members to become aware of the new issues in

their disciplines that focus specifically on minority issues and concerns.

Hdp minority students understand how the graduate and professional

2 3 5
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school system works. It is also advisable to develop financial incentives
for departments, such as increased minority fellowship funds or grad-
uate assistantships, and annual affirmative action grants.

FINANCLAI

Inform the student as early as possible about financial awards
preferably at the time of admission. Provide more work-studv programs
and fewer loans to minority students, connect work-study programs to
course and workload decisionsind provide budget counseling and
emergency loan services. t;raduaw schools should provide minority
students with financial support packages that are adequate and guaran-
teed through the students' graduate careers. provided students make
satisfactory academic progress. Colleges should also awarJ assistantships
that complement studies: ensure that sufficient scholarships are avail-
able for qualified minority students: and ensure that minority teaching
fellows and research assistants are in the mainstream of academic and
social activities of the department. including sharing graduate offices,
working on research projects, and attending informal socials. It is impor-
tant to seek financial arrangements with external sources, to Aipport
students needing part-time work, and to assist minority students with
loans when necessary.

Finally, exemplary faculty inccrporate the strategem of -motivating
toward independence they:

Nlotiyate the student toward greater involvement
t :onskkr the student to he an adult
Capitalize on student experience
Promote trust and respect

Encourage independent thinking
Encourage maturation as a goal of education
Encourage risk taking

-
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Without heating up the controversy over curriculum, one could
safely say that there is consensus around the twerall purposes of a liberal

education: An appreciation of humanities, sciences, and the arts, an
emphasis on ethical conduct, and an understanding of knowkdge imrk-

mentable in theory and pract ice are eSsential for the undergraduate
curriculum. But the controversy does begin to heat up around the inter-

pretation, implementation, and relative importance of curriculum.
Moreowr, there is agreement that curriculum cannot be static; new

knowledge, changing conditions, and requirements of society all affect

curriculum at the college campus. Somet.mes new information may
render existing tlwories totally invalid or may point out the incomplete-

ness of existing facts. In the last three decades, the college campus itself

has drastically changed and has been dramatically challenged by the

entrance of women, minority students, and older students. New areas of

knowledge, new disciplines, and new educational issues have resulted.

Not only did women's studies, African American studies, ethnic studies,

and other area studies point out the ()Mission from the curriculum of

the experiences and cont ribut um. of large segnwnts of society, but they

also challenged incomplete and unidimensional thinking. These 4,.,fts
in curricula are not without their detractors, but some educators suggest
that ignoring the critical need for such curriculum in American higher

education is "killing the spirit" of the learner (Smith. 199o).

The current debate Mel- curriculum centers on the question of inclu-

sion of culturally pluralistic and global resources; it aims to ensure that

all students understand the richness of the history, artind literature of
women and racial-ethnic groups. This debate talks about "transforma-

tion" of the curriculum as it is now known. Value and philosophical
differences electrify the controversy. These efforts decry the "add-on"
theory in which brief mention is made of cultural, racial-ethnic, or
gender-related issues or contributions. Rather, the advocates of inclu-
sion of the works and perspectives of women and minorities seek to
transform the curriculum and the entire teaching and learning process;
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it is meant to be a long-term process. Schuster and Van Dyne (104)
suggest that the current curriculum does not expose the "invisible
paradigms which are the internali/ed assumptions, the network of
unspoken agreements. the implicit contracts. that all the participants in

the process of higher education have agreed to. usually unconsciously,
in order to bring about learning" (p. 417). ethers would suggest that
transforming the curriculum makes it too political (and less neutral);
they claim that proponents of a transformed curriculum seek to distort
it with politically motivated reform agendas. t. iates resptmds that t Fans-

limning the cm rrivulum is:

. no more political than the process that designates the

existing canon...that people can maintain a straight I;h.c while

they protest the eruption ot politics into NOrtiething that has

always been political from the very beginning sacs something

about how remarkably successful official literary histories have

been at disguising all linkages between the canon. the literary

past We remember. and those interests that Maillt.titi it (.15

quoted in C ;Nen. 109. p. his ).
The obvious framework for such curriculum is one of an inclu-

sitmary change process. This refraining de-emphasiies political debate
and instead capitaliies on dialogue that incorporates new visions while
protecting the existing curriculum. NIcintosh in Pearson, Shavlik, and
Touchton (1989 ), ( reen (1989 ), and Schuster anti Van Dyne (1984 )
suggest directly confumting the exclusive curriculum through a series of

plAses that transform the curriculum. integrating multicultural values
and contributions. Some practical suggestions move the notion of the
-add-on phase" to a more inclusionary policy that incorporates the
"specialiied" course. such as ethnic studies or womeics studies. of which

Smith (1990) says:

There are ertainly positive aspects of "counter"-education
run by women for wonwn. There are strong moral impera-

tives... there is passiimate conviction... that women teachers

take a tar more personal interest in their students (p. 289).

They !women I are the last utopians: they have revived the
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dream of a better. more hum.me society. not to be achieved

this time hy science or reastm or ohiectiyity, but by the keener

sensibilities and nobler character of women (p.

1-:ventuaily. the environment will produce a "breakthrough" as a

transformed curriculmn that incorporates new knowledge, new schol-

arship, new nwthodologies, and new ways of teaching and learning, and

that encourages new ways of thinking, is put into place. Moving from

strategies that transform the curriculum to strategies that increase repre-

sentatitm of faculty and administrators on community colkge campuses

seems to be a natural step.

A diverse faculty is essential to a pluralistic eainpus. F.Kultv create

the curriculum and determine the quality of the experience in every

classroom. Currently, between io and 12. percent of faculty at commu-

nity colleges ail-0%S the nation are members of racial-ethnic minority

groups. Bet ween 1977 and 198s. Black faculty on college campuses

declined from 4.4 to 4.2 percent of the total faculty. This figure includes

Blacks who are at historically Black colleges and uniyersitiesin

predominantly. White institutions, this figure is 1.8 percent. I fispanic and

Native Anwrican faculty rose from 1.5 In 1.7 percent tram() more): and

Asian faculty rose from 2.7 to 4.1 percent (7,noo more). Between 1981 and

1987, the number of doctorates awarded to minorities rose from 2,728 to

2,890, and high concentrations of these degrees were in education.

M inorit y faculty are less likely to hold tenure: 71 percent of Whites hold

tenure: 62 percent of Blacks; 66 percent of It ispanics; and m percent of

Asians. Women are also less hkelv than men to hold tenureind for both

racial-ethnic minorities and women, there are substantial differences in

salaries. The numbers of minorities c.mosing academic careers declined

from 1975 to 1985. in 1985 only about 12 percent of all administrators vere

members of racial-ethnic minorities, and this figure includes all indi-

viduals who administer special minority programs in predominantly

White institutions. Data demi .nstrate that these numbers are relatively

stable over the last to years. Moreover, kw of this small percentage of

minorities are presidents, vice presitknts, or deans: rather they are"assis-

tants to" or are connected to minority or affirmative action positions,
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opportunity programs, bilingual education, and student services. Often,
the special minority programs are funded with temporary grants and
short-term funding. (These data were compiled from Mingle, 1987;
Carter and Wilson, 1989; Linthicum, 1989; and Green, 1949.)

The strategies to recruit and retain racial-ethnic minority ar....1
women faculty must be tied to strategies to recruit and retain students,
hut increasing the number of women and minorities in the pipeline is a
long-term effort. Approaches that look outside the traditional ranks to
business, industry, and government, and explore innovAive
approachessuch as faculty exchanges with historically Black universi-
ties and collegesdemand that colleges understand, as does Grernville
Technical College, that more money is needed to compete with inclusti y
and business. Approaches that tie the search process to standards and
insist on results and accountability, such as those at the Foothill-DeAnza
Community College District and Miami-Dade Community College,
suggest that planning i a critical factor for recruitment and retention.
Programs that seek out minority faculty from graduate schools, from
historically Black or Hispanic colleges, and that mentor faculty, such as
those at Sante Fe Community College or the Los Rios Community
College District, are positive examples of what can be done to encourage
diversity. What remains for the long term is that it must be the vision of
ot.r nation's community college leaders that guides us all to a college
culture that values diversity.

CONCLUSION

Manuel Justiz, dean of the College of Education of The University
of Texas at Austin, is an aggressive campaigner for diversity. He believes
in an active search process: using personal and professional networks to
identify potential candidates; telephoning potential minority candidates
to invite them to apply for positions; and reaching out to the commu-
nity for ideas and suggestions. In all this, he is committed to quality and
to finding the best candidate for the job.

It is this conviction and this desire to do better that will strengthen

2 :7
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and embed new cultural norms for institutions and that will establish
new heroes and new artifacts that honor the contributions and talents
of a broader, more comprehensive representation of our heterogeneous
society in the community college.

If community colleges are to lead the way, to imagine a better world,

to illuminate the darkness, to find the courage to be an egalitarian educa-

tional institution, and to demonstrate a pa.ssion for justice, then they are

in the right place to:
Begin now and where they are

Define and understand campus culture
Value pluralism and diversity

Challenge beliefs and motives

Confront issues: thinking and rethinking
Question losses and gains

Seek cooperation and like-mindedness
Employ catalysts in people and information
Accept that nonperfection of strategies and ideas is still okay

Seek successes: large or small, immediate and visible

Value diversity and individual differences and be receptive to

change
Recognize contributions
Develop long-term commitment to change

Fools act on imagination without knowledge; pedants act on knowl-

edge without imagination. The task of education is to weld together
imagination and experience. (Alfred North Whitehead)

Nothing good is done without passion, nothing great with passion
alone. (Paul Valery)

The pursuit of truth and beauty is a sphere of activity in which
we are permitted to remain children all of our lives. (Albert Einstein)
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THE VOICES OF DIVERSITY:
WHAT COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEADERS ARE SAYING IN

UNDERREPRESENTATION AND THE QUESTION OF DIVERSITY

We must go back to the basics--to look at the values and missions of the
community 4,:o1lege, to redefine the values of cuhure and to make certain that

everyone understands that the valtie of diversity is represented in voice, in
words, in conversation, in conviction in the American ommlunity college.

Thm Gon/ales, Chancellor, Seattle Community ( I )istrict,
Washington

here is no better place to value cultural diver
community college, there is no better place to cel
cultures than to look at the studdits; than to relies t

sity than in the American
ebrate the convergence of
those stildents in the staff,

in the facultyind in the administration; and to cdebrate how that reflection
is a microcosm of American society.

Jerry Sue Owens, President, l.akewood 'ommunity (:olkge, Minnesota

WHAT THE AUTHORS ARE SAYING

The recent emphasis on community college constituencies has made us
aware of an irrefutable fact: %%omen and members of raiial-ethnic minorities

are underrepresented in higher education. Neither minority students, minority

teachers, nor minority administrators in Anwrican community colleges are
represented in numbers equivalent to those in the general population. This
underrepresentat ion demands our immediate attention and calls for positive
action.

Remembering that the foundation of community colkge education is
egalitarianism guides our goals for the coming decade: It would be antithet-
kal to the nature and mission of the community colkge not to recognize the
discrimination of the past and not to seek to redress the injustices of under-
representat ion.
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